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silencing,!chromatin!remodelling!and!control!of!gene!expression.! ! It! is!therefore!important!
to! understand!how! this!modification! is! established! and!erased.! !We! set! out! to! develop! a!
sensitive,! liquid–chromatography!mass–spectrometry!method! to!measure! global! levels! of!
DNA!methylation!(5mdC),!as!well!as!hydroxymethylation!(5hmdC),!a!potential!intermediate!
of!DNA!demethylation.!!With!the!new!Agilent!6490!QQQ!LC–MS!we!were!able!to!detect!as!
little! as! 50! amol! of! 5mdC! and! 5hmdC.! !We! used! this! method! to! quantify! levels! of! DNA!
methylation! from! DNA! extracted! from! only! 100! cells,! allowing! us! to! compare! DNA!
methylation! levels! in! early! zygote! development.! ! Given! that! the! evidence! for! DNA!
demethylation! in! early! zygotes! comes! from! methods! using! either! antibody! staining! or!









epigenetic! events! associated!with!myoblast! differentiation.! !Whilst! some!of! the!myoblast!
differentiation! experiments! showed! a! marked! wave! of! DNA! demethylation! (up! to! 51%)!
others! did! not! show! any! changes! in! DNA! methylation! level,! showing! that! myoblast!
differentiation! and! DNA! demethylation! are! not! coMdependent.! ! Addition! of! a! DNA!
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The! term! epigenetics! can! be! defined! as! a! set! of! heritable! changes! in! phenotype! arising!




produce! chromatin! environments,! which! make! genes! more! or! less! accessible! to!









(Fatemi! and! Wade! 2006).! ! The! importance! of! this! epigenetic! mark! is! highlighted! by! its!
involvement! in! multiple! processes.! ! Beyond! modulation! of! chromatin! structure! and! its!
impact! on! gene! expression! it! is! also! implicated! in! regulation! of! genomic! imprinting,!
inactivation! of! X! chromosome,!maintenance! of! genomic! stability! through! the! silencing! of!










DNA!methylation! is! localised!on! the!major! grove!of! the!DNA!double!helix! structure.! ! This!
positioning!keeps!the!WatsonMCrick!base! interactions! intact!and!exposes!the!methyl!group!
to!allow! its!efficient! recognition!by!various!DNAMinteracting!proteins.! !DNA!methylation! is!
enzymatically!established!on!the!5’!position!of!the!cytosine!ring!by!DNA!methyltransferase!
(Dnmt)! enzymes.! ! The!modification!mostly! occurs! in! the! context! of! the! CpG! dinucleotide!
sequence,! although! the! nearest! neighbour! analysis! showed! that! in! embryonic! stem! cells!
(ESCs),! but! not! in! somatic! tissues,+ DNA! methylation! is! also! significantly! present! at! CpA!
dinucleotide! and! and! less! frequently! at! CpT! (Ramsahoye,! Biniszkiewicz! et! al.! 2000).! ! The!
methyl!group! is! transferred!by!Dnmt!enzymes!from!SMmethyladenosylmethionine!(SAM),!a!
compound!consisting!of!methionine!and!adenosine!triphosphate!(ATP).!!This!process!occurs!
in! three! stages:! cytosine! transiently! flips!out!of! the!DNA!double!helix,! it! forms!a! covalent!
enzymeMsubstrate!intermediate!with!Dnmt!enzyme!and!the!methyl!group!is!accepted!onto!
the! cytosine! ring! (Ryazanova! 2012).! ! Following! the! cytosine! methylation! event! SAM! is!




In!mammalian!genome,! there!are! five!genes!coding! for!DNA!methyltransferase!enzymes!–!
Dnmt1,$ Dnmt2,$ Dnmt3a,$ Dnmt3b$ and$ Dnmt3l.! ! Out! of! these! five! enzymes,! only! Dnmt1,!
Dnmt3a! and! Dnmt3b! are! catalytically! active.! ! Dnmt1! enzyme! is! referred! to! as! the!
maintenance!DNA!methyltransferase!because!it!maintains!DNA!methylation!marks!following!











Dnmt1! shows! a! high! specificity! for! hemiMmethylated!DNA! substrates.! Its! affinity! for! hemiM
methylated! DNA! has! been! reported! to! be! 30M40! fold! higher! than! to! unmethylated! DNA!
sequences! (Jeltsch! 2006).! ! Dnmt1!works! on! DNA! in! a! processive!manner,!methylating! on!
average! 50! sites! upon! one! binding! (Goyal,! Reinhardt! et! al.! 2006).! ! Multiple! specialised!
domains!(7!in!total)!located!on!the!NMterminal!part!of!the!protein!aid!localisation!of!Dnmt1!
to!unmethylated!sequences!(CxxC!domain!and!DNA!methyltransferase!associated!protein!1!







embryonic! day! 11! (E11)! and! their! genomic!DNA!methylation! levels!were! quantified! to! be!
one! third! of! DNA! methylation! in! wildMtype! embryos.! The! Dnmt1Mnull! embryos! present!
alterations!in!imprinting!patters!of!Igf2,$Igf2r!and!H19!genes!and!aberrant!DNA!demetylation!
and!expression!of!the!Xist!locus!!(Li,!Bestor!et!al.!1992,!!Li,!Beard!et!al.!1993,!!Beard,!Li!et!al.!
1995).! ! As! opposed! to! somatic! cells,! ESCs! harbouring! Dnmt1! deletion! were! viable! and!
showed! normal! DNA!methylation! patterns! but! failed! to! differentiate! and! were! shown! to!
have!extensive!genomic!changes!at!two!selectable!genes!(Chen,!Pettersson!et!al.!1998).!!!
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Binding! to! DNA! sequences,!which! need! to! be!methylated! is! not! only! facilitated! by! Dnmt!
proteins!and!their!domains.!!The!accessory!protein!called!UbiquitinMlike!containing!PHD!and!
RING! finger! domains! 1! (Uhrf1,! also! called!Np95)! has! several! domains!which! interact!with!
histone!marks,! hemiMmethylated! DNA! and! Dnmt1.! ! Dnmt1! is! loaded! onto! the! replication!
forks!through!its! interaction!with!Proliferating!cell!nuclear!antigen!(PCNA)!protein!and!this!
binding! mostly! serves! to! localise! Dnmt1! to! the! newly! synthesised! strand! (Schermelleh,!
Haemmer!et!al.! 2007).! !Dnmt1!associates!afterwards!with!Uhrf1! through! the!SRA!domain!
located! on! Uhrf1! (Bostick,! Kim! et! al.! 2007).! ! Uhrf1! also! binds! to! hemiMmethylated! DNA!
through! its! SET! and! RINGMassociated! (SRA)! domains! and! localises! to! H3K9me3! marks!
through! the! Tudor! domain,! guiding! Dnmt1! to! hemiMmethylated! DNA! within! specific!




to! attract! binding! of! Dnmt1! to! replication! foci! providing! a! direct! link! between! DNA!
methylation! activity! and! DNA! replication! (Nishiyama,! Yamaguchi! et! al.! 2013).  The!
importance!of!UHRF1! in!de!novo!DNA!methylation! is!underscored!by!the!observation!that!
Uhrf1!knockMout!in!ESCs!leads!to!a!global!DNA!demethylation!which!encompasses!minor!and!





DNA! methylation! pattern! is! stably! established! through! the! activity! of! the! de$ novo!
methyltransferases!Dnmt3a!and!Dnmt3b.!!These!two!methyltransferases!are!able!to!modify!
cytosines! on! both! strands! of! DNA! and! are! responsible! for! the! establishment! of! the! DNA!
methylation!patterns!during!the!early!developmental!stages!and!gametogenesis.!!However,!
it! has! been! shown! that! Dnmt3a,! Dnmt3b1! and! Dnmt3b2! isoforms! have! equal! activity! on!
unmethylated! and! hemiMmethylated!DNA! (Okano,! Xie! et! al.! 1998).! ! Targeted! deletions! of!
Dnmt3a! and! Dnmt3b! both! show! a! lethal! phenotype! (Okano,! Bell! et! al.! 1999).! ! Whilst!
Dnmt3b! homozygous! mutant! mice! die! in$ utero$ before! E11.5,! Dnmt3a! mutant! pups! die!
shortly! after! birth.! !Dnm3b! knockMout!mice,! but! not!Dnmt3a,! show! demethylation! of! the!
minor!satellite!repeats!(Okano,!Bell!et!al.!1999)!and!It!has!been!shown!that!in!the!mutation!
of!Dnmt3b! resulting! in! the! Immunodeficiency,!Centromere! Instability,!Facial!abnormalities!
(ICF)! syndrome! causes! loss! of! DNA!methylation! on! pericentromeric! satellite! repeats! (Xu,!
Bestor!et!al.!1999).!!On!the!other!hand,!germline!Dnmt3a!knockMout!mice!show!deregulation!
of! maternal! and! paternal! imprinting,! showing! loss! of! DNA! methylation! from! maternally!
imprinted!alleles! for!Snrpn,$ Igf2r!and!Peg1! in!embryos! from!Dnmt3a!mutant!mothers!and!
loss! of! methylation! from! paternally! imprinted! H19,$ Dlk1!Gtl2! and! Rasgfr1! differentially!
methylated! regions! (DMRs)! in! spermatogonia! (Kaneda,! Okano! et! al.! 2004).! ! These!





Although! de$ novo! and! maintenance! DNA! methylation! are! functions,! which! have! been!
assigned! to! Dnmt3! and! Dnmt1! enzymes,! respectively,! this! functional! division! is! an!
oversimplification.!!In!vitro!studies!showed!that!Dnmt1!was!found!to!have!a!strong!de$novo!
DNA! methylation! activity! on! unmethylated! DNA! substrates! (Yoder,! Soman! et! al.! 1997).!!
Further!evidence!for!the!dual!role!of!Dnmt3a!and!Dnmt3b!comes!from!the!observations!that!
deletion!of!both!enzymes!in!ESCs!leads!to!a!gradual!loss!of!DNA!methylation!from!repetitive!
DNA! sequences! such!as! IAP,! endogenous!CMtype! retroviral!DNA,!major! and!minor! satellite!
repeats,! and! several! highly!methylated! genes.! ! Overexpression! of!Dnmt3a,!Dnmt3a2! and!
Dnmt3b1!enzymes!was!able!to!restore!DNA!methylation!on!these!sequences!(Chen,!Ueda!et!
al.!2003).!!Finally,!cooperation!between!Dnmt1,!Dnmt3a!and!Dnmt3b!in!maintenance!of!DNA!
methylation!was! shown! in!ESCs!exposed! to!a! short! treatment!with!5MAzaM2’Mdeoxycytidine!




methylation! led! to! the! formation! of! a! stochastic! DNA! methylation! maintenance! model,!
which! proposes! that! DNA!maintenance!methylation! is! not! established! on! each! individual!




In! addition! to! Dnmt1,! Dnmt3a! and! Dnmt3b! there! are! also! other! types! of! DNA!
methyltransferases!that!contribute!to!regulation!of!the!DNA!methylation!at!specific!stages!of!
development.!!Dnmt1o!is!an!oocyteMspecific,!shorter!isoform!of!Dnmt1,!and!it!fulfils!the!role!
of!maintenance!metyltransferase!at!maternally! imprinted! loci! in! the!early!oocyte! (Howell,!
Bestor!et!al.!2001,!!Hirasawa,!Chiba!et!al.!2008).!!There!is!also!a!spermatocyteMspecific!form!
of! Dnmt1! enzyme,! Dnmt1p! (pachytene),! which! interferes! with! its! own! translation! during!
prolonged!crossMover!events!in!male!meiosis.!!Both!Dnmt1o$and$Dnmt1p!are!expressed!form!









Despite! possessing!DNA!methyltransferase!motifs,! another!member! of! the!Dnmt3! family,!
Dnmt3L,! does! not! have! a! catalytic! activity! itself! but! interacts! with! Dnmt3a! and! Dnmt3b!
during!establishment!of!maternal!genomic!imprints!in!female!germ!line!(Hata,!Okano!et!al.!
2002).! !Mouse!embryos!with!deletion!of!Dnmt3L! in! are! viable!but! sterile! and! they! fail! to!
establish! maternal! methylation! imprints! (Bourc'his,! Xu! et! al.! 2001).! ! In! fact,! germline!
phenotype!of!Dnmt3a!knockMout!and!Dnmt3L!knockMout!phenotype!are!very!similar!to!one!
another.!!This!similarity!is!underlined!by!the!finding!that!Dnmt3a!and!Dnmt3L!work!together!
by! forming! a! tetrameric! Dnmt3LMDnmt3aMDnmt3aMDnmt3L! complex! with! two! active! sites!
that! methylate! DNA! in! periodicity! of! 8M10! base! pairs! (Jia,! Jurkowska! et! al.! 2007).! ! This!
periodicity!can!be!also!found!on!maternally!imprinted!alleles.!!!!
!
It! is! unknown! what! triggers! DNA! methylation! at! particular! sites! in! the! genome.! ! Some!
evidence! for! sequence! specificity!of!Dnmt3!enzymes!exists,! as!Dnmt3a!and!3b,!outside!of!
the! CpG! context,! show! a! preference! for! methylating! CpA! (as! opposed! to! other! nonMCpG!
dinucleotides)! (Laurent,!Wong! et! al.! 2010)! and!Dnmt3aMDnmt3L! tetramer! distributes!DNA!









The! fact! that! DNA!methylation! can! be! inherited! over! several! generations! was! shown! by!
experiments!where!murine! cells!were! transfected!with! fully!methylated! or! unmethylated!
DNA! derived! from! bacteriphage! φX174! RF.! ! After! 25! passages! of! these! cells! most! of!
methylated! phage! sequences! were! still! methylated! and! vice! versa,! and! the! fidelity! of!
!7!
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inheritance!of!methylation!at!HpaII! sites!was!calculated!at!95%! (Wigler,! Levy!et!al.!1981).!!
Intergenerational!inheritance!of!epigenetic!state!has!been!also!demonstrated!by!work!with!
agouti! mice! whose! coat! colour! is! determined! by! the! expression! of! unmethylated! Intra!
cisternal$ A$ particle! (IAP)! upstream! of! the! agouti! gene! (Morgan,! Sutherland! et! al.! 1999).!!
When! the! agouti! viable! allele! is! ubiquitously! expressed! the! mice! coat! is! yellow! and! the!





CpG! dinucleotide! is! relatively! underrepresented! in! the! genome,! mainly! because! of! the!
tendency! for!5Mmethylcytosine! to!be! spontaneously!deaminated! to! thymidine! leading! to!a!
T:G!mismatch,!which! is! followed!by! error! prone!base! repair.! By! comparison!with! the!U:G!
mismatch,!the!process!of!recognition!and!correction!of!T:G!mismatch!is!much!less!efficient!
because! thymine! is! a! natural! component! of! DNA! and! there! are! fewer! glycosylases!
specialising! in! removing! T! (Coulondre,! Miller! et! al.! 1978,! ! Pfeifer,! Kadam! et! al.! 2013).!!
However,!certain!stretches!of!mammalian!genome!remain!densely!populated!with!CpG/GpC!
dinucleotides!that!are!typically!unmethylated!and!these!are!referred!to!as!CpG!islands.!!They!
are! defined! as! DNA! sequences! of! more! than! 500! base! pairs! with! the! CG! content! being!
greater! than! 55%,! and! observed! to! expected! CpG! ratio! being!more! than! 0.65! (Takai! and!
Jones! 2002).! ! CpG! islands! overlap! with! promoters! of! 60M70%! of! human! genes! and! are!
frequently!found!on!the!promoters!of!housekeeping!genes,!reflecting!their!readily!expressed!
status! (Paulsen!et! al.! 2008).! ! It! has!been! shown! that! the!mechanism! for! keeping! the!CpG!
islands!methylationMfree,!and!therefore!available!for!the!initiators!of!transcription,! involves!
the!CxxC!finger!protein!1!(Cfp1)!(Thomson,!Skene!et!al.!2010).!!This!protein!localises!with!the!
CpG! islands! and! recruits!methyltransferase! Setd1,!which!methylates! lysine! 4! of! histone! 3!
(H3K4).! ! Methylation! of! the! H3K4! is! known! to! repel! the! DNA! methyltransferase! 3Mlike!
(Dnmt3L),!a!component!of!the!de$novo!methylation!complex!(Thomson,!Skene!et!al.!2010).!!







proteins! through! the! interference!with! transcription! factor! binding! sites! (Bogdanovic! and!
Veenstra! 2009).! ! Recruitment! of! proteins! such! as! MBDs,! MeCP! and! Kaiso,! leads! to! a!
recruitment! of! transcription! silencing! complexes! and! chromatin! modifiers,! and!
establishment! of! histone! modifications! promoting! the! silent! chromatin! state,! ie.!
deacetylation! and!methylation! of!H3K9.! ! This! is! exemplified! by! the! association! of!MeCP2!
with!transcriptional!repressor!Sin3a!and!histone!deacetylases!(HDACs)!(Nan,!Ng!et!al.!1998)!
and! the! interaction! of!MBD1!with! histone! lysine!NMmethyltransferase! SETDB1! and! Suv39M
HP1!heterochromatin!complex!(Fujita,!Watanabe!et!al.!2003,!!Sarraf!and!Stancheva!2004).!!!
!
Most!of!DNA!methylation! in! the!genome! is! found!on! the! retrotransposable!elements!and!
centromeric! satellite!DNA,!and! these!sequences!on! their!own!make!up!more! than!40%!of!









in! regulation! of! gene! expression! are! histone! modifications.! ! The! main! components! of!
nucleosome!that!can!be!epigenetically!modified!are!globular!domains!of!core!histones!(H3,!
H4,!H2A!and!H2B)!and!the!NMterminal!tails!extending!from!the!surface!of!histone!octamers.!!
Currently! over! 60! histone! residues! are! known! to! be!modified.! ! The!modifications! include!
methylation,! acetylation,! sumoylation,! ADP! ribosylation! and! phosphorylation! (Kouzarides!
2007).!These!modifications!can!alter! the!higherMorder!chromatin!structure!and! in! this!way!
are! able! to! establish! local! and! global! chromatin! environments! which! are! eithr! open! and!
transcriptionally! permissive! (euchromatin)! or! folded! and! transcriptionally! not! permissive!
(heterochromatin).! ! Changes! of! these! environments! are! necessary! for! regulation! of!
!9!
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transription,! DNA! repair,! DNA! replication! and! chromosome! condensation.! ! Inactive!
heterochromatin!state!is!usually!associated!with!low!levels!of!histone!acetylation!and!high!
levels!of!methylation!at!H3K9,!H3K27!and!H4K20,!whilst! active!euchromatin! is!marked!by!
high!histone!acetylation! levels!and!trimethylation!of!H3K4,!H3K36!and!H3K79.! ! Interaction!
between! DNA!methylation! and! histone!modifications! can! happen! either! through! a! direct!




documented.! ! As! DNA!methylation! is!mostly! a! repressive!mark,! it! is! generally! associated!
with! repressive! chromatin! and! histone!marks! such! as! unmethylated!H3K4,! H3K9me3! and!
deacetylated! H3K9! (Cheng! and! Blumenthal! 2010).! ! In! fact,! genomeMwide! studies! of! DNA!
methylome! and! histone! modifications! show! that! the! absence! of! H3K4! methylation! is! a!
greater! predictor! of! DNA! methylation! than! any! specific! DNA! sequence! (Nguyen,!
Weisenberger!et!al.!2002).!!Conversely,!H3K4!methylation!and!absence!of!H3K9!methylation!
are! good! predictors! of! unmethylated! CpGs! (Meissner,! Mikkelsen! et! al.! 2008).! ! Histone!
variant! H2A.Z! also! has! also! been! found! to! be! located! within! the! regions! poor! in! DNA!
methylation! and! is! exclusive! of! DNA! methylation! within! gene! bodies! and! methylated!
transposons! (Zilberman,! ColemanMDerr! et! al.! 2008).! ! Another! genomeMwide! study! of!
methylome! and! histone! modification! marks! found! a! positive! correlation! between! DNA!
methylation!and!H3K36me3!and!antiMcorrelation!between!DNA!methylation!and!H3K4me2.!!
This! bimodal! pattern! was! also! reflected! in! the! subregional! patterns! of! DNA!methylation!





absent.! ! Furthermore,! truncation!of! the!NMterminal!of!histone!H3!which! removed! lysine!4!
resulted!in!inhibition!of!DNA!methylation.!!!
!




deacetylase! 1! (HDAC1),! heterochromatin! protein! 1! (HP1),! histone! methyltransferases!
Suv39h1,! Setdb1! and! Ezh2,! and! Brg1,! a! member! of! the! chromatin! remodelling! complex!
SWI/SNF! (Jurkowska,! Jurkowski! et! al.! 2011).! ! The! prolineMtryptophan! containing! PWWP!
domain!provides!a! link!between!Dnmt3!enzymes!and!another!chromatin!mark,!H3K36me3!
(van! Nuland,! van! Schaik! et! al.! 2013).! ! It! can! be,! therefore,! noted! that! Dnmt! activity! and!
resulting!DNA!methylation!patterns!can!be!localised!to!certain!DNA!sequences!via!complex!




DNA! demethylation! can! occur! via! either! passive! or! active! process.! ! Active! DNA!
demethylation! is! a! fast! process! mediated! by! enzymatic! activity! independently! of! DNA!
replication.! ! By! contrast,! passive! DNA! demethylation! occurs! via! inhibition! of! DNA!
maintenance! activity! by! Dnmt1! and! a! resulting! dilution! of! DNA! methylation! marks! with!
subsequent!cell!divisions.!!
!
Experimental! approaches! resulting! in! reducing! Dnmt! activity,! and! in! particular! activity! of!






As! discussed! in! section! 1.1.2.1,! PCNA! is! another! protein! responsible! for! recruitment! of!
Dnmt1! to! the! replication! fork.! ! A! point! mutant! Dnmt1! protein! in! which! the! interaction!
between!Dnmt1!and!PCNA!was!abolished!showed!a!twoMfold!reduced!DNA!binding!capacity.!!
Reduced! binding! capacity! of! Dnmt1! is! yields! effects! equivalent! to! a! direct! loss! of! Dnmt1!
enzymatic! activity! (Schermelleh,!Haemmer! et! al.! 2007).! ! Thus,! although!DNA!methylation!









Dnmt1! resulted! in! p53Mdependent! apoptosis! in! fibroblasts! (JacksonMGrusby,! Beard! et! al.!
2001,!!Gaudet,!Hodgson!et!al.!2003).!
!









DNA! methylation! loss.! ! Increased! DNA! methylation! level! is! then! established! in! the!
postimplantation!epiblast!and!this!is!brought!about!by!the!de$novo!DNA!methyltransferase,!
Dnmt3b! (Hirasawa! and! Sasaki! 2009).! ! Lack! of! Dnmt1!was! shown! to! result! in! a! complete!
demethylation! of! several! imprinted! loci! in! blastocysts,! showing! that! maintenance! of!
imprints! during! cleavageMstages! relies! of! the! maintenance! activity! of! Dnmt1! (Hirasawa,!
Chiba!et!al.!2008).!
1.4.2+Active+DNA+demethylation+in+plants+
Although! the! components! of! DNA!methylation!machinery! are!well! established,! it! remains!
elusive! how! the! removal! of! this!modification! is! achieved! by! a!mechanism! other! than! the!










lyase!activity! (Ooi!and!Bestor!2008,! !Gehring,!Reik!et!al.!2009).! !DEMETER!and!ROS1!have!
been!shown!to!be!able!to!remove!5mdC!from!both!CpG!and!nonMCpG!cytosines!and!thymine!
from! the! T:G! mismatches,! but! not! U! from! the! U:G! mismatches! (MoralesMRuiz,! OrtegaM
Galisteo!et!al.!2006).!!GenomeMwide!bisulphite!sequencing!data!from!a!triple!mutant!ros1!3$
dml2!1$dml3!1! revealed!accumulation!of!DNA!methylation!throughout!the!genome,!except!





simultaneously! interrogating! DNA! with! the! helixMinvading! residues! in! search! of! 5mdC!
(ParrillaMDoblas,! PonferradaMMarin! et! al.! 2013).! ! 5mdC!excision! results! in! a! nucleotide! gap!
with! 3’! and! 5’! phosphate! overhangs.! ! The! 3’Mphosphatase! enzyme,! ZDP,! removes! the! 3’M
phosphate! allowing! subsequent! DNA! polumerisation! and! ligation! steps.! ! The! DNA!
polymerase! filling! in! the! gap! has! not! been! yet! identified.! ! It! has! been! recently! shown! in!




Macias,! CordobaMCanero! et! al.! 2013).! ! Although! both! XRCC1! and! ZDP! have! mammalian!
homologues! (XRCC1! and! ZmDP2,! respectively),! homologues! of! DNA! glycosylases! have! not!
been! yet! identified! in! mammals.! ! The! difficulty! in! finding! DNA! glycosylase,! which! would!













energetically! costly! process! (Razin,! Szyf! et! al.! 1986,! !Weiss! and! Cedar! 1997).! ! Apart! from!
direct! removal! of! the! base! or! nucleotide,! another! way! of! DNA! demethylation! has! been!
proposed!to!involve!a!direct!alteration!to!the!5mdC!base,!such!as!deamination.!!This!would!
lead! to! a! base! pair!mismatch,! which! would! be! further! processed! by! the! BER! DNA! repair!
pathway.!!Alternatively,!5mdC!could!be!modified!to!produce!5Mhydroxymethyldeoxycytosine!
(5hmdC),!or!other!5mdC!derivatives!outlined!in!Fig.!1.1.!!This!second!pathway!also!could,!but!
would! not! have! to,! involve! the! BER! pathway! to! replace! the! 5mdCMderived! base! with! a!







































Two! most! widely! studied! cases! of! active! DNA! demethylation! in! mammals! are!
reprogramming!events!occurring!in!the!newlyMfertilised!zygotes!and!in!the!primordial!germ!
cells!(PGCs)!upon!their!entry!into!the!genital!ridges!(Surani,!Hayashi!et!al.!2007,!!Sasaki!and!
Matsui! 2008).! ! Reprogramming! at! these! two! developmental! stages! also! coincides! with!
several!waves!of!other!epigenetic!changes.! !Besides! the!genomeMwide!DNA!demethylation!
reprogramming! also! involves! changes! to! the! histone!marks! and! relocalisation! of! histones!
and!chromatin!decondensation.!!In!PGCs,!these!changes!are!essential!for!the!loss!of!parental!
imprints,!activation!of!the!inactive!X!chromosome!and!erasure!of!epimutations.!!In!this!way!




In! the!early! zygote!DNA!demethylation! and!other! epigenetic! changes! are! confined! to! the!
paternal!genome.!!Shortly!after!fertilization,!the!paternal!and!maternal!genomes!show!large!
differences! in! their! chromatin! marks.! ! As! opposed! to! the! maternal! pronucleus,! paternal!
genome! lacks! the! repressive! histone! marks! H3K27me3,! H3K9me2,! H3K9me3,! as! well! as!
H3K4me2!and!H3K4me3,!which!are!present!on!the!maternal!pronucleus.! !Additionally,!the!
paternal!genome!is!highly!condensed!trough!the!presence!of!protamines.!!In!order!to!ensure!
the! proper! chromosome! alignment! and! segregation! in! the! first! cleavage! division,! the!
paternal!chromatin!undergoes!decondensation!coinciding!with!a!replacement!of!protamines!
with!histone!H3.3.! !This!process! is!mediated!by!the!Hira!chaperone! independently!of!DNA!
replication!(van!der!Heijden,!Dieker!et!al.!2005).!!!
!
Adding! to! the!differences!between! the!parental!pronuclei,! the!paternal!DNA!undergoes!a!
wave! of! DNA! demethylation!whilst! the!maternal! pronucleus! remains! protected! from! this!
process!by!the!maternally!inherited!factor!Stella!(Santos,!Peters!et!al.!2005,!!Nakamura,!Arai!
et! al.! 2007).! ! DNA! demethylation! is! visible! in! the! whole! paternal! pronucleus! and! occurs!
within! a! short! time! frame,! 6M8! hours! postMfertilisation! (Mayer,! Niveleau! et! al.! 2000).! ! As!
most! of! the! evidence! for! global! DNA! demethyltion! at! this! zygotic! stage! comes! from!
immunofluorescence! studies,! it! is! very! difficult! to! quantify! the! exact! extent! of! DNA!




genomeMwide! comparison! of! zygote! and! sperm! DNA!methylation! patterns! identified! that!




The! fact! that! the! DNA! demethylation! in! the! paternal! pronucleus! of! the! early! zygote! is!
replication! independent!was!shown!by!three!separate!studies.! ! In! the! first!study!synthetic!
methylated! exogenous! DNA! plasmid! was! injected! into! the! early! mouse! zygotes.! ! The!
fragment!was! subsequently! recovered! in! unmethylated! status,! as! shown! by!HpaII! cutting!
patten!(enzyme!only!cuts!unmethylated!DNA)!(Kafri,!Gao!et!al.!1993).!!Because!the!plasmid!
strand! also! contained! methylated! adenosine,! it! was! also! possible! to! distinguish! if! the!
adenine! methylation! has! been! diluted! by! replication,! which! was! not! the! case.! ! In! two!
additional! studies,! DNA! replication! was! blocked! by! aphidicolin.! ! Independent!
immunofluorescence! (IF)! and!bisulphite! sequencing! analyses! showed! that! a! block! of!DNA!
replication!did!not!inhibit!or!affect!the!extent!of!DNA!demethylation!(Mayer,!Niveleau!et!al.!
2000,! ! Oswald,! Engemann! et! al.! 2000).! ! However,!whilst!most! of! the! genome! undergoes!










associated! with! histones! rather! than! protamines,! showed! only! a! small! degree! of! DNA!
demethylation! in! the!paternal!pronucleus! (Polanski,!Motosugi!et!al.!2008).! !These!zygotes!







specification! is! initiated! at! E6.25! by! the! expression! of! the! PGCMspecific! transcriptional!
repressor,!Blimp1$(Ohinata,!Payer!et!al.!2005).! !Starting!from!the!base!of!allantois!at!E8.5,!
PGCs! travel! through! the! hindgut! to! reach! the! genital! ridges.! ! Upon! their! entry! into! the!
genital! ridges! at! E11.5! a! large! genomeMwide! loss! of!DNA!methylation! has! been!described!
(Seki,!Yamaji!et!al.!2007,!!Hajkova,!Ancelin!et!al.!2008).!!The!fact!that!the!PGC!doubling!time!
between!E8.5!and!E13.5!was!assessed!to!be!16!hours!indicates!that!DNA!demethylation!in!
PGCs! is! also! very! likely! to! be! an! active! process! (Tam! and! Snow! 1981).! ! In! contrasts! to!







Changes! in! DNA! methylation! in! PGCs! are! also! followed! by! a! large! scale! chromatin!
remodelling.! ! Immunofluorescence! analysis! of! PGC! nuclei! showed! a! loss! of!
chromocentromeres,! enlargement! of! the! nuclei! and! a! loss! of! the! linker! histones,! H1! and!
H2A.Z.! !Furthermore,!histone!modifications!such!as!H4/H2AR3me2,!H3K9ac,!H3K9me3!and!
H3K27me3! are! lost! from! the! chromatin! (Seki,! Yamaji! et! al.! 2007,! ! Hajkova,! Ancelin! et! al.!
2008).! ! All! these! events! lead! to! the! decondensation! of! the! chromatin,! creating! a! specific!
chromatin! template!which!promotes! reprogramming! (Hajkova!2010).! ! The! changes! to! the!













act! in! the! process! of! somatic! hypermutation! of! immunoglobulin! gene.! Aid! deaminase!
expression! in!E.$ coli! yielded!a!mutation!of! the! rifampicin! resistance! locus,!which!normally!
occurs!at!a!very!slow!rate.! !This!effect!was!further!enhanced!by!Udg!deficiency!(PetersenM
Mahrt,! Harris! et! al.! 2002).! ! A! similar! deamination! activity! to! that! describd! for! Aid! was!
assigned!shortly!afterwards!to!Apobec1!and!its!homologs,!Apobec3C!and!Apobec3G!(Harris,!
PetersenMMahrt! et! al.! 2002).! ! It! was! subsequently! shown! that!Aid! is! also! expressed! at! a!
relatively! high! level! in! oocytes! and! to! a! lesser! extent! in! E12.5! PGCs,! which! at! that! point!
undergo!DNA!demethylation!(Morgan,!Dean!et!al.!2004).!!The!latter!observation!provoked!a!
question! of! whether! Aid! could! participate! in! DNA! demethylation! during! PGC!
reprogramming.! ! To! test! this,!Aid! knockMout!mice!were!generated!and!used! to! assess! the!
DNA!methylation!levels!in!PGC!development!(Popp,!Dean!et!al.!2010).!!At!E13.5,!the!female!
PGCs! from!AidMdeficient!mice!were! reported! to!have! three! times!higher!DNA!methylation!
levels!than!their!wildMtype!counterparts,!whilst!the!data!for!male!AidMdeficient!PGCs!shows!a!
smaller!difference.!!The!discrepancy!between!male!and!female!phenotypes!was!proposed!by!
the! authors! to! be! the! effect! of! X! chromosome! contribution! towards! the! lower! DNA!
methylation!levels.!!Bisulphite!sequencing!showed!that!the!differences!in!DNA!methylation!














(i.e.! following! DNA! demethylation)! directly! contrasting! with! the! observations! above!
(Hajkova,!Jeffries!et!al.!2010).!!Apobec1,!in!contrast,!was!expressed!to!a!larger!extent.!!The!








comes! from! plant! studies.! ! As!mentioned,! no!mammalian! homologues! of! DME! or! ROS1,!
which!would!directly!act!on!5mdC,!have!been!identified!to!date.!!However,!5mdC!has!been!
proposed!to!be!directly!excised!from!DNA!by!two!thymineMspecific!glycosylase!enzymes!such!
as!MethylMCpG! binding! domain! 4! (Mbd4)! or! Thymidine! DNA! glycosylase! (Tdg),! which! are!
present! in! mammalian! cells.! ! Both! of! these! glycosylases! are! part! of! the! BER! DNA! repair!
pathway,!which!functions!to!remove!base!pair!mismatches! from!the!DNA.! !This!process! is!
necessary! to! buffer! the!multiple!mutagenic! effects! that! every! cell! experiences! on! a! daily!
basis.! !Glycosylases! scan! the!DNA,! recognise!base!pair!mismatches,! and! after! flipping! the!
mispaired!bases!out!of!the!DNA,!excise!it!by!hydrolysis!of!the!NMglycosidic!bond!linking!the!
base! and! deoxyribose.! ! The! excision! leaves! behind! an! apurinic/apyrimidinic! site,! which!




two! enzymes! have! been! shown! to! have! ability! to! directly! excise! 5mdC! (Zhu,! Zheng! et! al.!
2000,! !Zhu,!Zheng!et!al.!2000).! !Both!glycosylases!were!shown!to!act!on!hemiMmethylated!
DNA.! ! When! base! removal! activity! of! Tdg! purified! from! chicken! extracts! was! compared!
between!T:G!and!5mCG!pairs,! the! removal! activity!of! the!T:G!mismatches!was!only! three!
times! higher! than! the! removal! of! 5mC:G! (Zhu,! Zheng! et! al.! 2000).! ! However,! this! direct!







al.! 2011,! ! Cortellino,!Xu!et! al.! 2011).! !Mice!deficient! for!Tdg! show!aberrant!expression!of!
developmental! genes! and! loss! or! active!histone!mark!H3K4me2,! gain!of! repressive!marks!
H3K9me3!and!H3K27me3!and!accumulation!of!DNA!methylation!on!the!affected!promoters.!!
From!these!observations!it!has!been!inferred!that!Tdg!may!protect!CpGMrich!promoters!from!
hypermethylation.! ! As! several! promoters! of! genes,! which! were! targets! of! retinoic! acid!
signalling!pathway,!have!been! found!to!be!hypermethylated! in! the!Tdg! knockMout!mice,! it!
has!also!been!proposed!that!Tdg!contributes!to!their!demethylation.!!The!function!of!Tdg!in!
DNA!demethylation!was!however!not!shown!to!work!on!a!genomeMwide!scale.!!Because!the!
lethality! of! the! Tdg! knockMout!may! well! be! an! effect! of! disruption! of! other! processes,! it!
would! need! to! be! addressed!whether! there! is! a! redundancy! between! glycosylases! in! the!
context!of!DNA!demethylation.! !Tdg!has!been!shown!to!interact!with!Dnmt3a!through!the!
PWWP!domain! located!on!the!NMtermInus!of!Dnmt3a!(Li,!Zhou!et!al.!2007).! ! In!vitro!assay!
showed!that!whilst!thymine!removal!rate!by!Tdg!was!increased!in!the!presence!of!Dnmt3a,!
the!methylation!rate!of!the!DNA!substrates!by!Dnmt3a!was!decreased! in!a!concentrationM
dependent! manner.! ! Therefore,! there! is! a! possibility! that! the! lack! of! Tdg! could! induce!
hypermethylation! of! certain! loci! through! absence!Dnmt3a! inhibition,! rather! than! through!
the!lack!of!its!direct!activity.!!!
!
Another,! perhaps! more! likely,! mechanism! by! which! Tdg! and! Mbd4! glycosylases! could!
participate!in!DNA!demethylation!is!to!remove!a!base!into!which!5mdC!has!been!previously!
converted! by! another! enzyme.! ! This! could! involve! deamination! of! 5mdC! to! thymine,! as!
discussed!above,!by!deaminases!or!hydroxylation!of!5mdC! to!5hmdC! (or! further!products!











DNA!demethylation.! !Growth!arrest! and!DNAMdamageMinducible!protein!45α! (Gadd45α),! a!
non!enzymatic!factor!implicated!in!DNA!damage!response,!was!also!found!to!interact!with!
both!Mbd4!and!Aid!and!aided!DNA!demethylation.! !Along!similar! lines,!as!part!of! the!Tdg!
knockMout! study! described! above,! simultaneous! overexpression! of! Tdg,!Apobec1,$ Aid! and!
Gadd45α! was! performed! (Cortellino,! Xu! et! al.! 2011).! ! Coimmunoprecipitation! of! these!
proteins!showed!that!Tdg,!Aid!and!Gadd45α,!but!not!Apobec1,!are!present!in!these!cells!as!
a! complex.! ! More! direct! evidence! in! the! wild! type! setting! would,! however,! need! to! be!
shown! to! confirm! this!dependency.! ! The! interplay!between!Aid!and!glycosylases!was!also!
postulated!as!a!possible!mechanism!explaining!the!lack!of!DNA!demethylation!observed!in!
the! PGCs! extracted! from! the!Aid! deficient!mice! (Popp,!Dean! et! al.! 2010).! ! But! given! that!










in! the! removal!of!5mdC! from!DNA!(Tahiliani,!Koh!et!al.!2009,! ! Ito,!Shen!et!al.!2011).! !The!
initial!conversion!of!5mdC!to!5hmdC,!as!well!as!the!further!oxidation!steps!by!Tet!proteins!
are!dependent!on!the!presence!of!2Moxoglutarate!and!iron!(II)!and!are!performed!by!the!CM
terminal! CysMrich! and! DSBH! regions! (CD)! domain.! The! Tet! domain! responsible! for! this!
conversion!is!present!in!all!three!Tet1M3!proteins.! ! Interestingly,!Tet!proteins!also!have!the!
CxxC! zincMfinger!domain,!which! in!Dnmt!proteins! is! responsible! for! binding!of! unmodified!
cytosines.! ! However,! pullMdown! experiments! demonstrated! that! the! CxxC! domain! of! Tet!





Whilst! Tet1! expression! is! mostly! confined! to! ESCs,! Tet2! and! Tet3$ are! more! ubiquitously!





note,!even! in!ESCs,!5hmdC! levels!are!very! low! in!comparison!to!5mdC!which! is!present!at!




shown! that! Tet1/Tet2Mdeficient! mice! are! viable! and! fertile,! despite! some! of! the! mutant!
embryos! showing! midMgestational! abnormalities,! which! correlate! with! imprinting!
abnormalities! on! some! of! the! imprinted! loci! (Dawlaty,! Breiling! et! al.! 2013).! ! However,! in!
another! study,! Tet1! geneMtrap!mutant!mice! have! been! reported! to! have! defects! in! geneM
specific! demethylation! in! PGCs,!meiotic! gene!expression! and!progression! through!meiosis!





demethylation.! ! Multiple! hypotheses! have! been! put! forward! in! terms! of! the! exact!
mechanism,!which!may!be!involved.!!They!tend!to!combine!enzymatic!modification!of!5mdC!
to!intermediates!such!as!5hmdC!and!its!derivatives!with!another!mechanism,!which!would!
remove! that! intermediate.! ! One! of! such! pathways! proposes! to! involve! TetMmediated!
conversion!of!5mdC!to!5hmdC,!which!could!be!recognised!and!targeted!for!deamination!by!
Aid! or! Apobec! proteins! converting! 5hmdC! into! 5hmdU.! ! 5hmdU! is! suggested! be! then! be!
removed!by!the!BER!pathway.!!Such!pathway!of!DNA!demethylation!is!supported!by!a!study!
conducted!in!the!HEK293!cells,!in!which!Tet1!depletion!led!to!a!reduction!of!5hmdC!and!an!




of! Aid,! Apobec2,! Apobec3a,! Apobec3c! and$ Apobec3g! reduced! the! quantity! of! 5hmdC,!
without!affecting!5mdC!levels,!suggesting!that!deamination!of!5hmdC!is!more!efficient!than!
direct!deamination!of!5mdC.!!To!complete!the!demethylation!pathway!the!study!shows!that!
in! Tet1Moverexpressing! cells! showed! an! increased! amount! of! hmdU! and! a! simulataneous!
overexpression!of! glycosylase!Smug1! reduced! the! levels!of! 5hmdU,! suggesting! that!hmdC!
can!be!first!converted!into!hmdU!and!then!excised!by!the!Smug1!glycosylase.!!These!results!
were!mirrored!in$vivo!by!adenoviral!overexpression!of!Tet1!and!Aid!in!the!dentate!gyrus,!a!
structure! in! the! hippocampus,! of! adult! mice.! ! One! week! later,! Tet1Moverexpression! was!
found! to! increase! endogenous! 5hmdC! levels! by! 43%.! ! Overexpression! of! Aid! decreased!
5hmdC! by! 59%.! ! Although! this! research! proposes! a! complete!DNA! demethylation!model,!
changes! in! quantities! of! the! individual! modifications! described! here! were! measured! by!
antibodyMdependent! techniques! such! as! immunoblotting! and! ELISA,!which! are! not! strictly!
quantitative.! ! It! is! also!difficult! to!assess!whether! the! same!events!occur!naturally! in$ vivo$
where! the! components! of! this! pathway! are! present! at! much! lower! levels.! ! Also,! as!
mentioned!above,!Aid!can!be!mutagenic!if!the!5hmdU!‘errors’!are!not!efficiently!repaired!by!
the!BER,!which!may!be!difficult! in! the!dense!CpG!stretches.!This!pathway!could! therefore!
threaten!the!genomic!integrity,!especially!in!the!context!of!a!very!large!genomeMwide!DNA!
demethylation,! which! occurs! in! the! early! zygotes! or! PGCs.! ! Finally,! assessment! of! Aid!







then! digested! and! nucleosides! analysed! by! a! modified! thin! layer! chromatography! (TLC)!
technique,! which! apart! from! 5hmdC! also! identified! two! new! spots,! which! were!






shRNAMmediated! depletion! of! Tet1.! ! The! authors! proposed! that! this! chain! of! oxidation!




plausible.! ! 5CaC! and! 5fC! can! be! specifically! recognised! and! targeted! for! removal! by! Tdg!
glycosylase!(but!not!by!Mbd4,!Ung!or!Smug1)!(He,!Li!et!al.!2011).!!This!was!shown!by!a!set!of!
in$ vitro! experiments! with! synthetic! oligomers! containing! U,! hmdU! or! CaC! and! purified!
proteins!or!cell!extract!and!TLC!separation!of!the!digestion!products.!!5CaC!was!also!shown!
to!be!reduced!in!DNA!isolated!from!HEK293!cell,!which!were!transfected!with!Tdg,!but!not!






5fC! and! 5CaC! in! wildMtype! ESCs! to! the! major! satellite! repeats! (Shen,! Wu! et! al.! 2013).!!
Following! depletion! of! Tdg,! 5fC! and! 5CaC! levels! were! increased! by! 5.6! and! 8.4! times,!
respectively.!The!additional!5fC!and!5CaC!marks!were!specifically! located! to!proximal!and!
distal! regulatory!elements.! !This! indicates! that!TdgMdependent! removal!of!5fC!and!5CaC! is!
confined!to!these!specific!loci.!!$
!
Although! all! the! experiments! described! above! have! shown! the! existence! of! the! potential!
DNA!demethylation! intermediates! in$ vitro,! in! cell! culture!and!even!being!present! in! small!
quantities! in! animal! tissues,! it! was! important! to! find! out! whether! this! model! could! be!
supported!also!by!observations!made!in!the!actively!demethylating!systems,!such!as!zygotes!
and! PGCs.! ! Immunofluorescence! analysis! of! 5hmdC! and! 5mdC! in! preMimplantation!
development! demonstrated! that! hypomethylated! paternal! pronucleus! indeed! showed! a!










pronucleus,! indicating! that! at! least! some! of! the! DNA! demethylation! is! lost! to! 5hmdC.!!
Finally,! immunofluorescence! analysis! of! 5fC! and! 5CaC! in! early! zygote! development! also!
demonstrated! enrichment! of! these! two! nucleosides! in! the! paternal! pronucleus.! ! This!
correlated!with!a! loss!of!5mdC!staining,! in!a!manner! similar! to! the!appearance!of!5hmdC!
(Inoue,! Shen! et! al.! 2011).! ! However,! in! contrast! to! the! earlier! demonstrations! and!
predictions!that!the!5CaC!could!be!promptly!removed!by!glycosylases,!or!other!members!of!
BER!pathway,!staining!of!sister!chormatids!showed!asymmetry!of!5mdC!and!5hmdC!marks!
which!persisted! through! the! consecutive! cleavage! stages! (Inoue,! Shen! et! al.! 2011,! ! Inoue!
and!Zhang!2011).!Whilst!5hmdC!persisted!until! the!8Mcell! stage,!5fC!and!5CaC!nucleosides!











2013).! ! Changes! were,! however,! noticed! at! the! level! of! individual! promoters! and! gene!
bodies!with!most!genes!affected!being!hypermethylated,!indicating!a!locusMspecific!function!
of! Tet! proteins! as! promoters! of! DNA! demethylation.! ! Genes! affected! by! DNA!
hypermethylation! included!repressors!of! transposon!expression! in!germ!cell!development,!
germ!cell!expressed!genes!and!some!imprinted!genes.!!Tet1!deficiency!also!has!been!noted!





Whilst! it! was! shown! in! the! zygotes! that! the! disappearance! of! 5mdC! is! timed! with!
appearance! of! 5hmdC,! 5fC! and! 5CaC,! and! these! 5mdC! derivatives! are! dependent! on! the!
presence! of! Tet3! protein,! the! question! of! active! DNA! demethylation!mechanism! has! not!
been! yet! finally! resolved.! ! One! problem! with! studies! described! above! is! that! the!
quantification!of!these!changes!in!PGCs!and!zygotes!relies!on!the!specificity!and!affinity!of!
the!antibody!binding!and!this!can!vary!for!different!epitopes!and!different!monoclonal!and!







Steps! have! been! taken! towards! understanding! the! function! of! 5hmdC.! ! It! is! likely! that!
5hmdC! is! an! additional! epigenetic! mark! contributing! towards! the! fineMtuning! of!
transcriptional! machinery,! adding! yet! another! layer! to! the! complex! epigenetic! network!
controlling!transcription.!!The!studies!mapping!5hmdC!in!ESCs!find!this!modification!mostly!
localised! within! gene! bodies! and! inactive! promoter! regions! (Williams,! Christensen! et! al.!
2011,! !Wu,!D'Alessio!et! al.! 2011,! ! Xu,!Bian!et! al.! 2011).! ! The!genes!on!which!5hmdC!was!




was! also! found! to! be! associated!with! the! polycomb! targets,! and! coMlocalised!with! Sin3AM
repressor! complex! (Williams,! Christensen! et! al.! 2011).! ! However,! there! are! some!
discrepancies!between!the!findings!in!the!genomeMwide!mapping!of!5hmdC,!as!5hmdC!has!
been! described! by! one! study! to! be! preferentially! located! on! the! promoters! of! actively!
transcribed!genes,! including!genes!associated!with!pluripotency! (Ficz,!Branco!et!al.! 2011).!!
KnockMdown!of!Tet1! and!Tet2! genes!was! found!by! the! same! group! to! be! associated!with!
downregulation!of!pluripotency!genes,!simultaneous!decline!in!5hmdC,!increase!in!5mdC!at!




which!would! indicate! that!5hmdC!contributes! towards! the! ‘poised’!chromatin!signature,!a!
hallmark! of! genes! regulating! development! (Pastor,! Pape! et! al.! 2011).! ! So,! although!most!
genomeMwide!studies!mapping!5hmdC!seem!to!indicate!that!5hmdC!is!associated!with!gene!
repression,!proper!understanding!of! the!5hmdC!function! in!gene!expression!will! require!a!
stricter! agreement! between! the! studies! mapping! 5hmdC,! or! an! explanation! of! how! the!
differences!might! have! arisen.! ! Importantly,! the! role! of! Tet1! proteins! in! hydroxylation! of!





The! BER!DNA! repair! pathway! is! responsible! for! excision! of! single! bases!which! have! been!
altered! by! oxidative! damage,! alkylating! activity,! or! spontaneous! single! base! alterations!
(Dianov! and! Hubscher! 2013).! ! The! pathway! has! several! components,! which! work!
synergistically!to!replace!the!altered!bases!(Fig.1.2).!!XMray!Repair!Complementing!defective!
repair! in!Chinese!hamster! cells! 1! (Xrcc1)! and!glycosylases! such!as! Tdg!or!Mbd4! recognise!
and! cleave! the!NMglycosidic! bond! between! the! DNA! base! and! sugar! phosphate! backbone!
(Huber,!Bai!et!al.!2004,!!Campalans,!Marsin!et!al.!2005).!!Resulting!apurinic/apyrimidinic!(AP)!
site! is! then! cleaved! at! the! 5’! phosphodiester! bond! 5’! by! the! Apurinic/Apyrimidinic!
endonuclease! (APE1),! leading! to! the! formation! of! a! single! strand! break! (SSB).! ! PolyMADPM
ribose!polymerase! family,!member!1! (Parp1)!proteins! recognise! and!bind! to! the! SSB,! and!
this!binding!protects!the!DNA!strands! form!further!deterioration!and!recruits!components!
of!the!BER!pathway!(Dianov!and!Hubscher!2013).!!Parp1!has!been!also!shown!to!form!homo!










































zygotes! and! PGCs! at! the! time! of!DNA!demethylation! (Hajkova! et! al.! 2010).! ! The! proteins!
localised!to!the!chromatin!at!the!time!of!DNA!demethylation!were!Xrcc1,!Parp1!and!Ape1.!!
On! the! other! hand,! the! members! of! the! Nucleotide! Excision! DNA! Repair! (NER)! pathway!
were! absent.! ! Importantly,! high! levels! of! BER! components! were! only! located! in! the!
demethylating! paternal! pronucleus! and! not! in! the! maternal! pronucleus! or! somatic! cells!
surrounding! PGCs.! ! Specific! inhibition! of! Ape1! and! Parp1! with! small! molecule! inhibitors!
resulted! in! an! impediment! of!DNA!demethylation! in! the! paternal! pronucleus! of! the! early!
zygote,!which!provides!evidence!for!a!mechanistic!link!between!the!two!processes.!!Aid!was!
expressed! in! the! PGCs! at! low! levels! only! after! DNA! demethylation! has! taken! place,! and!














Nucleotide! excision! DNA! repair! (NER)! pathway! has! been! proposed! as! another! mode! of!
removing!DNA!methylation.!!NER!is!primarily!responsible!for!removing!DNA!damage,!which!
results!from!the!exposure!to!UV!and!carcinogens!(Gehring,!Reik!et!al.!2009,!!Rechkunova!and!
Lavrik!2010).! !DNA! lesion! is! recognised!by! the!Xeroderma!pigmentosum!complementation!
group! C! (Xpc)! proteins,! which! recruit! other! factors! of! the! preMincision! complex,! including!
helicases! and! endonucleases.! ! Rather! than! excising! individual! bases,! as!was! described! for!
BER,! NER! unwinds! stretches! of! 25M30! nucleotides! and! the! nucleases! cleave! them! at! both!
ends.! ! The! gap! is! the! filled! in! by! DNA! polymerase! and! sealed! by! DNA! ligase.! ! Defects! in!
proteins!participating!in!NER,!Xeroderma!pigmentosum!complementation!group!G!proteins!
(Xpg)! lead! to! human! disorder! Xeroderma! Pigmentosum! (XP).! ! The! XP! patients! show!
hypersensitivity! to! light! and! have! increased! risk! of! skin! cancer! (Kraemer,! Patronas! et! al.!
2007).! ! The! fact,! however,! that! these! patients! are! fertile! and! live! into! adulthood! signifies!
that!NER! is!not!a!very! likely!candidate! for!a!pathway! leading!to!active!DNA!demethylation!
necessary!for!a!successful!progression!of!PGCs!and!embryo!development.!!
!!
Nevertheless,! a! link! between! NER! proteins! and! DNA! demethylation! has! been! shown! in!
Xenopus$ laevis$ (Barreto,$ Schafer$ et$ al.$ 2007).! ! The! research! employed! a! cDNA! screen! to!
identify!factors!that!are!able!to!induce!expression!of!a!luciferase!reporter!exogenous!genes!
or! endogenous! Oct4! gene,! normally! present! in! a! methylationMsilent! state.! ! The! screen!
identified! Growth! arrest! and! DNAMdamageMinducible! protein! 45α! (Gadd45α),! a! non!




to! hypermethylation! and! gene! silencing.! ! This! activity!was!mediated! through!members! of!
NER!pathway,!Xpg!and!Xpb,!as!knockMdown!of!these!proteins!resulted!in!hypermethylation!
of! the!Oct4! locus!and! lack!of! its!expression! in!Xenopus!oocytes.! !This!study!was,!however,!
followed! by! a! very! similar! set! of! experiments! using! human! cells,! which! was! not! able! to!
reproduce! these! results! (Jin,!Guo! et! al.! 2008).! ! A! subsequent! paper! has! shown,! however,!
that! Gadd45αMmediated! DNA! demethylation! is! specifically! employed! on! mammalian!
ribosomal!DNA! repeats,! and! this! is! indeed!mediated!by! components!of! the!NER!pathway,!
Xpa,! Pxg! and! Xpf! (Schmitz,! Schmitt! et! al.! 2009).! ! Finally,! Gadd45β! was! also! found! to! be!
required!to!demethylate!specific!promoters!of!genes!regulating!neuronal!proliferation!and!
dendritic!growth! in!hippocampus! (Ma,! Jang!et!al.!2009).! ! It! is! therefore! likely! that!Gadd45!
family! of! factors! participate! in! DNA! demethylation! and! gene! expression! of! very! specific!
genomic!targets.!!Gadd45αMspecific!DNA!demethylation!activity!is!also!likely!to!be!linked!to!
BER,! as! overexpression! of! Gadd45α,! Aid! and! Mbd4! in! mammalian! cells! and! zebrafish!
embryos!resulted!in!increased!DNA!methylation!levels!(Rai,!Huggins!et!al.!2008,!!Popp,!Dean!






of! them! was! responsible! for! the! bulk! of! genomeMwide! DNA! demethylation! led! some! to!







To! the!contrary,!passive!DNA!demethylation!has!been! recently! suggested! to!occur! in!PGC!
development! (Kagiwada,!Kurimoto!et! al.! 2013).! ! The! study! reMexamined! the! timing!of! cell!





the! rate! of!DNA!demethylation! on! various! imprinted! loci,!which!were! demethylating! in! a!
very!similar!or! slower! fashion! than!cell!division! rate.! !DNA!demethylation! rates! for!all! the!
examined!loci!were!in!fact!very!heterogeneous,!indicating!that!a!certain!mechanism!must!be!
in!place! to!protect! some!of! the! imprinted! loci.! !As!Uhrf1!was! found!not!expressed! in! the!








al.! 2013).! ! The!pattern!of!DNA!demethylation!described! there!was! a! gradual! one! starting!
from!E10.5!and!carrying!on!until!E13.5.!!This!was!coupled!with!a!gradual!increase!in!5hmdC!
and!its!subsequent!dilution!with!progressive!cell!divisions.! !These!changes!were!attributed!




loss!of!DNA!methylation!marks! in!PGCs!entering!genital! ridges.! ! It!needs! to!be!noted!that!
proliferation!of!PGCs!observed!by!Kagiwada!et!al.!was!not!uniform,!as!the!highest!number!of!
PGCs!showing!BrdU!staining!between!E10.5!and!E12.5!was!67.6%.!!Variation!in!the!timing!of!
PGCs’! arrest! in! G2! phase,! which! occurs! prior! to! their! proliferation,! was! also! previously!
reported,!and!this!may!have!contributed!to!some!of!the!differences!seen!between!the!two!
different! studies.! ! Importantly,! the! recent! studies! reported! the! erasure! of! imprints! and!
other!methylated! loci! to! commence!at! E10.5! (Kagiwada,! Kurimoto!et! al.! 2013),! ie.! before!
PGC! enter! the! genital! ridges,! which! directly! contradicts! the! previous! studies! where! DNA!
demethylation!was!described!only!at!E12.5!(Hajkova,!Erhardt!et!al.!2002,!!Lane,!Dean!et!al.!





To! resolve! these! contradictions,! it! has! been!proposed! that! parallel!mechanisms!may!play!




is!correct.! ! It!will!be! important!to!quantify!the! loss!of!DNA!methylation! in!a!genomeMwide!
fashion,!rather!than!focusing!on!specific!loci.!!Bisulphite!sequencing!can!skew!data!because!















2008,! !Metivier,!Gallais!et!al.!2008).! ! Five!different!promoters!of!which!expression!can!be!
activated!by!a!single!event!of!oestrogen!stimulation!were!shown!to!change!the!methylation!
levels! in! a! cyclical!manner,!with! each!methylationMdemethylation! surge! lasting! about! 120!
minutes!(Kangaspeska,!Stride!et!al.!2008).!!Rapidly!changing!DNA!methylation!levels!on!the!
pS2!promoter!correlated!with!its!changing!expression!and!polymerase!occupancy!(Metivier,!





in! transcription! and! methylation! levels! also! corresponded! to! cyclical! accumulation! of!




and! demethylation! by! oestrogen.! ! However,! a! longer! 72Mhour,! incubation! with! the! same!
inhibitor! increased! the! pS2! expression! 2M3! times! and! correlated! with! promoter!
demethylation,! indicating! two!different!modes!of! action.! ! The!authors! suggested! that! the!
shortMterm!effect!of!Dnmt!inhibition!was!due!to!the!abrogation!of!the!cyclical!methylation!
pattern,!whilst!the!longMterm!stimulation!must!have!been!due!to!longMterm!inhibition!of!CpG!
methylation,! or! even! active! DNA! demethylation.! ! The! authors! then! followed! this!
observation!with!showing!a!series!of!in$vitro!experiments!in!which!catalytic!domains!of!both!
Dnmt3a! and! Dnmt3b! have! deaminase! activity,! but! only! in! the! absence! of! SAM.! ! They!
suggest!that!deamination!of! the!promoter!by!Dnmt3a!and!Dnmt3b! leads!to!T:G!mismatch!
which! recruits!Tdg!glycosylase!and!BER!components! to! facilitate!DNA!demethylation,! thus!
suggesting! that! Dnmt3s! have! a! double! activity! which! depends! on! the! presence! of! SAM.!!
Such! double! activity! is! rather! a! surprising! outcome! of! these! experiments! and! it! would!
indicate!that!turnover!of!DNA!methylation!and!deamination!would!need!to!be!very!efficient!
and! fast,!whilst! the!measured! in$ vitro! deaminase!activity!of!Dnmt3s!was!up! to!36%!of! all!
CpG!sites.!!Also,!evidence!for!SAM!concentration!being!a!limiting!factor!in$vivo!is!missing!and!
therefore! more! experiments! would! need! to! be! shown! to! verify! these! findings! (Ooi! and!
Bestor! 2008).! ! Of! note,! Dnmt3a! and! Dnmt3b! have! been! recently! also! assigned! another!
function,! removal! of! hmdC! (Chen,! Wang! et! al.! 2012).! ! The! authors! pointed! out! that! a!
possibility!of!protein!contamination!in!commercial!enzyme!preparation!cannot!be!ruled!out.!!!!!
!
Although! it! is! very! difficult! to! pinpoint! the! enzymes! implicated! in! the! active! DNA!
demethylation!activity,!several!other!reports!have!also!observed!such!event.!!Most!of!these!
observations! have! been! confined! to! individual! genomic! loci.! ! This! is! exemplified! by! a!








gene! expression! is! stable! and! specific.! ! Conversely,! introduction! of! fully! methylated!
luciferaseMreporter! construct! containing! the! same! IL!2! promoter! sequence! inhibited! gene!
transcription,!showing!that!DNA!demethylation!is! indeed!needed!for! IL!2!expression.! ! !The!
DNA! demethylation! of! the! IL!2! promoter! also! happened! in! presence! of! a! replication!
inhibitor!rapamycin,!indicating!that!it!is!mediated!through!an!active!process.!!!
!
Similarly,! Treg!specific$ demethylated$ region$ (Tsdr)! within! the! Foxp3! locus! coding! for! a!
transcription! factor! essential! for! T! cell! development,! becomes! demethylated! upon! T! cell!
activation! independently! of! cell! division! (Toker,! Engelbert! et! al.! 2013).! This! was!
demonstrated!by!the!fact!that!Tsdr!becomes!demethylated!even!if!cells!are!arrested!in!G1!











p15INK4B,! which! in! the! first! place! becomes! methylated! through! the! action! of! Znf217!
oncogene,!which!recruits!Dnmt3a!and!the!CoREST!silencing!complex!in!human!breast!cancer!
(Thillainadesan,!Chitilian!et!al.!2012).!!However,!treatment!with!transforming!growth!factorM
β! (TGFMβ)! led! to! demethylation! of! this! locus! and! reMexpression! of! p15INK4B.! The!
demethylation!event!was!triggered!by!Tdg!glycosylase,!as!it!did!not!occur!in!Tdg!knockMdown!





DNA! demethylation! has! also! been! noted! in! in$ vivoMoccurring! neurological! processes.!!
Promoter! of! the! Brain!derived$ neurotrophic$ factor! (Bdnf)! gene! was! shown! to! undergo! a!
significant! level! of! DNA! demethylation! in! postMmitotic! neurons! subjected! to! electroM
convulsive!treatment!(Ma,!Jang!et!al.!2009).!!In!this!case,!the!active!DNA!demethylation!was!
correlated!with!the!presence!of!Gadd45α.!!Gadd45α!knockMdown!inhibited!demethylation!of!
BDNF.! ! Furthermore,! fear! conditioning! and!memory! formation!were! also! associated!with!
demethylation!and!increasing!of!transcriptional!activity!of!the!synaptic!plasticity!gene!reelin!





to!happen! independently! of! cell! proliferation.! ! It! is! of! interest! to! understand!what! drives!
these! changes! and! this! cannot! be! addressed! without! the! full! comprehension! of! the!
mechanisms!driving!the!active!DNA!demethylation!process.!!Multiple!hypotheses!proposed!
to! explain! the! process! of! DNA! demethylation! in! PGCs! and! zygotes! led! researchers!
investigating!other!models!of!active!DNA!demethylation!to!make!links!between!components!








Comparison! of! DNA! methylation! patterns! between! three! differentiation! stages! –! hESC,!
hESCMderived!fibroblasts!and!monocytes!showed!that!the!highest!and!most!complex!global!
DNA! methylation! with! a! great! frequency! of! nonMCpG! methylation! is! found! in! the!
undifferentiated!state!(Laurent,!Wong!et!al.!2010).!hESC!showed!an! increased!presence!of!
nonMCpG!methylation!than!their!derivative!fibroblasts,!with!C!in!the!CpA!context!being!most!




differentially! methylated! regions! (DMRs).! ! Interestingly,! differentiated! cells! also! showed!
lower! DNA! methylation! levels! on! some! of! the! repetitive! elements! such! as! Line1,! short!
interspersed$ nuclear$ element$ 1! (Sine1),! endogenous$ retrovirus! (Erv)! and! long$ terminal$
repeats! (Ltr).! !This!gradual! loss!of!DNA!methylation!upon!differentiation! is,!however,!only!
true! for! human! ESCs.! ! In! mouse,! naive! ESCs! are! associated! with! a! particularily! low! DNA!
methylation!level,!which!increases!during!differentiation!(Leitch,!McEwen!et!al.!2013).!
!
A! wellMdefined! global! DNA! demethylation! event! was! described! in! mouse! erythropoiesis!
(Shearstone,! Pop! et! al.! 2011).! ! Reduced! representation! bisulphite! sequencing! (RRBS)!
showed! that! towards! the! final! stages! of! erythroblast! differentiation! 29%! of! DNA!
methylation! was! lost! from! all! the! genes,! irrespectively! of! their! expression! status.! ! DNA!
demethylation! also! affected! Line1! repetitive! elements! and! several! imprinted! loci.! !Whilst!
Dnmt1!protein!was!present!throughout!erythropoesis,!Dnmt3a$and!Dnmt3b!expression!and!
proteins!were!lost.!!However,!reMexpression!of!Dnmt3s!or!overexpression!of!Dnmt1!did!not!
block! the!wave! of! DNA! demethylation.! ! Arresting! the! cells! in! S! or! G1! phase! of! cell! cycle!
proved! that! the! global! DNA! demethylation! event! was! a! passive! process,! which! was!
dependent! on! the! fast! rate! of! cell! division.! ! Deceleration! of! the! division! rate! with! low!
concentration!of!aphidicolin!was!sufficient!to!stop!DNA!demethylation,!proving!that!in!this!




increase! in!hydroxymethylation! in!vitamin!CMstimulated!ESCs! (Blaschke,!Ebata!et!al.!2013).!
MeMDIP! and! HmeMDIPMseq! analyses! found! 429! genes! promoters! to! have! lost! DNA!
methylation! and! gained! hydroxymethylation.! ! The! promoters! affected! by! these! changes!










the!RRBS! technology! to! look! for!differences!between!myotubes! (Mt),!myoblasts! (Mb)!and!
fullyMdeveloped! skeletal! muscle! (Tsumagari,! Baribault! et! al.! 2013).! ! There! was! minimal!
differential! methylation! between! Mb! and! Mt,! and! therefore,! the! results! of! these! two!
samples!(MbMt)!were!combined!and!analysed!in!comparison!to!the!fully!developed!skeletal!
muscle.!!Global!number!of!hyper!or!hypomethylated!sites!was!assessed!by!comparing!these!
samples! with! a! nonMmuscle! lineage.! ! A! very! large! number! of! sites! hypermethylated! in!
myoblasts! and! myotubes! (91%)! was! lost! from! the! skeletal! muscle! and! these! encoded!
sequenceMspecific! transcription! factors! such! as! homeobox! and! TMbox! regions.! ! However,!
most! of! the! regions! that! retained! their! hypermethylation! in! skeletal! muscle! were! also!
methylated!in!myoblasts!and!myotubes.! !When!comparing!the!amount!of!hypomethylated!
sites!between!myoblasts!and!myotubes!with!skeletal!muscle,!about!twice!as!many!of!them!
were! present! in! the! skeletal! muscle.! ! This! indicateed! that! the! transition! from! early!
myogenesis! to! fully! developed! adult! muscle! is! associated! with! a! large! wave! of! DNA!
demethylation.! ! Interestingly,! there!was! only! a!weak! correlation! between! the! differential!
DNA! methylation! and! gene! expression,! indicating! that! this! DNA! demethylation! is! not!




A! study!of!human!muscle!biopsies!after!acute!exercise!also! reported!a!decrease! in!global!
DNA! methylation! levels! affecting! about! 5%! of! CCGG! sites! (Barres,! Yan! et! al.! 2012).! ! A!
subsequent!MeDIPMqPCR!analysis!confirmed!that!promoters!of!several!genes!such!as!PGC1α,!










to! the! study! above,! this! DNA! demethylation! was! described! to! take! place! during! the!
relatively!early!stages!of!muscle!development,!which!precede!the!formation!of!adult!skeletal!
muscle.! ! In$ vitro! stimulation! of! foetal! G8! myoblasts! differentiation! led! to! a! global! DNA!




occur!on! repetitive!elements.! !This!process!was! independent!of!DNA!replication,!as! it! still!
occurred!following!treatment!with!aphidicolin!and!LMmimosine.!!Global!DNA!demethylation!
was! also! preceded! by! formation! of! hemimethylated! CpG! sites! and! this! observation! was!





As! seen! from! the! studies! above,! with! the! global! DNA! demethylation! in! erythropoetic!
differentiation! being! a! passive! process,! muscle! differentiation! is! the! only! differentiation!
system! in!where! a! large! scale,! potentially! active! process! of!DNA!demethylation! has! been!




differentiation! and! to! gain! a! further! understanding!of! the!mechanisms! implicated! in!DNA!






















































































































































































In! embryonic! development,! skeletal! muscle! formation! begins! with! commitment! of! the!
multipotent! mesodermal! precursor! cells! to! formation! of! the! muscle! lineage.! ! Such!
committed! cells! become!myoblasts,! which! are! the! very! early,! mononucleated! embryonic!





(Lassar! and! Munsterberg! 1994).! ! Myoblast! differentiation! can! be! also! triggered! and!
controlled! by! local! immune! signalling! as! interleukin! 4! (IL4),! which! has! been! shown! to!
promote! muscle! formation! (Horsley,! Jansen! et! al.! 2003).! ! On! the! other! hand,! Tumour!
necrosis!factorM1α!(Tnf1α)!and!IL1β!are!able!to!inhibit!skeletal!myogenesis!(Coletti,!Yang!et!
al.! 2002,! ! Broussard,! McCusker! et! al.! 2004).! ! This! implies! that! stimulation! of! myoblast!




Much! of! our! understanding! of! the! muscle! differentiation! program! comes! from! studying!
either! the!ex$ vivo! satellite! cells! or! the! already! committed!myoblast! cell! lines,!with!C2C12!
being! the! most! common! example.! ! Therefore,! all! the! mechanistic! insights! to! myogenic!
differentiation!described!below!refer!to!the!C2C12!model.!
!
Stimulatory! signals! of!muscle! formation! switch! on! the!Wnt! signalling! pathway!which! acts!
through!a!nuclear!transcription!factor,!cAMPMresponsive!element!binding!protein!(Creb),!to!
induce! expression! of! two! muscleMspecific! regulatory! factors,! MyoD! and! Myf5,! and!
downregulation!of! the!paired!box! transcription! factors,!Pax3! and!Pax7! (Chen,!Ginty!et! al.!
2005).!!MyoD!and!Myf5,!together!with!secondarily!expressed!myogenic$regulatory$factor$4!
(Mrf4)! and! myogenin! belong! to! the! class! II! basic! helixMloopMhelix! (bHLH)! tissue! specific!
transcription! factors.! !MyoD!and!other!bHLH! factors! recognise!and!bind! to! the!ubiquitous!
sequence!CANNTG,!also!called!EMbox!(Brennan!and!Olson!1990).!!In!order!to!acquire!specific!
binding!to!the!EMboxes!located!on!the!muscleMspecific!genes,!MyoD!and!other!bHLH!proteins!
act! in! concert!with! each!other! and!a! range!of! other! factors.! ! The!helixMloopMhelix! domain!
allows!the!bHLH!proteins!to!form!homodimers!or!heterodimers!with!EMbox!binding!proteins!
E12!or!E47.!!MyoD!binding!to!DNA!is!much!more!efficient!when!it!is!present!as!a!MyoDME47!
heterodimer! than!MyoDMMyoD!homodimer! (Murre,!McCaw!et!al.!1989).! !Another!muscleM
specific!family!of!transcription!factors,!which!associate!with!the!bHLH!proteins!and!drive!the!
induction!of!muscle!differentiation!are!the!four!members!of!Mef2$family!(Mef2a!d).! !Mef2!





Coinciding! with! Pax3! and! Pax7! downregulation,! MyoD! heterodimers! locate! to! the!
promoters!of!upstream!differentiation! factors! such!as!myogenin,!Mrf4! and!Mef2d.! ! These!
secondary! transcription! factors! act! in! turn! to! switch!on! the!expression!of! the! late!muscle!
differentiation! genes,! related! to! the! structural! and! functional! demands! of! the! fully!
differentiated!muscle,!such!as!α!skeletal$actin!(αSA),!embryonic$muscle$heavy$chain!(eMHC)!
or!muscle$ creatin$ kinase! (mCK)! (Yahi,! Philipot! et! al.! 2006).! ! Expression!of!both!MyoD! and!
myogenin! in! C2C12! myoblasts! has! been! shown! to! be! associated! with! local! DNA!
demethylation!of!MyoD!distal!control!element!and!myogenin!promoter!(Brunk,!Goldhamer!
et! al.! 1996,! ! Lucarelli,! Fuso! et! al.! 2001).! ! Expression! of! different! proteins!marks! different!
stages! of! muscle! differentiation! (see! Fig.! 1.2).! ! Early! proliferating! cells! express!myogenic!
markers! such! as!MyoD,!Myf5! and!Mrf4! and! these! factors! indicate! commitment! to! the!
myogenic! cell! fate,! whilst! expression! of! myogenin! and! Mef2! indicates! differentiation!
(Palacios! and! Puri! 2006).! ! The! full! differentiation! into! mature! myotubes! is! marked! by!



























expression! coincides! with!myoblasts’! exit! from! the! SMphase! and! becomes! downregulated!
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again! at! the! beginning! of!G1!phase! by! phosphorylation! and!ubiquitination! (Kitzmann! and!
Fernandez! 2001).! ! In! the! period! of! cell! proliferation,! the! action! of! MyoD,! and! therefore!
differentiation,! are! prevented! by! its! heterodimerisation! with! cMjun! NMterminal! kinase!
(Bengal,!Ransone!et!al.!1992),!as!well!as!by!formation!of!heterodimers!between!the!inhibitor!




which! cumulatively! lead! to! heterochromatin! formation! on! muscleMspecific! loci.! ! MyoD! is!




histone! methylatransferases! Suv39h1! and! KMT1a,! which! introduce! another! repressive!






unphosphorylated! retinoblastoma! protein! (Rb)! and! activation! of! the! differentiationM
activated! Ca2+/calmodulin! dependent! protein! kinase! (CaMK)! pathway! (Forcales! and! Puri!
2005).!!The!activated!form!of!Rb!downregulates!cyclins$D1,!E!and!A!and!shuts!down!the!cell!
cycle!machinery! via! upregulation! of! p21! and! pRb,! leading! to! a! permanent! exit! from! cell!
proliferation!program!(De!Falco,!Comes!et!al.!2006).!!Activation!of!myogenic!differentiation!
program! needs! two! different! epigenetic! steps! M! displacement! of! the! heterochromatin!
complexes!and!repressive!histone!modifications,!and!recruitment!of!factors,!which!facilitate!








to! the! active! chromatin! sites! of! the! lateMactivated! promoters! leads! to! the! recruitment! of!
RNA! polymerase! II,! generating! a! feedMforward! regulatory! circuit! of! transcription! (Penn,!
Bergstrom!et!al.!2004).!!In!this!way,!the!action!of!sophisticated!transcriptional!network!and!
major! chromatin! remodelling! at! discrete! muscle! loci! lead! to! protein! synthesis! and!







very! large! extent! (Fong,! Yao! et! al.! 2012).! However,! only! the! binding! to! the! MyoD! or!
Neurod2Mspecific! sequences! (i.e.! sequences! with! exclusive! binding! for! either! factor)!
correlated!with! increased! transcription.! ! Interestingly,! another! study! by! the! same! group,!
also! found!that!MyoD!binds!to! far!more!sites! in! the!genome!than! its!predicted!regulatory!









Another! study! looking! at! genomeMwide! alterations! of! histone! marks! in! myoblasts! versus!
myotubes! found! that! differentiation! was! associated! with! a! large! decrease! in! histone!
acetylation,!which!included!decrease!in!H3K9ac,!H3K18ac,!as!well!as!H4K12ac!(Asp,!Blum!et!







–! increase! in! H3K9ac! and!H3K18ac,! and! decrease! in! H3K4me3,! H3K4me2! and!H3K36me3!
with! a! corresponding! enrichment! of! polymerase! II! binding.! ! Therefore,! myogenic! gene!
expression! can! be! characterised! by! the! presence! of! small! pockets! of! active! chromatin!
amongst!the!globally!silenced!epigenetic!landscape.!!
1.8+Methods+for+measurement+of+DNA+methylation+
Our! understanding! of! the! role! of! DNA! methylation! greatly! depends! on! the! range! of!
techniques! available! to! study! it.! ! In! the! recent! years! the! technology! to! analyse! DNA!
methylation!has!greatly! improved.! !With! the! increasing! technological!advances!and! falling!
costs! of! the! technologies! applied! in! genomeMwide! analyses,! information! that! was! once!
mostly!restricted!to!studying!particular! loci!can!now!be!acquired!on!a!genomeMwide!scale.!!
This!section!will!provide!a!broad!overview!of!techniques!currently!available!to!analyse!DNA!
methylation,! with! a! focus! on! the! techniques! allowing! determination! of! global! DNA!




Broadly! speaking,! the! study! of! DNA! methylation! patterns! relies! on! three! approaches:!
digestion!with!methyl!sensitive!restriction!endonucleases,!bisulphite!conversion!and!affinity!
enrichment.! !As!discussed!below,!several!additional!methods!are!also!available!to!quantify!






inhibited! by! the! presence! of! 5mdC.! ! This! selectivity! has! been! widely! utilized! for! DNA!




which! recognize! and! cleave! the! same! sequence! but! without! the! selectivity! for! DNA!
methylation.!!!
!
Using! several! methylationMsensitive! enzymes! in! tandem! with! radiolabelling! and! two!
dimentional! electrophoresis! or! thin! layer! chromatography! (restriction! landmark! genome!
scanning,!RLGS)!was!used!to!identify!loci!varying!in!methylation!patterns!between!different!
samples! (Ando! and!Hayashizaki! 2006).! ! Similarly,! differential!methylation! patterns! can! be!
distinguished!by!fingerprints!generated!by!addition!of!linkers!to!the!sequences!produced!by!
restriction! enzymes! and! their! PCR! amplification! (amplification! of! interMmethylated! sites,!
AIMS)!(Frigola,!Ribas!et!al.!2002).!
!
More! powerful! and! less! labourMintense! techniques! for!methylation! analysis! are! based! on!
array! hybridisation! technology.! ! Various! techniques! have! been! designed! to! analyse!
hybridization!patterns!of!PCRMamplified,!fluorescentlyMlabelled!DNA!fragments!produced!by!
one! or! several! different! restriction! endonucleases.! ! The! outputs! are! defined! by! the!
specificities! of! the! enzymes! used! to! cut! DNA! and! the! frequency! of! their! cutting! sites!
throughout!the!genome!(Gupta,!Nagarajan!et!al.!2010,!!Laird!2010).!!For!example!the!HELP!
assay! (HpaII! tiny! fragment! enrichment! by! ligationMmediated! PCR)! utilizes! a! comparison!
between! HpaII! and! MspI! digestion! sites! (Khulan,! Thompson! et! al.! 2006),! whilst! the!









requires! a! smaller! amount! of! DNA.! ! For! example,!MethylMseq! is! a! variation! on! the! HELP!
technique,! as! it! uses! HpaII! or! MspIMdigested! fragments! to! generate! libraries! for! the!
subsequent!sequencing!(Brunner,!Johnson!et!al.!2009).!!Despite!the!advantages!of!the!next!







Treatment! of! denatured! DNA! with! sodium! bisulphite! results! in! deamination! of! all! the!
unmethylated!cytosines.! !Methylated!cytosines!undergo! this! conversion!at!a!much!slower!
rate,! allowing! to! distinguish! beween! the! two! bases! (Frommer! et! al.! 1992).! ! As! a!
consequence! of! this! reaction,! unmethylated! cytosines! are! converted! into! uracil! and! are!
amplified! in! the! subsequent! PCR! reactions! as! thymine,! whilst! methylated! cytosine! is!
propagated! as! cytosine.! ! Following! the! bisulphite! conversion,! the! sequence! of! interest! is!
amplified,! subcloned! and! sequenced.! ! The! sequencing! profile! is! then! compared! to! the!
original! sequence! and! methylation! sites! are! mapped.! ! Amongst! the! advantages! of! this!
method! are! the! relative! simplicity,! singleMbase! resolution,! relatively! low! cost! and! the! fact!
that! it! can! be! combined!with! a!wide! range! of!methods.! ! The! disadvantages! of! bisulphite!





amplification! and! restriction! nuclease! digest! in! a! technique! called! combined! bisulphite!
restriction! analysis! (COBRA)! (Xiong! and! Laird! 1997).! ! For! example,!when! BstUI! restriction!
enzyme!is!used!(specific!for!CGCG!sites),!bisulphite!conversion!of!unmethylated!cytosines!to!





Bisulphite! conversion! can! be! also! combined!with! array! hybridization! and! next! generation!
sequencing! to! assess! the! genomeMwide! DNA! methylation! patterns.! ! Because! bisulphite!




platforms! are! thus! the! method! of! choice.! ! The! high! cost! of! using! the! next! generation!
sequencing! comes! from! the! fact! that! the! bisulphiteMseq! approach! requires! highMdepth! of!
sequencing!to!provide!a!high!coverage!of!each!individual!DNA!strand.!
!




and!DNA! fragments!are!separated!by!electrophoresis.! !Only! fragments!between!40M220bp!
are!selected!for! further!analysis!as!they!represent!most!of!the!promoters!and!CpG!islands!
(Gu! et! al.! 2010).! ! After! bisulphite! conversion! the! fragments! are! PCR! amplified! and!
sequenced.! !The!methylation!sites!are!mapped!by!comparing! the!sequencing!profiles! to!a!
reference!sequence.!!The!fact!that!this!method!is!very!powerful!and!sensitive!was!shown!by!
the! analysis! of! changing! methylome! in! early! zygote! development,! where! the! large! scale!
demethylation! occurring! in! paternal! genome! was! mostly! mapped! to! specific! families! of!
Line1,! Sine! and! long$ terminal$ repeat! (LTR)! retroelements! (Smith! et! al.! 2012).! ! Specific!
enrichment!of!CpGMrich! sequences! reduces! costs!associated!with! this! technique!but! limits!
the!genome!coverage.! !Another!advantage! is! that! it! requires!only!a!very! small! amount!of!
DNA!(10M300!ng)! (Gu,!Smith!et!al.!2011).! !Disadvantages! involve!requirement!of!bisulphite!
sequencing! (discussed! above)! and! skewing! of! the! results! towards! the! cutting! sites!




Lowering! costs! of! sequencing! has! recently! made! it! possible! to! study! the! whole! genome!
methylomes!by!the!whole!genome!shotgn!bisulphite!sequencing!(WGSBS).!!For!example,!it!
was! employed! to! analyse! the! methylomes! of! ESCs! and! foetal! fibroblasts! (Lister! 2009).!!
WGSBS!has!been!also!performed!in!developing!PGCs!(Kobayashi,!Sakurai!et!al.!2013).! !The!
analysis! showed! that! sex! and! chromosomeMspecific! differences! in! DNA!methylation! were!
present! throughout! the! PGC! development,! several! retrotransposon! types! (including! L1!
Line1)! were! resistant! to! DNA! demethylation! and! that! ! nonMCpG!methylation! occurred! in!
male!germ!cells!during!mitotic!arrest.! !Although!such!studies!are!a!great! step! forward,!as!
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Another! set! of! techniques! commonly! employed! to! analyse! the! distribution! of! DNA!









critical! step!as!short!sequences!are!needed! in!order! to!obtain!an!adequate!binding!to! the!
antibody!and!to!increase!the!resolution!(Meehan,!Lewis!et!al.!1992).!!MeDIP!combined!with!







the! DNA! fragments!with!methylMbinding! domains!MBD2! or!MECP2! (Meehan,! Lewis! et! al.!









and! 5CaC! cannot! be! easily! distinguished! by! bisulphite! or! restriction! nucleaseMbased!
techniques!(Cadet!and!Wagner!,!!Yu,!Hon!et!al.!2012).!!This!is!because!all!of!the!5mdC!and!
5hmdC!which! become! converted! by! the! bisulphite! treatment! are! subsequently! read! as! C!
during!sequencing,!whilst!5fC!and!5CaC!are!read!as!T!(Pastor,!Aravind!et!al.!2013).!!As!more!
focus!has! been!put! on! these!modifications,! it! became!apparent! that! the! large! amount!of!




Recently! several! novel! techniques! were! developed! to! identify! and! map! 5hmdC.! ! First!







showed! that! significant! levels! of! 5hmdC! are! present! in!mouse! cerebellum! (0.4%! of! total!





glucose! group!was! added! to! 5hmdC! and! oxidized!with! sodium!periodate! to! produce! two!
aldehydes,! which! were! then! biotinylated.! ! To! label! 5hmdC! the! same! study! also! used! an!
alternative!approach.!!Bisulphite!treated!5hmdC!produced!5Mmethylenesulphonate,!against!
which!a! specific!antiMserum!was!generated.! !The!GLIB!method!was!particularly!efficient! in!




sets! from!ESC!DNA!have! shown!5hmdC!enrichment!within!exons! and!near! TSS,! especially!
overlapping!with!promoters!bearing!‘poised’!chromatin!signature.!!!
!
Glucosylation! was! also! used! in! another! study,! which! also! employed! the! MspI/HpaII!









studies! generated! a! lot! of! informative! data,! polyclonal! αM5hmdC! antibody! (Active! Motif)!
used! in! two! of! the! studies! above! was! shown! to! be! highly! CpG! densityMdependent! and!
produced! a! higher! pullMdown! of! unmodified! DNA.! ! The! same! was! observed! for! MeDIP!
technique!with!monoclonal!αM5mdC!antibody.! ! In! this! respect,!GLIB!assay!discussed!above!
showed!a!much!better!performance.!
!
Finally,! another! tool! widening! possibilities! for! quantification! of! 5hmdC! is! a! restriction!
endonuclease,! PvuRts1l.! ! It! selectively! cleaves! 5hmdC!within! the! consensus!hmCN11M12/N9M
10G!(Szwagierczak,!Brachmann!et!al.!2011).! !Because!the!extent!of!digestion!with!PvuRts1l!
reflects! the! relative! abundance! of! 5hmdC! in! genomic!DNA,! this! enzyme! is! be! particularly!
useful! in! determining! hydroxymethylation! within! genomic! sites! with! relatively! high!










Although! a! number! of! methods! for! detection! of! 5mdC! and! 5hmdC! have! focused! on! the!
single! base! resolution!mapping! of! these! nucleosides,! due! to! the! presence! of! repeats! and!
other! sequences! difficult! to! uniquely! map,! it! is! difficult! to! estimate! total! quantities! of!
modified!bases.!!Being!able!to!detect!global!levels!of!5hmdC!is!very!useful!in!preMscreening!
of! large! batches! of! clinical! samples,! which! could! be! then! selected! for! further! analysis.!!
Techniques! currently! available! for! quantification! of! global! DNA! methylation! are! briefly!
introduced!below.!!
!
A! simple! technique! suitable! for! high! throughput! DNA! methylation! analysis! is! the!
Luminometric!methylation!assay!(LUMA).!!The!DNA!is!cleaved!by!MspI!and!HpaII!restriction!
enzymes!and!the!resulting!overhangs!are!filled!by!a!bioluminometric!polymerase!extension!
assay!using!a!pyosequencing!platform! (Karimi,! Johansson!et! al.! 2006).! ! Each! incorporated!
dNTP! event! leads! to! a! release! of! pyrophosphate!molecule,!which! is! then! converted,! into!
ATP,!and!ATP!in!turn!reacts!with!luciferin!to!produce!light!emission.!!Light!emission!is!then!
quantified!and!results! represented!as!a!HpaII/MspI!signal! ratio.! !The!technique!provides!a!





Another! straightforward! approach! for! measuring! DNA! methylation! is! the! enzymeMlinked!
immunosorbent!assay!(ELISA)!(Kremer,!Metzger!et!al.!2012).!!This!technique!measures!total!
DNA! methylation! levels! by! an! enzymeMlinked! antibody! assay! and! a! subsequent!
measurement!of!absorption!signal.!!It!requires!only!10ng!DNA!and!has!been!reported!to!be!
linear! for! quantifying! samples! containing! 1M10%! 5mdC.! ! The! simplicity! and! relatively! low!
costs!of!this!technique!make!it!a!popular!choice!for!quantification!of!both!5mdC!and!5hmdC!
in!clinical! samples! (Fernandez!de!Larrea,!MartinMAntonio!et!al.!2013,! ! Jenkins,!Aston!et!al.!





Another! quick! tool! for! DNA! methylation! analysis! is! the! methyl! group! acceptance! assay,!
which! uses! bacterial! CpG! methyltransferase! enzyme,! SssI,! to! methylate! DNA! using!







A! direct! readout! of! the! 5mdC! content! is! also! possible! with! chloroacetalhehyde! reaction.!!
Chloroacetaldehyde! reacts! with! cytosine! and! adenine! to! produce! a! fluorescent! product!
which! can!be!quantified! (Oakeley,! Schmitt!et! al.! 1999).! ! In!order! to!quantify! fluorescence!
only!produced!by!methylcytosine,!the!DNA!is!depurinated!by!acid!treatment!and!cytosines!




Thin! layer! chromatography! (TLC)! is! another! technique,! which! utilizes! restriction! enzyme!
digest.!!200M500!ng!of!DNA!is!digested!by!MspI!and!overhangs!produced!by!the!cleavage!are!
labeled!with!radioactive![γM32P]MATP!(Bestor,!Hellewell!et!al.!1984).! !The!DNA!is!digested!to!
deoxynucleotide! monophosphates! (dNTPs)! and! spotted! onto! the! cellulose! plates.! ! The!
plates! are! then! placed! in! a! small! quantity! of! solvent,! which! moves! along! the! plate! by!




cytosine! derivatives.! ! In! combination! with! mass! spectrometry! TLC! was! used! to! identify!
5hmdC!as!an!additional!nucleoside!present!at!a!relatively!high!level!in!purkinje!neurons!and!
granule! cells! (Kriaucionis! and! Heintz! 2009).! ! The! same! approach! was! also! used! to! show!
5mdC!to!5hmdC!conversion!by!Tet!proteins! in$vitro! in!myeloid! leukaemia!cells!(Kriaucionis!






Currently,! the! most! quantitative! and! sensitive! method! for! measurement! of! global! DNA!
methylation!levels! is!highMperformance!liquid!chromatography!(HPLC)!or!highMperformance!
capillary!electrophoresis!(HPCE)!coupled!with!mass!spectrometry.!!HPCE!separates!analytes!
by! mass,! charge,! structure! and! hydrophobic! properties! by! electroosmotic! flow! under!
influence!of! a! strong! electric! field! (Berdasco,! Fraga! et! al.! 2009).! Compounds!with! smaller!
mass! to! charge! ratio! (m/z)! travel! faster! through! the! capillary! and! reach! the!UV!detector.!!




alkyl! chains! of! various! lengths! to! which! analytes! can! attach.! ! The! attachment! to! the!
stationary!phase!is!countered!by!the!changing!hydrophobic!properties!of!the!mobile!phase.!!
In! the! reversed! phase! chromatography! elution! of! hydrophilic! compounds! is! achieved! by!
increasing!the!ratio!of!organic!to!inorganic!buffer!components!of!the!liquid!phase.!!Because!







spectrometry! (LCMMS)! to! achieve! the! optimal! sensitivity! and! resolution.! !Whilst! the! HPLC!
provides! consistent! separation! of! the! analytes,! the! mass! spectrometer! can! detect! and!
quantify! compounds!by!molecular!weight,! chemical! structure! and! charge!of! a! compound.!!
LCMMS! is! therefore! a! very! sensitive! and! highly! quantitative!method! for! separation! of! the!
polar!nucleosides.!!The!additional!advantage!of!this!method!is!that,!following!the!digestion!
step,! the! total! genomic!DNA!can!be!used! for! the!analysis!without! the!need!of! chemically!
altering!DNA!or!narrowing!the!quantification!to!a!particular!DNA!sequence.!!Moreover,!mass!
spectrometry! can! be! also! used! to!monitor! 5hmdC,! 5fC! and! 5CaC! (Kriaucionis! and! Heintz!
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2009,! !Globisch,!Munzel!et! al.! 2010,! ! Ito,! Shen!et!al.! 2011).! ! The! LCMMS! technique!will! be!
explored!further!in!the!following!chapters.!
!
A! technique! which! will! need! to! be! explored! further! for! a! direct! mapping! of! 5mdC! and!
5hmdC!is!the!novel!single!molecule,!real!time!(SMRT)!sequencing!(Flusberg,!Webster!et!al.!
2010).! !The!principle!of!this!method!is!that!it! is!able!to!distinguish!between!the!kinetics!of!




epigenetic! information,!which!was! not! accessible!with! the! sequencing! techniques! before.!!
This!combined!with!singleMbase!resolution!and!the!lack!of!bias,!which!comes!with!bisulphite!
sequencing,! will! likely! make! it! a! method! of! choice! for! the! whole! genome! sequencing! of!





















Because! of! the! limited! amount! of! material! available,! dynamic! changes! in! global! DNA!
methylation! levels! in! early! zygote! and! PGC! development! can! be! either! assessed! by!








































0.95–1.2! x! 106! myoblasts! were! seeded! per! 10! cm2! dish! (unless! stated! otherwise).! ! The!
myoblasts! were! grown! in! the! growth! medium! until! they! reached! 70%–80%! confluency.!!
Differentiation! was! induced! through! mitogen! withdrawal,! by! swapping! the! serumMrich!
growth! medium! (GM)! for! differentiation! medium! (DM)! containing! 2%! horse! serum! (see!
below).! !The!differentiating!cells!were!collected!by! trypsinisation!with!0.05%!trypsinMEDTA!
(Gibco,! 25300M054)! every! 24! hours,! from! the! time! of! seeding,! and! stored! at! –80! °C! until!
further!analysis.!!The!cells!that!had!been!differentiated!through!high!confluency!were!kept!




DMEM! (PAA,! E15M011),! supplemented! with! 10%! foetal! bovine! serum! (FBS,! Source!
Bioscience,! EUM000MF),! 10%! horse! serum! (HS,! Gibco,! 16050M122)! and! 4! mM! LMglutamine!




5! nM! 3Maminobenzamide! (Sigma,! A0788)! or! 5! µM! ABT888! (Enzo,! 270M444MM005)! were!
added! to! the!GM!one!day! after! seeding! the! cells.! ! The!GM!or!DM!with! added!drugs!was!
changed!every!day.!!When!cells!reached!70M80%!confluency!(D0),!GM!was!changed!to!DM.!!
The! cells! were! collected! every! day! by! trypsinisation! and! stored! at! –80! °C! until! further!
analysis.! ! 5! mM! 5MazaM2’Mdeoxycytidine! (Calbiochem,! 189825)! was! introduced! to! the! GM!
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every! day,! starting! the! process! one! day! after! seeding! the! cells.! ! No! serum! switch! was!









or! EGCs! confirmed! by! alkaline! phosphatase! staining.! ! ESCs! were! also! grown! in! the! 2i!
medium,! containing! selective! inhibitors! of! GSK3β! and! Mek1/2! kinases,! according! to! the!
protocol!described!in!(Tang,!Barbacioru!et!al.!2010).!!The!cells!were!passaged!by!dissociation!
with! trypsin!and!by! replating!every!2–3!days.! ! EGCs!were!derived!as!described!previously!
(Leitch,! Blair! et! al.! 2010).! ! All! cell! lines!were!derived! from!embryos!produced!by! crossing!






from! Charles! River! or! Harlan.! ! B6CBAF1! mice! were! superovulated! by! intraperitoneal!







from! dissected! epididymis! and! was! capacitated! for! 1.5! h! in! HTF! fertilisation! medium!
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the! cells!were!washed!once!with!phosphateMbuffered! saline! (PBS)!without!Ca2+! and!Mg2+.!!
GM!was! added! for! 4! h! to! release! the! cells! from! the! SMphase! arrest.! ! GM! containing! 100!
ng/ml! nocodazole! (Sigma,! M1404)! was! then! added! for! another! 12! h.! ! The! cells! were!
released!from!nocodazole!block!by!washing!once!with!PBS!and!by!adding!fresh!GM.!!!
!
Cells! synchronised! using! thymidine! and! nocodazole!were! subsequently! grown! in! GM! and!
collected!every!4!h!for!a!total!of!40!h.!!Cells!were!collected!by!trypsinisation!at!the!following!
time!points:!before!addition!of!thymidine!(control),!immediately!after!nocodazole!treatment!
(0! h)! and! then! every! 4! h! up! to! a! 40Mh! time! point.! ! In! the! 8Mday! differentiation! protocol,!









For!analysis!of! the!cell! cycle!profile!by! fluorescenceMactivated!cell! sorting! (FACS),! the!cells!
were!trypsinised!and!washed!twice!in!PBS!without!Ca2+!or!Mg2+.!!The!cells!were!pelleted!and!
fixed!in!4%!PFA!for!30!min.!!They!were!then!washed!three!times!with!PBS!and!permeabilised!




PI! (Sigma! P4864),! 0.05%!NP40! and! 1!mg/ml! RNAse! (Qiagen)! (diluted! in! PBS).! ! They!were!
incubated! in! the! PI! solution! at! room! temperature! (RT)! for! 30! minutes! in! the! dark! and!











G8! cells! were! grown! in! LabMTek! chamber! slides! (Nunc),! according! to! the! differentiation!
protocol! (section! 2.1.2)! and! collected! every! day! throughout! the! course! of! differentiation.!!
The!slides!were!washed!in!PBS!and!fixed!with!4%!paraformaldehyde!dissolved!in!PBS!(PFA,!
Sigma)! at! RT.! The! ! cells! were! then! washed! three! times! in! PBS! and! permeabilised! with!
blocking/permeabilising!buffer!consisting!of!1%!BSA!(Sigma)!and!0.1%!Triton!TX!100!(Sigma),!
dissolved! in! PBS! for! 30! min.! ! Rabbit! polyclonal! antiMhistone! H3! phosphoMS10! (Abcam,!
ab4442M50)!antibody!was!diluted!in!the!blocking!buffer!and!incubated!overnight!(16–18!h).!!
The!slides!were!washed!three!times!for!5!min!each!time!in!the!blocking!buffer.!!Secondary!




viewed!with! an! epifluorescence! Leica! DMRB!microscope! (Leica),! fitted!with! a! triple! band!
DAPI/FITC/Texas! Red! filter! and! the! images! were! captured! using!Metamorph! 6.2! imaging!
software!at!magnification!x40.! !Quantification!of!H3S10P!foci!was!performed!using!ImageJ!







(Promega),! according! to! the! manufacturer’s! protocol.! ! At! each! collection! time! point,!
trypsinised! myoblasts! were! seeded! in! 300! µl! of! medium! per! well! of! a! 96Mwell! plate,!
compatible!with!luminomitery!analysis.!!100!µl!of!CaspaseMGlo!reagent!containing!cellMlysing!
agent,! proluminescent! caspaseM3/7! substrate! and! luciferase!were! added! to! each!well! and!















reverse! transcription! (RT)–PCR! (Invitrogen).! ! 1! μg! of! DNaseMtreated! RNA! (Qiagen)! was!
subjected!to!reverse!transcription,!according!to!the! Invitrogen!manufacturer’s!protocol,! to!
generate! 23! μl! of! cDNA.! ! All! reactions! were! set! up! on! ice.! ! Specifically,! RNA! and! 0.2! μg!















reactions!of!each!sample!were!performed! for!all! samples!except! for!–RT!and!no!template!
controls.!!The!amplification!programme!was!run!as!follows:+initial!denaturation+95!°C!for!10!
min,! 40! cycles! of! denaturation! at! 95! °C! for! 30! sec,! annealing! at! 60! °C! for! 15! sec! and!
extension!at!72!°C!for!15!sec,!followed!by!a!60–95!°C!melt!curve!with!1!min!increments.!!The!
BioMRad!C1000!Thermal!Cycler!and!BioMRad!CFX!software!were!used!to!determine!Ct!values.!!
Relative! quantification! using! the! standard! curve!method!was! performed.! ! Amounts!were!
first!interpolated!from!standard!curves!for!both!the!gene!of!interest!and!the!housekeeping!
control,! GAPDH.! ! The! amount! for! the! gene! of! interest! was! then! normalised! to! GAPDH.!!
Unless! otherwise! stated,! the! primers!were! either! designed! by! the! Roche!Universal! Probe!
Library!Assay!Design!Center!or!were!found!in!the!PrimerBank.!!
2.8+Bisulphite+conversion+
10!ng!of!genomic!DNA!and!no!template!controls!were!bisulphite! treated!according! to! the!
Sigma!Imprint!DNA!modification!kit!twoMstep!protocol.!!Nested!PCRs!were!undertaken!using!
Qiagen!HotStart! Taq!DNA! Polymerase,! according! to! the!manufacturer’s! protocol! (94! °C! 5!
min,!followed!by!35!cycles!of!94!°C!1!min,!56–61°C!1!min,!72!°C!1!min!with!an!additional!5!
min!at!72°C),!two!sets!of!primers!used!are!listed!in!Table!2.1.!!For!bisulphite!sequencing,!the!












500! ng! of! 210! bpMlong! 601! nucleosome! core! oligonucleotide! sequence! (shown! below,!
provided!by!Robert!Schneider’s!laboratory)!was!amplified!by!PCR!using!Qiagen!HotStart!Taq!
























































ammonium! peisulphate! ! and! 6! µl! N,N,N’,N’Mtetramethylenediamine! (Sigma);! stacking! gel:!
2.7!ml!distilled!H2O,!670!µl!ProtoGel!30%!acrylamide:!0.8%!bisMacrylamide!solution!(National!
Diagnostics),! 500! µl! 1.5M! TrisMHCl! pH8.8! (BioMRad),! 40! µl! 10%! ! sodiumMdodecyl! sulphate!
(Fluka! Analytical),! 40! µl! 10%! ammonium! peisulphate! ! and! 4! µl! N,N,N’,N’M
tetramethylenediamine!(Sigma).! !Gels!were!run!at!150!V!in!TrisMglycineMSDS!running!buffer!









incubated! for! 1! h! with! the! secondary! antibody! dissolved! in! the! blocking! solution.! ! The!
membranes! were! washed! three! times! for! 10! min! each! time! in! TBS/0.1%! Tween.! ! ! The!
primary! antibodies! and! dilutions! used! are! listed! in! Table! 2.2.! ! The! secondary! antibodies!
were! peroxidaseMlabelled! antiMmouse! and! antiMrabbit! (1:10! 000,! Amersham).! ! Blots! were!












primary!antibodies.! ! The! list!of!primary!antibodies,! catalogue!numbers!and!corresponding!
dilutions! is! shown! in!Table!2.2.! !Secondary!antibodies!as!above!were! incubated! for!1!h!at!
















Antibody+ Dilution+used+ Company+ Cat.+No.+ Clonality+
αXDnmt1+ 1:10000! Imgenex! IMGM261! Monoclonal!
αXDnmt3a+ 1:10000! Imgenex! IMGM268A! Monoclonal!
αXDnmt3b+ 1:10000! Imgenex! IMGM184A! Monoclonal!
αXβXactin+ 1:10000! Sigma! A1978! Monoclonal!
αXParp1+ 1:10000! Enzo! 210M302MR100! Polyclonal!
αXPAR+ 1:10000! Trevigen! 4336MBPCM100! Polyclonal!
αXPAR+ 1:10000! EMBL! not!commercially!available! Monoclonal!
αXubiquitin+ 1:10000! Santa!Cruz! sc8017! Monoclonal!
αXH3S10P+ 1:10000! Abcam! ab5176! Polyclonal!
αXH2A.X+ 1:10000! Abcam! ab11175! Polyclonal!
αXH2A.Xγ+ 1:20000! Millipore! 05M636! Monoclonal!
αXH2A.Z+ 1:10000! Abcam! ab78517! Polyclonal!
αXH3K9ac+ 1:10000! Abcam! ab10812! Polyclonal!
αXH3K9me2+ 1:10000! Upstate! 07M441! Polyclonal!
αXH3K9me3+ 1:10000! Abcam! ab8898! Polyclonal!
αXH3K4me2+ 1:10000! Upstate! 07M030! Polyclonal!
αXH3K4me3+ 1:10000! Abcam! ab8580! Polyclonal!
αXH3K27me3+ 1:10000! Cell!Signalling! 9756! Polyclonal!
αXH4K20me3+ 1:10000! Upstate! 07M463! Polyclonal!





in! the!protocol.! !At! the! last! step!of! the!protocol,!DNA!was!eluted! in!30–100!µl! of! LC–MS!
grade!water!(VWR).!!!
!
DNA!extraction! from!a! limited!number!of!cells! (i.e.!between!50!and!10!000!E14!cells,!100!
cells! of! sperm,! 100! oocytes! and! 100! zygotes)! was! performed! using! a! QIAamp!Micro! Kit!
(Qiagen),!according! to! the!manufacturer’s!protocol.! !At! the! last!step!of! the!protocol,!DNA!








subjected! to! the! same! treatment!as! genomic!DNA.! ! Following! incubation! for!1!h!at!37! °C!
with! 2.5! U! of! antarctic! phosphatase! (Sigma),! samples! were! purified! by! using! the! Qiagen!
QIAquick! PCR! purification! kit.! ! Eluate! (80! ng)!was! end! labelled! for! 1! h! at! 37! °C!with! 2! μl!
(approximately! 0.02! μCi)! of! 32PMATP! by! using! 10! U! of! T4! polynucleotide! kinase! (NEB).!!
Unincorporated! isotopes! were! removed! using! Qiagen! Qiaquick! Nucleotide! Removal! kit!
(28304).!!DNA!quantity!equivalent!of!50!000!counts!was!aliquoted!and!denatured!by!heating!
at!99! °C.! !The! reaction!was! incubated!with!2!U!of!nuclease!P1!and!10!mM!of!ammonium!
acetate! (pH! 5.3)! for! 2! h! at! 45! °C! in! a! 5Mμl! reaction! volume.! ! Digested! DNA! (1.5! μl)! was!
spotted!onto!a!cellulose!TLC!plate!(Merck)!and!migrated!for!approximately!8!h!in!isobutyric!
acid/!water/!30%!ammonium!hydroxide!(66:18:3)! in!a!sealed!TLC!tank.! !The!TLC!plate!was!
dried! and! the! radioactivity! was! detected! by! leaving! the! plate! overnight! in! an!
autoradiography! cassette.! ! Radioactivity! levels! were! recorded! using! a! Fujifilm! FLAM5100!
















denatured! by! heating! at! 100! °C! for! 3! min! and! rapidly! chilled! on! ice.! ! 1! µl! of! 0.1! M!











benzonase! (Novagen),!2!U!of!alkaline!phosphatase! (Sigma),!0.003!U!of!phosphodiestrase! I!












using!a!QIAamp!Micro!Kit! (Qiagen).! !The! total!eluted!DNA!samples!were! then!digested! to!
nucleosides!by!one!of!the!three!digestion!protocols!as!outlined!above!and!analysed!by!LC–










supernatant! was! dried! out! to! completion! using! a! SpeedVac! (Savant)! and! the! remaining!






ZipTip! C18! tips! (Millipore)!were! primed!with! 100%!ACN! by! aspirating! and! dispensing! the!
solution!10!times.!!The!tips!were!then!equilibrated!using!water/!0.1%!FA!by!aspirating!and!
dispensing!the!solution!10!times.! !0.1!fmol/µl!nucleoside!standard!mix!containing!0.1%!FA!




TopTip!HILIC! tips! (Glygen)!were!conditioned!with!water!by!applying! the! liquid! three!times!
through!the!bed!of!packing!material!and!washing! three! times!with!95%!ACN.! !0.1! fmol/µl!
nucleoside!standard!mix,! resuspended! in!95%!ACN,!was!bound!to!the!tips!by!applying!the!
liquid! through! the!bed!of!packing!material! three! times,! and!washing! it! three! times! in! the!

















The! matrix! used! for! spiking! the! standards! contained! all! the! enzymes! and! salts! in! the!
quantities! used! in! the! ‘NP1’! or! ‘benzonase’! digestion! protocol.! ! The! matrix! mix! was!





















source! (Agilent).! ! In!most! of! the! experiments! the!mobile! phase! consisted! of! 0.1%! formic!
acid/! 80%!methanol.! ! As! stated! in! the! results! section,! 2.5!mM! ammonium! formate/80%!
acetonitrile!(v/v)!pH!=!4.5!was!also!tested.!!Separation!of!the!nucleosides!was!obtained!at!a!
flow! rate!of!0.4!ml/min.! ! ESI! source! conditions!were!drying! temperature!350! °C,!nitrogen!
drying!gas!at!8! l/!min!and!nebuliser!at!40!psi.! !The!mass!spectrometer!was!operated!at!a!
capillary! voltage! of! 4000! V! in! the! positive! ion! multiple! reaction! monitoring! mode.! The!
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intensity! of! specific!MH+! /fragment! ion!were! recorded! as! follows:! 5mdC! 242.1/126.3;! dG!
268.0/152.0;! dC! 228.1/112.1;! 5hmdC! 258.1/142.1,! fC! 256.0/140.0,! CaC! 272.1/156.1.!!
[M+Na]+! and! [M+K]+! adducts!were! also!monitored! and! their! transitions! are! shown! in! Fig.!
2.3.! ! For! lists! of! optimised! source! conditions,! electron!multiplier! voltage,! collision! energy!
and!cell!accelelator!voltage!parameters,!refer!to!Fig.!2.1!–2.3.!+
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Column+name+ Pore+size+(µm)+ Diameter+(mm)+ Company+ Cat.+No.+
Zorbax!Eclipse!Plus!C18! 1.8! 2.1x50! Agilent! 959757M902!
HILIC! 5! 2.1x100! SeQuant! 1.50454.0001!
Zorbax!Bonus!RP! 1.8! 2.1x100! Agilent! 827700M912!
Zorbax!SB!Phenyl! 1.8! 2.1x50! Agilent! 827700M902!













































segment.! (B)! List! of! nucleosides! and! corresponding! parameters! analysed! in! the! second!
chromatography!segment.!Optimised!parameters!included:!fragmentor!voltage,!dwell!time,!











































incubated! for!15!min!at!37! °C!with!shaking!at!1200!rpm.! !After!a!brief!centrifugation,! the!
supernatants! containing! the! peptide! digests! were! transferred! to! two! clean! 2! ml! Protein!
LoBind!tubes!(Eppendorf).!!A!second!round!of!peptide!extraction!was!then!performed.!!100!
µl! of! 5%! formic! acid/! 95%!ACN!were! added! to! each! tube! and! incubated!with! shaking! for!






at!RT!with!shaking!at!1200! rpm!and!sonicated! for!10!min! in!a!water!bath.! !Samples!were!











min! with! 4%! B! (96%! A),! 90! min! gradient! 4–55%,! 10! min! isocratic! at! 100%! B! and! 5! min!







































to!more!detailed!5mdC!analyses!based!on! sequencing! technology.! ! The!goal!of! the! set!of!
experiments!in!this!chapter!was!a!measurement!of!DNA!methylation!in!small!cell!numbers,!
which! would! allow! us! to! quantify! nucleoside! levels! of! DNA! extracted! from! sperm,! MII!
oocytes!and!early!zygotes.!!
Nucleosides!are!hydrophilic!(polar)!compounds!and!therefore!the!choice!of!stationary!phase!
in! liquid! chromatography! separation! should! reflect! this.! ! Two! different! phase! liquid!
chromatography!methods!can!be!applied!in!analyte!separation!by!hydrophobicity!–!normal!
and! reversed! phase.! ! Whilst! normal! phaseMliquid! chromatography! (NPMLC)! employs! polar!
stationary!phase! to!attract!polar!analytes,! the! reversed!phaseMliquid! chromatography! (RPM
LC)! uses! nonMpolar! stationary! phase! to! retain! nonMpolar! analytes! (Buszewski! and! Noga!
2012).! ! In! case! of! NPMLC! polar! analytes! undergo! increasing! retention! as! the! polarity! of!
mobile! phase! increases,! ie.! the! ratio! of! organic! to! nonMorganic! component! of! the!mobile!
phase!decreases!in!a!gradient!manner.!!The!opposite!is!true!for!the!RPMLC.!!!
The! mass! spectrometry! technique! commonly! employed! for! measurements! of! DNA!



























Several! different! groups! have! used! various! types! of! LCMMS! technique! to! measure! DNA!
methylation! and! hydroxymethylation.! ! A! list! of! samples,! nucleosides! detected,! LCMMS!
systems!and!sensitivities!achieved!are!outlined! in!Table!3.1.! !Most!of! the!detection!across!
different! studies!was!performed!with! triple!quadrupole!mass! spectrometers.! !Where!DNA!
samples!were! analysed,! the!nucleoside!detection!has!been!performed!after! an!enzymatic!
digest!of!original!DNA!to!nucleosides! (explained! later! in! the!chapter).! !The!best!sensitivity!
achieved! for!5mdC!was! tested!on!nucleoside! standards!and!was!equal! to!0.5!pg! (4! amol)!
(Zhang,! Zhang! et! al.! 2011).! ! Otherwise,! injection! of! equivalent! to! 0.5! fmol! of! DNA! was!
sufficient! to! quantify!DNA!methylation! and!hydroxymethylation! in! fibroblastMderived! ESCs!
(Le,!Kim!et!al.!2011).!!The!authors!calculated!that!this!amounted!to!50!ng!of!digested!DNA.!!
Our! laboratory! has! obtained! the! latest! Agilent! triple! quadrupole! instrument! Agilent! 6490!
QQQ!LCMMS,!as!the!instrument!demonstrated!amol!level!of!sensitivity!for!the!compounds!of!
interest! and! outperformed! similar! equipment! available! on! the! market.! ! For! the! analyte!
separation,! the! instrument! was! coupled! to! 1260! Infinity! HPLC.+ + + The! components! of! the!
Agilent!6490!QQQ!LCMMS!instrument!are!presented!in!Fig.!3.2.!!!
!
The!first! round!of!separation!of! the!analytes! is!achieved!by!HPLC.! !The!compounds!eluted!
from! the! HPLC! column! are! then! transmitted! into! the! mass! spectrometer! using! an!
electrospray!source!equipped!with!a!nebuliser.! !The!mixture!of!sample!and!solvent!rapidly!
pass! through! a! small! capillary!where! electrostatic! charge! is! applied! to! the! analytes.! ! This!
electrostatic! spraying! generates!multiple! charged! droplets! of! solvent! and! analytes,!which!
are! evaporated! in! by! a! nebuliser! gas.! ! After! all! the! solvent! evaporates,! charged! analyte!



















































































































Selectively! applied! voltages! allow! only! charged! precursor! ions,! for! example! protonated!
nucleosides,! to!pass! through,!whilst! the! rest!of! the! ions!collide!with! the!quadrupole! rods,!
lose!their!charge!and!are!sucked!out!of!the!QQQ!by!the!vacuum!pump!(Sutton!2013).!!The!





as!Q1,!selectively!passing!only! the!product! ions!through!to!the!detector.! !For!nucleosides,!
the!product!ions!which!are!selectively!passed!through!the!Q3!to!the!detector!are!positively!
charged! bases.! ! The! detected! signal! is! recorded! as! multiple! reaction! monitoring! (MRM)!
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of! the! ion!source!allows!the!nebulizer! to!surround!the!charged!droplets!with!very!hot!gas!
(400°C)!which!aids!the!drying!of!the!droplets,!positioning!the!analytes!closer!to!the!entrance!
ofthe! mass! spectrometer.! ! Secondly,! the! hexabore! capillary! allows! six! times! better!
transmission!to!the!the!mass!spectrometer!than!a!singleMbore!capillary.!!Finally,!the!two!ion!
funnels! (iFunnel! technology)! are! very! efficient! at! removing! gas! to! create! vacuum! and!
focusing! ions! into!the!entrance!of!the!mass!analyser.! ! In!the!past!seven!years,!all!of!these!

















Fig.+ 3.3+ Schematic+ representation+ of+ the+ analyte+ fragmentation+ within+ the+ different+





6490!QQQ!MS!we!set!out! to!optimize! the!HPLC!and!MS!conditions,!and! test! the! limits!of!





precise!measurement! in!biologically! rlevant! samples! such!as! zygotes,!which!are! limited! in!
numbers! and! which! therefore! put! limits! on! the! amount! of! DNA! available! for! the! LCMMS!
analysis.!!As!some!of!the!most!interesting!DNA!methylation!dynamics!are!happening!within!
the! early! zygotes! and! PGCs,! sensitive! LCMMS! technique! would! provide! a! vital! tool! for!




liquid! chromatography! and! mass! spectrometry! parameters.! ! A! mixture! of! synthetic!
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standards!used! for!optimisation! included!dC,!dG,!5mdC,!5hmC,!5hmdC,!5fC!and!5CaC.! !All!
but!the!5CaC!nucleoside!formed!positive!ions!and!were!thus!analysed!in!the!positive!mode.!!!
!
Nucleosidese! are! very! unstable! and! due! to! high! temperature! and! voltage! can! already!
fragment!in!the!source!of!mass!spectrometer!rather!than!in!the!collision!cell.!!Because!the!
first! quadrupole! only! selects! the! precursor! ions,! the! product! ions! formed! in! the! source!
would!not! reach! the!detector,! resulting! in!a!decreased!sensitivity.! ! In!order! to! reduce! the!
amount!of!on!source!fragmentation!we!set!the!fragmentor!energy!at!a!low!voltage!of!330V.!!
We!also!optimised!the!source!conditions,!which!are!listed!in!Fig.!2.1!of!the!methods!section.!!
The! collisionMinduced! dissociation! (CID)! energy! and! acceleration! voltage! were! also!
separately! optimised! for! each! nucleoside! in! order! to! maximise! the! signal! reaching! the!
detector.!!These!values!can!be!viewed!in!Fig.!2.3!of!the!methods.!!
!
Because!of! the! low!abundance!of!5hmdC! in! the!DNA!extracted! from!biological!samples,! it!
was!particularly!important!to!have!a!high,!sensitive!signal!for!5hmdC,!an!increased!electron!
multiplier! (detector)! voltage! (EMV)! of! 500V! was! applied! to! the! initial! segment! of! the!
method!(0.8M1.6!min)!where!5hmdC!and!dC!eluted.!!The!rest!of!the!nucleosides!M!dG,!5mdC,!











to! a! formation! of! adduct! ions! of! any! given! analyte! in! the! source! of! mass! spectrometer.!!
Adduct!ion!formation!can!split!the!signal!which!would!be!otherwise!obtained!from!only!one!




















The! amount! of! each! injected! nucleoside! represented! on! the! profiles!was! 100! fmol.! Black!
thin! lines! mark! separate! segments! designed! to! optimise! the! best! MS! conditions! for!
detection!of!5hmdC.+
!
The! transitions! for! the!precursor!and!product! ions!of!each!nucleoside! that!were!screened!
are! shown! in! Table! 3.4.! ! We! found! that! the! sodiated! nucleoside! species! were! indeed!
generated!and!corresponded!to!over!89%!of!all!the!species!monitored.!!We!were!also!able!
to!detect!protonated!and!very!small!amounts!of!potassiated!ions.!!The!corresponding!peak!
ratios! of! protonated,! sodiated! and! potassiated! species! are! shown! in! Fig.3.5.! ! Responses!
generated!for![M+H]+,![M+Na]+!and![M+K]+!species!are!represented!as!a!percentage!of!the!
sum!of!all!the!responses!([M+H]+!+![M+Na]+!+![M+K]+)! in!Fig.!3.5!and!summarised!in!Table!





As! the! sodiated! species!were! the!most! abundant,!we! decided! to! treat! them! as! the!main!
source!of! signal! and!most!of! the!data! shown! in! the! figures!and! tables!of! this! chapter!are!
generated!with! response! values! obtained! for! the! [M+Na]+! species.! !Whenever! a! standard!
curve!was!used! to!derive! the!nucleoside!concentrations! in! the!DNA!samples! (see!sections!




































































Table+ 3.2+ Quantification+ of+ the+ response+ of+ each+ of+ the+ adduct+ species+ in+ nucleoside+
detection.! Table! outlines! retention! time! (min)! and! transition! values! for! each! of! the!
nucleosides!and!their!adducts.!!Each!adduct!response!value!is!shown!as!a!percentage!of!the!



















middle! of! a! C14! alkyl! chain!which! counterbalances! the! hydrophobicity! of! the! alkyl! chains!
(Fig.!S3).!!As!opposed!to!the!C18,!phenyl!and!bonus!RP!chemistries,!hypercarb!is!not!a!silicaM
based! column! and! its! stationary! phase! is! instead! made! of! porous! spherical! particles!
consisting!of!sheets!of!hexagonally!arranged!carbon!atoms.!!Hypercarb!(Fig.!S4)!is!very!good!
at! separating! polar! compounds! with! closely! related! structures! and! stable! across! a! wide!
range!of!pH.!!Finally,!HILIC!column!is!representative!of!normal!phase!chromatography!as!it!
uses!hydrophobic! stationary!phase,! supporting!a! stronger!adsorption!of!polar! compounds!
such!as!nucleosides.!!The!HILIC!stationary!phase!attracts!water!molecules!to!the!surface!of!






Zorbax%Eclipse%Plus%C18% 1.8$ 2.1x50$ 100%water/0.1%FA$ 80%ACN/0.1%FA$
HILIC% 5$ 2.1x100$ 100%ACN/0.1%FA$ 100%water/0.1%FA$
Zorbax%Bonus%RP% 1.8$ 2.1x100$ 100%water/0.1%FA$ 80%ACN/0.1%FA$
Zorbax%SB%Phenyl% 1.8$ 2.1x50$ 100%water/0.1%FA$ 80%ACN/0.1%FA$







gradient! elution! where! organic! components! of! the! buffer! are! increased! with! time.! ! The!
percentage!of!the!organic!component!and!the!duration!of!the!gradient!can!be!manipulated!
to!obtain!the!best!possible!resolution!of!eluted!compounds.!!It!is!therefore!only!possible!to!









Hypercarb! stationary! phases.! ! It! can! be! seen! that! the! C18,! HILIC! and!Hypercarb! columns!








































Fig.+ 3.6+ MRM+ chromatograms+ of+ nucleoside+ standards+ using+ different+ HPLC+ column+











Zorbax Eclipse.Plus C18 0.5 Yes.8 all
HILIC 4 Yes.8 all
Zorbax Bonus.RP 4 Partial.– dG and.fC
Zorbax SB.Phenyl 3 Partial.– dG and.fC


















5hmdC 50# 5000 100
5mdC 50 500 5000
fC 100 2000 1000
dG 5000 2000 100000


















Fig.! S10! and! S11! show! the! standard! curves! and! peaks! corresponding! to! the! lowest!
quantifiable! signal! obtained! for! 5mdC! and! dG! with! the! Hypercarb! and! HILIC! columns,!
respectively.! ! From! Fig.! S10! it! can! be! appreciated! that! the! peaks! corresponding! to! both!
5mdC! and! dG! eluted! from! the! Hypercarb! column! were! very! wide! and! lacked! symmetry,!
contributing!towards!a!low!sensitivity!seen!with!this!column.!!One!of!the!likely!reasons!for!
the! altered! peak! shapes! is! fact! that! nucleosides! showed! a! very! strong! retention! on! the!




minutes.! ! Poor! sensitivity! and! long!washes! in! between! the! samples! excluded! this! column!
from!being!used!in!nucleoside!analysis.!!!
!
Although! the! HPLC! chromatogram! of! nucleoside! standards,! which!were! run! on! the! HILIC!
























three! independent! experiments! run! over! a! course! of! 10! days! to! calculate! the! relative!
standard! deviation! (RSD)! values! for! all! the! nucleosides.! ! Apart! from! the! 5fC,! all! the! RSD!
values!were!considerably! lower!than!10%.! !A! larger!difference!was,!however,!noted!when!
slopes!were!compared!over!a!longer!period!of!time.!!This!is!unsurprising,!as!the!conditions!
within! mass! spectrometer! tend! to! vary! over! time.! ! To! counterbalance! this! variation! we!







the! tuning! mix! were! outside! of! the! expected! values,! auto! tune! of! the! instrument! was!
performed!to!increase!the!detection!sensitivity.!!Finally,!we!also!noted!the!limit!of!detection!




able! to! detect! signal! for! dC! and! dG! corresponding! to!much! lower! concentrations! than! 5!





LOD$(amol) LOQ (amol) R2 RSD
5hmdC 10 50$ 0.9991 9.18
5mdC 10 50 0.9995 6.00
fC 10 100 0.9992 16.14
dG 500 5000 0.9997 3.96




linear! regression! and! RSD! M! relative! standard! deviation.! Values! were! calculated! from! 11M
point! standard! curves! of! three! independent! runs! performed!over! the! period! of! ten! days.!
Values! are! given! for! [M+Na]+! species! of! each! nucleoside.+RSD!was! calculated! from! slope!
values!of!three!different!standard!curves.!!LOQ!was!based!on!S/N!ratio!of!over!10.!
3.2.6+Assessment+of+the+accuracy+of+nucleoside+measurements+














form,! the! nucleoside! samples! injected! into! the! LCMMS! system! would! also! contain! a! high!
amount!of!protein,!which!can!interfere!with!the!signal!detection!and!have!a!negative!effect!
on! the! source! and!HPLC! column! lifetime.! ! In! order! to! remove! the! protein! from! the!DNA!
digests! we! performed! precipitation! with! cold! acetonitrile.! ! Nucleosides! were! then!
resuspended!in!LCMMS!quality!water!and!analysed!by!Agilent!6490!QQQ!MS.!!Standard!curve!
with! synthetic!nucleosides!was!used! to!convert! the! responses! to!concentration!values! for!





































































































































Fig.+ 3.9+ Expected+ and+ measured+ nucleotide+ concentration+ values+ generated+ with+ PCRX





bars! represent! standard! deviation! based! on! the! values! obtained! from! two! technical!
























Fig.+ 3.10+ Detection+ of+ 5fC+ in+ the+ 5hmdCTPX+ and+ 5mdCTPXcontaining+ PCRXamplified+ DNA+





To! investigate!what!are! the!detection! limits!of!DNA!extracted! from!biological! samples!we!
measured!responses!generated!from!serial!dilutions!of!ESC!DNA!digest.!!The!dilutions,!which!
lied!within! a! linear! range,! are! presented! in! Fig.! 3.11! and! Table! 3.7.! ! Several! linear! points!
were!detected!for!all! the!nucleosides!apart!from!the!fC,!for!which!all!measurements!were!
outside!of!quantification!limits,!reflecting!very!low!amounts!of!fC!in!ESC!DNA.!!5mdC!showed!
the!widest! range!of! linearity,!whilst! linearity!of!5hmdC,!dC!and!dG!nucleosides!was!more!
limited.! !There!were!only! two!dilutions! for!which! linear! responses!were!obtained! from!all!
four!nucleosides!equivalent!to!148!and!287!pg!of!DNA.!!The!compact!linear!range!of!5hmdC!
reflects!the!fact!that!it!is!not!very!abundant!within!ESC!DNA,!whilst!the!signal!for!dC!and!dG!



















































































for+ 5hmdC,+ 5mdC,+ dC+ and+ dG+ nucleosides.+ DNA! from! E14! embryonic! stem! cells! was!
digested!and!1:2!serial!dilutions!were!performed,!resulting!in!the!quantification!of!between!








pg#DNA hmdC mdC dC dG
37.2 + + +
74.4 + + +
148.8 + + + +
297.6 + + + +





Table+ 3.7+ Summary+ of+ linear+ ranges+ from+ E14+ dilutions+ for+ 5hmdC,+ 5mdC,+ dC+ and+ dG+
nucleosides.+Summary!of!the!data!represented! in!Fig.!3.11.!Nucleoside!measurements!are!
linear!for!all!nucleosides!in!only!two!of!all!the!serial!dilutions.!dC!and!dG!are!linear!only!in!





which!used!100%!methanol/0.1%! formic! acid! as! the!organic!buffer! and!100%!water/0.1%!










measured! serial! dilutions! of! ESC! DNA! digests! in! the! presence! of! 0.1%! FA! or! 2.5! mM!
ammonium!formate.!!The!results!of!responses!for!sodiated!species!of!5mdC!generated!with!







the! sodium! adduct! formation! observed! in! our! measurements! using! buffers! only!



























E14! embryonic! stem! cells! was! digested! and! 1:2! serial! dilutions! performed! to! measure!
equivalent!of!between!37.2!and!4761.9!pg!of!DNA.!Measurements!shown!are!means!of!two!
injections! (all! %CV! below! 6.58%).! Buffers! used! in! the! experiment! were! organic:! 80%!
methanol/20%!water/0.1%!formic!acid,!inorganic!100%!water!0.1%!formic!acid,!or!organic:!
80%!methanol/20%!water/2.5mM!ammonium!formate!pH5.5,!inorganic!100%!water/2.5mM!





We! wanted! to! find! out! whether! the! signal! derived! from! our! LCMMS! measurements! and!
corresponding!concentration!values!calculated!from!standard!curves!lie!close!to!the!values!
described! in! the! literature.! !We! therefore!performed!a!digest!of!DNA!extracted! from!E14!
Dnmt1/Dnmt3a/Dnmt3bMnull! ESCs! (TKO),! wild! type! E14! ESCs! (grown! in! serumMcontaining!
medium)!or!DNA!derived! from!mouse!brain.! ! The! 5mdC!and!5hmdC! concentrations!were!
calculated!as!a!percentage!of!total!dG!concentration.! !The!results!can!be!seen!in!Fig.!3.13.!!
DNA! methylation! in! the! brain! and! ESCs! was! measured! at! 5.2%! and! 4.5%! of! total! dG,!
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respectively.! ! Hydroxymethylation! levels! were! 0.45%! and! 0.52%! for! brain! and! ESCs,!
respectively.! !Both!5hmdC!and!5mdC!values!for!Dnmt!TKO!ESCs!were!below!the!detection!
limits,!as!expected.!!Previous!mass!spectrometry!measurements!of!5mdC!and!5hmdC!levels!




levels! is! likely!arise!due! to! the!differences! in!ESC!cell! lines!and! the!difficulty! in!measuring!
such! small! amounts! of! nucleosides.! ! The! same! study! demonstrated! that! J1! TKO! ESCs!
completely! lost! its! methylation! and! hydroxymethylation.! ! Therefore,! our! data! closely!




































E14+ embryonic+ stem+ cells+ and+ E14+ Dnmt1/Dnmt3a/Dnmt3b+ triple+ knockXout.+ DNA!
extracted! from! ESC! (grown! in! medium! containing! FBS)! or! brain! tissue! was! digested! and!
analysed! by! LCMMS.! Error! bars! represent! standard! deviation! between! three! consecutive!
injections!of!the!DNA!digests,!ie.!technical!replicates.+
3.2.10+Quantification+of+DNA+methylation+dynamics+by+TLC+vs+LCXMS++
Thin! layer! chromatography! (TLC)! is! another!method,!which! can! be! used! to!measure!DNA!
methylation!and!hydroxymethylation!levels!(principle!previously!described!in!section!1.10).!!
/We!wanted! to!make! a! direct! comparison! between! the! signal! quantification! that! can! be!
obtained! from!TLC!and! LCMMS! techniques.! ! To! this! end!we!used!a! set!of! embryonic! germ!
cells! (derived! from!PGCs)! and! embryonic! stem! cells! (derived! from! ICM)! grown! in! the! ESC!
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medium! containing! either! foetal! calf! serum! (FCS)! and! leukaemia! inhibitory! factor! (LIF)!
(referred!to!as!FCS)!or!inhibitors!of!Erk!and!Gsk3b!kinases!(referred!to!as!2i)!and!LIF.!!Results!
from!our! laboratory! suggested! that!growing!ESCs!and!EGCs! in! these! two!different! culture!





Phosphoimager! scan!of! the! TLC!plate! can!be! seen! in! Fig.3.14A! and!quantification!of!DNA!
methylation! differences! between! different! cell! culture! conditions! LCMMS! and! TLC! are!
represented! in! Fig.! 3.14B! and! 3.14C,! respectively.! ! The! reduction! of! DNA!methylation! is!
clearly! visible! from! both! the! TLC! and! LCMMS! quantifications.! ! Fig.! 3.14D! and! 3.14E! show!
directly! the! differences! in! DNA! methylation! between! the! two! cell! culture! conditions! as!
measured! by! TLC! and! LCMMS,! respectively.! ! Although! the! general! pattern! of! 2i! samples!
showing!lower!methylation!of!DNA!is!observed!by!both!methods,!discrepancies!between!the!
two!quantification!methods!arise! (compare!patterns! in!Fig.!3.14D!and!3.14E).! !One!of! the!
reasons! for! this! is! that! quantification! by! TLC! can! only! provide! information! about! DNA!
methylation!found!within!the!CCGG!context.!!But!the!TLC!measurements!can!also!be!under!
or! overestimated! by! the! fact! that! their! quantification! is! performed! indirectly! by!
measurement! of! pixel! intensity! of! the! phosphoimages.! ! The! intensity! of! the! signal! is! also!
highly!dependent!on!the!length!of!time!the!phosphoimage!is!acquired!for.!!Therefore,!out!of!





Considering! the! fact! that! a! single! haploid!mouse! cell! contains! about! 6.6! pg! of! DNA! (dos!
Anjos! Pires,! Palmeira! et! al.! 2001),! the! level! of! sensitivity! obtained! from! the! LCMMS!
measurements!of! ESC!DNA!dilutions! (37!pg! for! 5mdC,!dG!and!dC!and!149!pg! for! 5hmdC)!
indicates! that! it! should! be! possible! to! use! our! sensitive! LCMMS! technique! to! obtain! DNA!










Particular!decrease! in!5mdC!measurements!was!observed! for!DNA!extracted! from!50!and!
100! cells.! ! Because! measurements! are! made! with! the! same! ESC! population! and! all! the!
samples!were!simultaneously!processed! in!the!same!way,! this!discrepancy! is!very! likely!to!




response! for! each! nucleoside! to! a! real! concentration! value! using! standards! curves!
generated! by! serial! dilution! of! nucleoside! standards.! ! Every! time! this! calculation! was!
performed! it! was! necessary! to! ensure! that! the! proportions! of! the! individual! adducts!
([M+H]+:[M+Na]+:[M+K]+)!are!very!close!between!the!samples!and!standards.!!This!was!the!
case! for! most! of! the! samples,! which! were! digested! and! diluted! before! the! LCMMS!
measurements.!!However,!the!discrepancy!in!the!%5mdC/dG!values!correlated!with!altered!
response! ratio! in! the! samples! containing! DNA! from! small! cell! numbers! (Fig.! 3.16).! ! In!
particular,!it!can!be!seen!that!the!response!values!for!the!protonated!and!sodiated!species!
were! increased! and! decreased,! respectively.! ! There! was! no! specific! pattern! to! these!
fluctuations!with!respect!to!cell!number.!!The!differences!in!adduct!ratios!between!samples!
and!standard!curves!were!therefore!very!likely!to!contribute!to!the!final!outcomes!of!DNA!















































































































































































(A)! TLC! analysis! of!methylation! levels! in!DNA!extracted! from!ESC! and! EGC! lines! grown! in!
parallel! in! FSC! (blue! font)! or! 2i! (black! font)! media.! Control! oligonucleotides! (oligo)!


























Fig.+ 3.15+ Quantification+ of+ DNA+ methylation+ levels+ in+ total+ DNA+ digests+ from+ small+
numbers+ of+ E14+ embryonic+ stem+ cells.+ E14! cells! were! FACSMsorted! to! obtain! samples!
containing! between! 50! and! 10000! cells.! DNA!was! extracted! and! digested! to! nucleosides,!
which!were!measured!by!LCMMS.!5mdC!concentration!values!are!plotted!as!a!percentage!of!
dG!concentration.!Samples!containing!500,!1000,!5000!and!10000!cells!were!quantified! in!
two! serial! injections.! Error! bars! represent! standard! deviation! based! on! two! technical!
replicates.!DNA!digests!from!50!and!100!cells!were!injected!once.!Although!injection!values!
are! very! reproducible,! the! DNA! methylation! values! fluctuate! between! samples! with!
%mdC/dG!values!being!most!affected! in!samples!containing!50!and!100!cells.!Values!used!
for! calculations! are! concentration! values! derived! from! standard! curve.! Statistical! analysis!


















































































































































































































Fig.+ 3.16+Quantification+of+ adduct+ ratio+ in+ total+DNA+digests+ from+small+ numbers+of+ E15+
embryonic+ stem+ cells+ and+ individual+ points+ from+ standard+ curve.! Each! response! for!
individual! adduct! species:! [M+H]+,! [M+Na]+! and! [M+K]+! of! 5mdC! and! dG! nucleosides!was!
calculated! as! a! percentage! of! total! adduct! response! ([M+H]+! +! [M+Na]+! +! [M+K]+).! The!
[M+K]+! adduct! for! 5mdC! was! not! quantifiable! and! therefore! is! not! represented! on! the!






As! shown! above,!we!were! able! to! obtain! a! very! reliable! response! from! the!DNA! digests,!
which!started!with!a!large!amount!of!DNA!and!were!subsequently!diluted!in!water!prior!to!
the! injection.! !However,!we!were!not!as! successful!at!obtaining!consistent!measurements!
from!samples!where!the!starting!DNA!amount!was!low!and!the!whole!sample!was!injected.!!
We!hypothesised! that! the!distortions! in!detection!of! concentrated+DNA!digests!may!arise!
from!the!matrix!in!which!nucleosides!are!resuspended,!ie.!the!mixture!of!salts!and!enzymes!
used! to! digest! the! DNA,! which! are! left! after! the! acetonitrile! (ACN)! precipitation! (protein!
removal)! (see!Fig.3.8).! ! This! kind!of! interaction!between! the!analyte!and! sample!matrix! is!








and! troughs! in! the! signal! are! visible! throughout! the! chromatogram! corresponding! to! the!
injected!matrix.! ! Fig.! 3.17C! shows! a! chromatogram! indicating! the! retention! times! of! the!
different!nucleosides.!!Although!the!matrix!noise!in!the!5hmdC!signal!is!present!throughout!
the!chromatogram,!the!worst!affected!area!of!the!chromatogram!is!the!first!segment!where!
5hmdC! and! dC! are! eluted.! ! This! experiment! shows! that! sample! matrix! causes! ion!
suppression,!which!becomes!apparent!with!increased!sampleMtoMmatrix!ratio.!!We!therefore!










































Fig.+ 3.17+ Experimental+ set+ up+ and+MRM+ chromatogram+ showing+ an+ effect+ of+ salts+ and+
enzyme+matrix+used+for+DNA+digest+on+signal+from+nucleosides.+(A)!Experimental!set!up!of!
a! continuous! postMcolumn! infusion! test.! External! syringe! was! connected! to! the! mass!
spectrometer! via! tee! junction! injecting! a! constant! flow! of! nucleoside! standards.! ! At! the!
same! time! a! regular! injection! of! enzyme! and! salts! matrix! (listed! in! Fig.2)! or! water! was!
performed! to! understand! the! effect! of! the! matrix! on! nucleoside! profile.! (B)! MRM!
chromatorgam!shows!the!changes!to!the!HPLC!signal!with!injection!of!water!blank!or!salts!
and! enzymes! matrix.! Matrix! injection! causes! fluctuations! of! the! signal! across! the!
chromatogram! indicating! a! problem! of! ion! suppression.! (C)! MRM! chromatogram! of!
nucleoside! standards! aligned! with! the! chromatogram! of! matrix! injection! shows! that! the!
nucleosides! are! not! equally! affected! by! ion! suppression! and! 5hmdC! and! dC! nucleosides!







order! to! establish! optimal! pH! conditions! for! the! different! enzymes.! ! In! order! to! check!
whether!we!could!improve!the!purity!of!our!digests,!we!searched!for!alternative!protocols,!
which!would!use!cleaner!enzymes!or!reduce!salt!content!of!the!DNA!sample!digests.!!To!this!
end! we! decided! to! try! two! alternative! protocols! –! one! utilising! benzonase! in! place! of!
nuclease!P1!and!second!using!commercially!available!purified!degradase!enzyme!mix.!!The!

















the! protein! out! of! the! ‘degradase’! digests.! ! We! noticed! that,! unlike! with! the! other! two!
protocols,!drying!of!the!sample!in!a!speedvac!to!remove!ACN!left!the!nucleosides!in!a!clear!










































alternative! to! the!original!digestion!protocol! (A).!Protocol! (C)! is!performed!with!a!purified!
commercial!enzyme!mix,!degradase,!and!its!components!are!proprietary.!! !Two!alternative!
protocols! are! performed! in! only! one! digestion! step! because,! as! opposed! to! nuclease! P1,!






















Fig.+ 3.19+ Quantification+ of+ DNA+ methylation+ levels+ in+ total+ DNA+ digests+ from+ small+
numbers+ of+ E14+ embryonic+ stem+ cells+ with+ the+ degradase+ digestion+ protocol.+ E14! cells!
were! FACSMsorted! to! obtain! samples! containing! between! 50! and! 1000! cells.! DNA! was!




most! affected! in! samples! containing! 50! and! 100! cells.! This! is! likely! to! be! a! cause! of!
interference! of! glycerol! present! in! degradase! enzyme! with! the! signal! detected! from!
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nucleosides.! Values! used! for! calculations! are! concentration! values! derived! from!
corresponding! standard! curves.! Statistical! analysis! was! carried! out! using! Student’s! t!test!
with!Welsh’s! correction.! 50! and! 100! cell! values!were! significantly! different! from!500! and!
1000!cell!values,!p!<0.01.!+
!




single! step!without! the! DNA! denaturation! (Quinlivan! and! Gregory! 2008).! !We!wanted! to!
compare! the!effects!of! the! ‘benzonase’!and! ‘NP1’!protocols!on! the!nucleoside! signal,! and!
see!whether! the! ion! suppression! originates! from! the! salts! or! the! enzymes! used! in! these!
digests.! ! To! test! this,! 50! fmol!of! nucleoside! standards!were! spiked!with! salts! or! salts! and!
enzymes!used! in!both!protocols.! ! Both! salts! and! salts! and!enzyme!mixtures! added! to! the!
samples! were! previously! precipitated! with! ACN! and! speedvaced! to! complete! dryness! to!
resemble!the!sample!matrix!injected!with!the!regular!DNA!digests!as!closely!as!possible.!!We!
also! tested! the! effect! of! ACN! precipitation! alone! on! the! signal! recovery.! ! The! results! are!
represented!as!a!comparison!of!5hmdC,!5mdC!and!dG!peak!area!between!different!samples!
in!Fig.!3.20.!!It!can!be!seen!that!although!the!ACN!precipitation!had!a!negligible!effect!on!the!
nucleoside! responses,! addition! of! salts! and! nucleosides! to! the! samples! causes! variable!
changes!to!the!signal.!!Whilst!the!salts!used!in!the!‘NP1’!protocol!did!not!make!an!impact!on!
any! of! the! nucleoside! responses,! the! presence! of! the! ‘NP1’! enzymes! and! salts! caused!
decrease! in! hmdC! signal! and! increase! in! dG! signal.! ! As! for! the! ‘benzonase’! protocol,!




signal! from!nucleosides!but! can!also!enhance! it,! as! seen! from! the!dG! responses!obtained!
with! ‘salts+enzymes’! in!both!protocols.! ! Because!using! the!alternative!digestion!protocols!
did! not! improve! the! measurements! obtained! from! the! small! cell! number! samples,! we!
decided!to!try!to!use!other!strategies!to!alleviate!the!ion!suppression!effect.!!As!out!of!the!
three!protocols! tested,! the!originally!used! ‘NP1’!protocol!produced!a!marginally! improved!
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the! nucleoside! standard! mixes! (50! fmol! in! the! total! injection).! ! The! graphs! represent!
changes! in! responses! for! 5hmdC,! 5mdC! and! DG! nucleosides! between! control! nucleoside!
injection!(50!fmol)!and!nucleoside!injections!spiked!with!salts!and!salts!and!enzymes.!!It!can!
be! noted! that! the! benzonase! salts! on! their! own! do! not! alter! the! response! values,!whilst!
benzonase! salts! and! salts! and! enzyme!matrices! from! both! protocols! affect! the! response!

















The! C18! and! HILIC! tips! are! used! to! clean! up,! desalt! and! enrich! peptides! for! mass!
spectrometry! analysis! of! complex! samples.! ! The! tips! contain! resin! with! C18! or! HILIC!
stationary! phases,! and! therefore! can! retain! nucleosides.! !Whilst! C18! resin! is! suitable! for!
retention! of! hydrophobic! molecules,! the! HILIC! resin! attracts! hydrophilic! species.! ! As! we!






and! the! amounts! of! 5hmdC,! 5mdC! and! dG! nucleosides! were!measured! before! and! after!
each!clean!up!method.!!The!results!obtained!from!these!three!techniques!are!represented!in!
Fig.!3.21!as!a!percentage!of!signal!recovery!for!each!nucleoside.!!The!C18!tips!offered!very!
little! retention!of! nucleosides,! as! only! about! 10%!of! signal!was! seen! for! each!nucleoside.!!
The!HILIC! tips! offered! a! good! retention! of! 5hmdC! as! 84%!of! the! signal!was! recoved,! but!







































–! clean! up!with! Amicon! column,! C18! or! HILIC! tips! in! order! to! separate! nucleosides! from!
other!impurities!such!as!enzymes!and!salts!used!for!digest.!The!results!represent!%!of!signal!
recovery! from!before! and! after! each! clean! up!method.! ! The! values!were! calculated! from!
three!technical!replicates.!Error!bars!show!standard!deviation!representing!three!technical!





added!to! the!DNA.! !This!would! remove!various! impurities!and!small!molecules,!which!are!
present!with! the!enzymes,! leaving! the!enzymes!within! the!membrane!compartment.! !The!




samples! with! 100! and! 500! showed! once! again! a! considerable! decrease! in! the! %mdC/dG!

























the! enzymes! in! the! digestion! protocol! that! may! interfere! with! the! signal! from! the!
nucleosides!in!the!samples!from!E14!small!cell!numbers,!enzymes!were!pooled!together!and!
dialysed!against!water!overnight!and!used!afterwards!for!DNA!digestion.!LCMMS!results!show!










end,! each! DNA! digest! was! spiked!with! 1! pmol! of! synthetic! C13,! N15Misotope! labelled! dC!
standard.!!In!this!way!we!were!able!to!change!the!nucleosideMtoMmatrix!ratio!and!still!detect!
the!full! signal! from!the!unlabelled!nucleosides!present! in!the!original!DNA.! !The!results!of!
this!experiment!can!be!seen!in!Fig.!3.23.!!The!green!bars!represent!samples!spiked!with!the!

































Fig.+ 3.23+ Quantification+ of+ DNA+ methylation+ levels+ in+ total+ DNA+ digests+ from+ small+
numbers+of+E15+embryonic+stem+cells+spiked+with+C13,+N15Xlabelled+dC+standard.+E14!cells!
were!FACSMsorted!to!give!samples!containing!between!50!and!1000!cells.!DNA!was!extracted!





replicates.! Green! bars! represent! samples! spiked! with! heavy! dC,! blue! bars! M! nonMspiked!
controls.! Presence! of! higher! amount! of! nucleoside! in! the! sample! did! not! improve! the!
%mdC/dG!readings.!+
3.2.17+Reproducibility+of+the+measurements+performed+with+C18+column+
As! none! of! the! strategies! we! employed! succeeded! in! resolving! the! problem! of! ion!
suppression,! we! wanted! to! find! out! whether! the! signal! obtained! from! nucleoside!
measurements!in!the!DNA!digests!from!the!small!number!of!ESCs!would!be!reproducible.!!!If!
this! was! the! case,! one! could! reason! that! although! the! values! generated! by! the!
measurements! were! not! accurate,! a! direct! comparison! of! DNA! methylation! could! be!
performed! for! the! samples! run! in! a! single! experiment.! ! To! test! the! reproducibility,! we!
performed! DNA! extraction! and! digestion! of! 9! E14! ESC! samples.! ! Percentage! of! DNA!
methylation!was! calculated! for! all! of! the! samples! and! the! results! are! represented! in! Fig.!






















Fig.+ 3.24+ DNA+ methylation+ levels+ in+ injections+ of+ DNA+ digest+ from+ 100+ E14+ cells.+ Nine!
samples!of!100!E14!cells!were!injected!in!triplicate!to!assess!consistency!of!measurements!
of! 5mdC!and!dG.!Green!bar! represents! an! average!%5mdC/dG!value! for! all! repeats!of! all!
injections.! ! Error! bars! represent! standard! deviation.! 5mdC! and! dG! concentration! values!
were! calculated! on! the! basis! of! 11Mpoint! standard! curve,! all! values! were! within!








way!were! linear! and! had! an! adduct! ratio! indistinguishable! from! the! standard! curves! run!
without!the!matrix.!!Fig.!3.25A!and!3.25B!and!3.25C!show!a!comparison!of!the!5mdC,!dC!and!
dG! standard! curves! generated! with! addition! of! matrix! and! without.! ! Although! the!
sensitivities!were!very! similar!between! the!matrixMspiked!and!control! standard!curves,!we!
also! found! that! the! standard! curves! generated! with! addition! of! matrix! produced! higher!
responses,!which!are!represented!by!a!steeper!slope.!!This!could!have!been!an!effect!of!ion!








matrix! to! the! standard! curves! did! not! completely! restore! the! DNA! methylation! values!
obtained! from! measurements! of! DNA! digests! obtained! from! 100! cells,! it! brought! them!
closer! to! the! 5mdC! measurements! achieved! for! samples! from! 500! cells! onwards.! ! The!
coefficient!of!variation!for!all!the!four!measurements!was!11.5%.!!Although!we!were!still!not!



















































































































‘salts! and! enzymes’! matrix.! C)+ dG! standard! curve! obtained! with! and! without! addition! of!
‘salts! and! enzymes’! matrix.! ! D)! Quantification! of! mdC! levels! from! serially! dilyted! ESC!
samples.!5mdC!was!calculated!as!a!percentage!of!total!dG.!E)!Quantification!of!mdC!levels!
from! DNA! extracted! from! small! cell! number! ESC! samples.! 5mdC! was! calculated! as! a!







oocytes! and! early! zygotes! (performed! by! R.! Amouroux).! ! Because! the! presence! of! polar!
bodies! in! the! zygotes! could! skew! the! measurements! of! DNA! methylation,! all! the! polar!
bodies!were! removed! from!each! zygote!by!micromanipulation! (performed!by!B.!Nashun).!!
DNA!was!extracted!and!digested!from!the!samples!containing!100!oocytes,!100!sperm!cells!
and! 100! zygotes.! ! The! digests! were! precipitated! with! ACN,! fully! dried! by! centrifugal!
evaporation!and!resuspended!in!LCMMs!quality!water.!!Measurements!were!performed!from!
two!injections!per!each!sample!digest.!!In!order!to!derive!the!most!accurate!quantification!
of! nucleosides,! we! added! the! salt! and! enzyme! matrix! to! the! standard! curves,! so! the!
quantities! of! matrix! were! equal! in! the! sample! and! standard! curve.! ! We! found! that! the!
adduct!ratio!between!all!the!samples!and!standard!curves!did!not!differ!by!more!than!5%.!!!
!
The! results! from! the! LCMMS! analysis! are! represented! in! Fig.! 3.26.! ! Consistently! with!




pronucleus! alone! (Amouroux! R.! unpublished).! ! This! corresponds! well! with! the! IF! data!
obtained! in! our! laboratory! where! 5mdC! loss! between! PN2! and! PN5! stages! of! zygotic!
development!was!assessed!to!be!around!the!value!of!80%.!!!
!
In! the! experiment! shown! here! there! is! likelihood! that! some! of! the! PN4M5! zygotes! have!




were! collected! once! more! in! the! presence! of! aphidicolin! with! very! reproducible! results,!




























Results!presented! in! this! chapter!outline!a! series!of!experiments! testing! the!ability!of! the!





with! sodium! adducts,!which!were! found! to! be!most! prominent! nucleoside! species! in! our!
measurements! (≥85%! of! the! total! signal).! ! We! consistently! saw! a! very! high! technical!
reproducibility!in!between!individual!sample!injections.!!The!standard!curves!were!shown!to!











synthetic!and!highly!pure!nucleoside! standards,!we!also! tested! the! sensitivity! that! can!be!




When! attempting! to!measure! nucleoside! levels! in! DNA! samples! extracted! from! a! limited!
number! of! cells! we! identified! a! problem! of! ion! suppression,! which! skewed! the!
measurements! of!DNA!methylation! achieved!with! the!whole!DNA!digests.! !We! narrowed!
down! the! problem! to! the! enzyme! mixtures! used! for! DNA! digestion.! ! Out! of! the! three!
alternative!digestion!protocols!used!to!digest!the!limited!amounts!of!DNA!we!excluded!the!
‘benzonase’! and! ‘degradase’! protocols.! ! This! was! done! because! the! salts! and! glycerol!
content! of! these! protocols! caused! a! higher! background! noise! than! one! produced! by! the!
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The!postMcolumn! infusion! test!has! shown! that! the!effect!of! ion! suppression! is! spread!and!























Many! studies! using! mass! spectrometry! for! nucleoside! detection! do! not! perform! similar!
sensitivity! checks! and! the! ones! that! do,! often! base! it! on! detection! limits! of! nucleoside!
standards!or! synthetic!DNA! (Le,! Kim!et! al.! 2011,! ! Zhang,! Zhang!et! al.! 2011).! ! Two! studies!
assessed!5mdC!detection! sensitivity!with!digested!DNA.! !Whilst! one!of! them! reached! the!
bottom!sensitivity!equivalent! to!only!0.25!µg! (Friso,!Choi!et!al.!2002),! the!other! is!able! to!
achieve! an! impressive! limit! of! 5! ng.! ! Interestingly,! although! their! sensitivity! for! 5mdC! in!
biological!DNA!digests! is!higher! than!ours,! their! sensitivity! limit!with!nucleoside!standards!
was!lower!than!what!we!achieved!with!the!Agilent!6490!QQQ!MS!(1!fmol!vs.!20!amol).!!As!
we! did! not! measure! samples,! which! would! be! equivalent! to! 5! ng,! it! is! difficult! to! judge!
whether!our!instrument!could!also!detect!this!amount!of!5mdC!(Song,!Szulwach!et!al.!2011).!!
As! quantification! of! 5mdC! requires! also! measurements! of! either! dC! or! dG,! similar! tests!
should! be! performed! for! all! the! standards! measured.! ! Of! note! here,! simultaneous!




The! measurements! of! nucleosides! present! in! the! PCRMamplified! D! digests! showed! a!
surprising!presence!of!5fC! in!the!DNA!containing!only!5hmdCTP!and!small!amounts!of!dC.!!
To! a! much! smaller! extent! we! also! detected! 5fC! in! the! 5mdCTPMcontaining! DNA! digests.!!
Although!we!are!not!able! to!exclude!the! fact! that!5fC!can!be!present! in! the!commercially!





species! in!the!5mdCTP!nucleotide!pool.! ! It! is!difficult!for!us!to!speculate!on!what!could!be!
the!mechanism!of!5mdC!to!5fC!conversion.!!As!5mdC!to!5hmdC!step!was!shown!not!to!occur!




only! one! account! of! a! direct! oxidation! of!methyl! to! aldehyde! group!was! observed! in! the!
conversion!of!lactols!to!lactones!(Fig.!3.28)!(Grieco,!Oguri!et!al.!1978).!!But!whatever!are!the!
intermediate!steps!of!this!conversion,!these!observations!could!have!potential!implications!














phase,! altering! the! amount! of! particles! that! hit! the! detector.! ! Larger! and! more! highly!
charged!analytes!tend!to!suppress!the!signal!of!the!smaller!analytes!(Sterner,!Johnston!et!al.!
2000).! ! Also,! the!more! polar! the! analyte! is,! the! larger! the! ion! suppression! effect! coming!




the! chromatographic! conditions! to! elute! compounds! in! a! region! where! there! is! no! ion!
suppression! (Annesley! 2003).! ! We! were! not! able! to! solve! the! problem! with! the! three!





isotope! labelled! dC! but! this! measure! was! also! not! sufficient! to! overcome! the! problem,!
specially!in!the!samples!containing!DNA!digest!from!50!and!100!cells.!
!!
Although! it! is! difficult! to! pinpoint! the! source! of! ion! suppresson! in! the! enzyme! and! saltM
containing!matrix,!we! tried! to! eliminate! various! possibilities.! ! Because!we! performed! the!
ACN!precipitation!for!each!of!the!small!cell!number!samples,!contribution!of!protein!can!be!





not! contain! RNA.! ! Ion! suppression! was! also! unlikely! to! be! triggered! by! exogenous!
substances! that! may! come! from! sample! preparation! steps,! such! as! polymers,! as! no! ion!
suppression!was!seen!during!the!analysis!of!pure!nucleoside!standards,!which!were!handled!
in!the!same!way.!!Finally,!it!cannot!be!completely!excluded!that!Qiagen!extraction!kit!used!










can! also! be! a! source! of! ion! suppression.! ! Other! sources! of! ion! suppression! also! include!
carbohydrates,! amines,! urea! and! metabolites! with! structure! analogous! to! the! analytes!
measured! (Antignac,! de!Wasch! et! al.! 2005).! !We! are! currently! investigating! various! postM





Something! that! can! be! of! great! help! in! precise! quantification! of! nucleosides! in! the! small!
sample!DNA!digests! are! C13,!N15Mlabelled!nonMradioactive! isotopes.! ! A! known!amount! of!
C13,!N15Mlabelled!nucleosides!can!be!spiked!into!to!the!DNA!digests!and!used!to!correct!the!
otherwise! imprecise! measurement.! ! Due! to! a! slightly! increased! mass! of! the! heavy!
analogues,! separate! peaks! can! be! generated! and! quantified.! ! At! the! same! time,! high!
structural!similarity!between!the!heavy!and!light!isotopes!ensures!that!the!nucleosides!elute!
from!the!column!at!the!same!time,!and!consequently!experience!the!same!amount!of! ion!
suppression.! ! Heavy! 5hmdC,! 5fC! and! 5CaC! nucleosides! were! recently! successfully!
synthesised!and!used!to!test!the!efficiencies!of!their!oxidation,!deamination!and!CMC!bond!
cleavage! as! means! of! inducing! DNA! demethylation! (Schiesser,! Pfaffeneder! et! al.! 2013,!!
Steigenberger,!Schiesser!et!al.!2013).!!In!a!series!of! in$vitro!experiments!with!hairpin!DNAs!
containing!5hmdC,!5mdC,!5fC!or!5CaC,! it!was!shown!that! in!the!presence!of!thiols,!5fdC!is!
readily! deformylated! to!5CaC!and!5CaC! can!undergo!decarboxylation! generating!dC!base.!!
Unfortunately,!lack!of!commercially!available!C13!and!N15Mlabelled!5mdC,!5hmdC,!5fC!and!




limited!amounts!of!DNA,!we!were!able! to! show!that!quantification!of! these!samples!with!
Agilent! 6490! QQQ!MS! is! very! reproducible.! ! We! were! therefore! able! to! perform! a! first!
comparative! LCMMS!analysis! of! 5mdC! for! a! set! of! samples! containing! zygotes,! sperm! cells!
and!oocytes.!!Provided!that!DNA!is!extracted!from!an!equal!amount!of!cells,!it!is!feasible!to!
obtain!a!relative!comparison!of!DNA!methylation.!!When!measurements!are!obtained!with!




DNA!methylation! and! hydroxymethylation! in! samples! with! unlimited! DNA! quantities! and!
DNA!methylation! in!DNA! samples! extracted! from!only! 100! cells.! ! As! the!quantification!of!
total! DNA!methylation! in! smallMsize! DNA! samples! such! as! zygotes! is! currently! limited! to!
immunofluorescence,! this! LCMMS!method! significantly!widens! the!options! for! analysis! and!




labelled! dC! derivatives! are! likely! to! provide! a! possibility! of! performing! a! very! accurate!
quantification! of! nucleosides! from! very! small! amounts! of!DNA!without! the! need!of! using!
standard!curves!containing!the!enzyme!and!salt!matrix.!!This!will!also!allow!us!to!complete!


























on! a! genomeMwide! scale! and! these! events! are! mostly! associated! with! large! genome!
reprogramming!and!changes! in! transcriptional!status!of!a!cell.! !Global!DNA!demethylation!
event! taking! place! in! zygotes! is! associated! with! regaining! totipotency! and! reshaping! the!
paternal! genome! in! preparation! for! the! subsequent! syngamy! and! cleavages.! ! In! PGCs!
entering!genital!ridges,!global!DNA!demethylation!marks!a!point!of!erasure!of!epimutations!
and! parental! imprints! in! preparation! for! reMgaining! of! totipotency! following! fertilisation.!!
Global! remodelling! of!DNA!methylation! is! also! part! of! reprogramming! of! somatic! cells! to!
induced! pluripotent! stem! cells,! leading! to! reactivation! of! ESCMspecific! transcriptional! (Lin!




Beyond! the! reprogramming! events! described! above,! global! DNA! demethylation! has! also!
been!described!in!a!couple!of!differentiating!biological!systems!–!during!erythropoesis!and!







led! by! the! muscle! regulatory! factors,! including! MyoD! and! myogenin.! Myoblast!
differentiation! is! induced! in$ vitro! by! mitogen! withdrawal,! which! switches! the! myoblasts!
from!the!proliferation!to!differentiation!mode.!!A!similar!protocol!was!used!in!two!separate!
studies! to! differentiate! foetal! G8!myoblast! cell! line,! which!was! shown! to! undergo! global!
DNA! demethylation.! ! In! the! first! study,! DNA! methylation! was! measured! by! thin! layer!





was! very! transient,! as! a! nearly! complete! reMmethylation! followed! on! day! 5! (D5).! ! In! the!










DNA! replication! as! it! could! be! reproduced! in! the! presence!of! LMmimosine! and! aphidicolin!
(Jost! and! Jost!1994).! ! In!order! to!determine! the! strand!preference!of!DNA!demethylation!
activity,! an! in$ vitro! assay! was! set! up! where! hemiM! and! fully! methylated! oligonucleotides!
were! incubated!with!nuclear!extracts! from!demethylating!myoblasts.! !Assessment!of!DNA!
methylation! status! of! these! oligonucleotides! indicated! a! preference! of! the! DNA!
demethylating! activity! for! hemiMmethylated! DNA! (Jost! and! Jost! 1994).! ! Based! on! these!
results,!formation!of!hemiMmethylated!CpG!sites!was!assumed!to!precede!the!full!scale!DNA!
demethylation! event.! ! Incubation! of! the! nuclear! extract! with! hemiMmethylated!
oligonucleotides! revealed! a! presence! of! 5mdC! excision! activity,! suggesting! presence! of! a!
glycosylase,!whose!activity!coincided!with!the!process!of!DNA!demethylation.!
!
The! second! DNA! demethylation! study! using! G8! myoblast! differentiation! also! used! a!
microarray!analysis!of!differentiating!myoblasts!(Jost,!Oakeley!et!al.!2001).!!As!expected,!the!
genes! upregulated! during! the! process! included! muscleMspecific! genes,! whilst! genes!
associated!with!DNA!synthesis!and!replication!were!found!to!be!downregulated.!!To!find!out!
whether!these!changes!were!correlated!with!DNA!demethylation,!myoblasts!treated!with!5M
azacytidine! (5AzaC)! were! included! in! the! microarray! analysis.! ! 5AzaC! is! an! analogue! of!
cytosine! and! it! becomes! incorporated! into! the! newly! synthesized! DNA! strand! during!
replication.! ! Its! covalent! binding! to!Dnmt1! traps!Dnmt1! enzyme!molecules! and! results! in!
!125!
!
DNA! hypomethylation! (Schermelleh,! Haemmer! et! al.! 2007).! ! 5AzaC! treatment! of! G8!
myoblasts!resulted! in!1.2!x!106!CpG!sites!being!demethylated,!nearly!twice!the!number!of!
CpG! sites! demethylated! in! the! untreated! course! of! G8! myoblast! differentiation.! ! The!
changes! in! gene! expression! observed! in! 5AzaCMtreated! cells! were! similar! to! the! changes!
observed! during! myoblast! differentiation.! ! Interestingly,! expression! of! Tdg! glycosylase,!
which!was!proposed!to!take!part!in!DNA!demethylation!mechanism!was!upregulated!only!in!
normal! differentiation! and! not! following! the! 5AzaC! treatment,! indicating! that! the! DNA!




This! modification! is! established! by! a! group! of! enzymes! called! polyadenine! ADPMribose!
polymerases! (Parp).! ! Parp! enzymes! use! nicotinamide! adenine! dinucleotide! (NAD+)! as! a!
donor! of! ADPMribose,!which! is! transferred! onto! a! range! of! amino! acids! of! target! proteins!
(Fig.!4.1).! !ADPMribose! residues!can!be!polymerised!and!branched! forming! large!polyMADPM
ribose! (PAR)!chains.! !Out!of!17!Parp!enzymes! that!have!been! identified! in!mammals,!only!
Parp1M5!have!been!shown!to!have!the!HMYME!triad!motif,!which!is!needed!for!the!formation!






Parp!enzymes!have!been!described! to!have!a! role! in!many! cellular!processes! such!as! cell!
death,!transcriptional!regulation,!genomic!stability,!energy!metabolism,!cell!death!and!DNA!
repair!(Hottiger,!Hassa!et!al.!2010,!!Beneke!2012).!!As!outlined!in!section!1.3.4.4,!in!its!role!in!









Fig.+ 4.1+ Schematic+ representation+ of+ protein+ ADPXribosylation+ by+ Parp+ enzymes.+ Image!




Inhibition! of! ADPMribosylation! activity! by! NAD+! analogue,! 3Maminobenzamide! (3AB),! has!
been!shown!to! inhibit!differentiation!of!avian!and!mouse!myoblasts! (Farzaneh,!Zalin!et!al.!




3AB!treatment!also!resulted! in!a! local!hypermethylation!of! the!promoter!of! the!α!skeletal$
actin!gene!(Hu,!Wu!et!al.!2013).! ! Interestingly,!3AB!treatment!of!zygotes!also!resulted!in!a!
impediment! of! DNA! demethylation! (Hajkova,! Jeffries! et! al.! 2010),! suggesting! that! certain!













to! induce!expression!of!DNA$Polα,!DNA$Topo$ I,!PCNA!and!E2f1! itself! (SimbulanMRosenthal,!





been! explored! further! in!mouse! fibroblasts! (Guastafierro,! Cecchinelli! et! al.! 2008).! ! It! has!
been!shown!that!persistence!of!polyMADPMribosylated!Parp1!enzyme!was!correlated!with!a!
decrease! in! Dnmt1! activity! and! resulted! in! global! DNA! hypomethylation,! including!minor!
satellites! and! B1! DNA! repeats.! ! CCCTC! binding! factor! (Ctcf)! was! found! to! mediate! this!
interaction!by! inducing!autoMADPMribosylation!of!Parp1.! ! In$ vitro! experiments!also! showed!
that! Dnmt1! is! able! to! bind! polyMADPMribose! in! a! noncovalent! fashion,! and! a! coM





the! lack! of! maintenance! DNA! methylation! activity! and! DNA! hypomethylation! (Caiafa,!
Guastafierro! et! al.! 2009).! ! In! the! absence! of! ADPMribosylation! on! Parp1,!Dnmt1! is! free! to!
perform!DNA!methylation.! !A!schematic! representation!of! this! interaction! is!shown! in!Fig.!
4.2.! ! Inhibition! of! DNA! demethylation! in! 3ABMtreated! G8! myoblasts! points! towards! a!







Fig.+ 4.2+ Proposed+ interaction+ between+ polyXADP+ ribosylated+ Parp1+ and+ Dnmt1+ and+ the+
effects+ on+ DNA+methylation.+ Figure! taken! from! (Caiafa,! Guastafierro! et! al.! 2009).! Parp1!
autoMADPMribosylation! activity! captures! Dnmt1,! which! is! not! able! to! establish! DNA!
methylation!marks.!!DNA!demethylation!follows!through!a!passive!dilution.!
!
Taking! into! account! all! the! research! described! above,! G8! myoblast! differentiation! may!












test!how!efficient!myoblast!differentiation! is!when!using! serum!switch!protocol.! !Because!




We! started! with! optimisation! of! the! differentiation! protocol! by! comparing! and! varying!
differentiation! conditions.! ! Firstly,! we!wanted! to! find! out!whether! the! switch! to! the! low!
serum!conditions! is! indeed!necessary! to! induce!the!differentiation!process.! !We!therefore!
grew! the!G8!myoblasts! in!medium! containing! 20%! serum,! referred! to! as! growth!medium!
(GM),! and! performed! the! serum! switch! to! serum! poor! (2%! differentiation!medium,! DM)!
medium! only! in! half! of! the! dishes.! ! The! cells! were! grown! and! collected! in! these! two!
differentiation!conditions! for! three!days! (D1MD3).! !The!morphology!and!postMserum!switch!
expression!of! three!differentiation!markers,!myogenin,!MyoD!and!αMskeletal! actinin! (αSA)!
are!shown!in!Fig.!4.3A!and!B,!respectively.!!We!found!that!the!cells!which!were!exposed!to!
the! low! serum! (GMMDM)! were! much! more! compact! than! the! cells! growing! in! GM! only.!!
Accordingly,!the!qPCR!analysis!also!showed!that!all!the!differentiation!markers!were!more!
highly! induced! in! the!GMMDM!switch! samples! but! remained! at! low! levels! in!DM! samples.!!






per! 10! cm!Petri! dish! and! induced! their! differentiation.! !We! also! varied! the! day! of! serum!
switch!from!12!hours!(overnight)!after!seeding!(D1)!through!to!D2!and!D3,!as!represented!in!
Fig.! 4.4A.! ! The! switch! in! the! 3x! density! samples! was! performed! on! D1.! ! Once! again,! we!













































































































Fig.+ 4.3+ Optimisation+ of+ differentiation+ conditions+ –+ culturing+ G8+ myoblasts+ in+ the+
presence+or+absence+of+the+differentiation+medium.!(A)!Comparison!of!morphology!of!G8!
foetal! myoblasts! grown!with! and! without! the! serum! switch! from! 20%! (GM)! to! 2%! (DM)!
(performed!on!D0).!!Serum!switch!causes!myoblasts!to!be!more!aligned,!ready!for!cell!fusion!
and! myotube! formation.! ! Myoblasts! without! serum! switch! are! compact! but! the! aligned!
structure!is!missing.!Magnification!x20,!scale!bar!25!µm.!!(B)!Comparison!of!the!expression!
of! differentiation!markers! (RTMqPCR)! in! G8! foetal!myoblasts! grown!with! and!without! the!
serum!switch!from!20%!(GM)!to!2%!(DM).!!The!expression!of!all!the!differentiation!markers!
in!myoblasts! exposed! to!GM! to!DM! serum! switch! is! higher! than! in! differentiation!where!
cells!were!only!grown!in!GM,!which!reflects!the!morphological!changes.!Error!bars!represent!
standard! deviation! based! on! three! technical! replicates.! GM,! growth! medium;! DM,!
differentiation!medium.!!!!!
+
We! found! that! although! the! morphology! of! the! 1x! density! samples! was! not! different!
between!the!timings!of!the!serum!switch,!the!expression!of!all!the!differentiation!markers!
was!reduced!in!cells!where!the!switch!was!conducted!on!D1!(Fig.!4.4B!and!C),!indicating!that!
the! initial! active! cell! proliferation! is! necessary! for! a! correct! induction! of! differentiation!
program.! !This!was!also!apparent!from!the!cells!seeded!at!a!higher!density!but!which!also!
went! through! the! serum!switch!on!D1! (3x1),! as! the!expression!of!myogenin! and!αSA!was!
also! inhibited!as! in!the!1x1!sample.! ! Interestingly,!MyoD!was! initially!highly! induced!in!the!




































































































































adult! C2C12! myoblast! cell! line.! ! The! markers! can! be! divided! into! early! and! late! ones,!
depending!on! the! timing! and! function!of! a! given!protein.! !MyoD!and!myogenin! are! early!
markers! of! differentiation! as! they! drive! the! differentiation! program,! whilst! αSA! is! a! late!
marker,!as!it!fulfils!a!structural!role!in!a!differentiated!muscle.!!We!noted!that!expression!of!
both!early!and!late!differentiation!markers!occured!during!G8!myoblast!differentiation!at!a!
very! similar! rate.! ! G8! being! foetal! differentiation! cell! line!may! thus! not! reflect! the! same!








differentiation! markers! in! this! myoblast! differentiation! series.! ! Serum! rich! environment!




We!then!wanted! to!see!whether!myoblast!differentiation! is! indeed!associated!with!global!
DNA!demethylation.! !Firstly,!we!checked!the!expression!profile!and!protein!levels!of!Dnmt!





As! the! BER! DNA! repair! pathway! has! been! implicated! in! DNA! demethylation! process!
(Hajkova,!Jeffries!et!al.!2010,!!Wossidlo,!Arand!et!al.!2010),!we!also!decided!to!check!for!the!




decreased! on! D5! and! D6.! ! Its! expression,! however,! showed! a! slight! upregulation! as! cells!
progressed!towards!the!muscle! lineage.! !The!activity!of!Parp1,!measured!by!total! levels!of!


























































































series+ of+ differentiation+ of+ G8+ foetal+ myoblasts.+ (A)! Light! microscopy! images! show!














































































(A)! Changes! in!Dnmt1!and!Parp1!protein! levels!and!ADPMribosylation! in! the! first!myoblast!
differentiation!series.!!Dnmt3a!and!Dnmt3b!proteins!were!not!detected!by!western!blot.!(B)!
Expression! levels! of! Dnmt1! and! Parp1.! In! agreement! with! western! blot,! Dnmt3a! and!




To! find! out! whether! there! are! any! changes! in! DNA! methylation! levels,! we! used! cells!
collected! during! the! same! course! of! G8! myoblast! differentiation! and! performed! DNA!
extraction! and! digestion! to! nucleosides.! ! The! analysis! of! DNA! methylation! levels! was!
performed!using! the! LCMMS!protocol!optimised!as!described! in! chapter!3.! ! It! can!be! seen!
from! Fig.! 4.7A! that! a! sharp! drop! in! 5mdC! to! dG! ratio! corresponding! to! 51%! was! seen!
towards!the!beginning!of!differentiation!process.!The!levels!remained!at!a!similar!low!level!
until!the!end!of!the!differentiation!experiement.!!As!DNA!methylation!drop!occurred!on!D0,!






Line1! is! a! class! of! nonMLTR! repetitive! elements,! which! has! been! previously! shown! to! be!
expressed! and! undergo! DNA! demethylation! during! the! global! DNA! demethylation! event!
occurring!in!zygotic!reprogramming!(Oswald,!Engemann!et!al.!2000,!!Beraldi,!Pittoggi!et!al.!
2006,! ! Smith,! Chan! et! al.! 2012).! ! We! therefore! wanted! to! see! whether! drop! in! DNA!
methylation!would!coincide!with!activation!of!expression!of!the!Line1!transposable!element.!!

















































Fig.+ 4.7+ Global+ DNA+ methylation+ changes+ in+ G8+ myoblast+ differentiation+ and+
corresponding+expression+of+Line1.!(A)!Global!DNA!methylation!was!assessed!by!LCMMS!and!
levels! of! 5mdC! were! expressed! as! a! percentage! of! dG.! ! DNA! methylation! decreased! by!
1.76%! (51%! of! the! total! value)! on! D0! of! in! the! first! myoblast! differentiation! series.! No!
detectable!hmdC!signal!was!measured.!(B)! Increased!Line1!expression!(RTMqPCR)!coincides!
with! the! timing! of!DNA!demethylation.+Error! bars! represent! standard! deviation! based! on!
three!technical!replicates.!D0!signifies!a!switch!from!GM!(20%!serum)!to!DM!(2%!serum).!
+
In! order! to! check! whether! we! can! mark! a! precise! window! of! DNA! demethylation! we!
repeated! the! experiment! above.! ! Fig.! 4.8! shows! a! steady! increase! in! all! differentiation!
markers! and! morphological! changes! very! similar! to! what! we! observed! in! the! first!
differentiation! series! (compare! to! Fig.! 4.3).! ! Although! the! trends! in! MyoD! and! αSA!




























































































Fig.+ 4.8+ Morphological+ characteristics+ and+ expression+ of+ differentiation+ markers+ in+ the+
second+course+of+differentiation+of+G8+foetal+myoblasts.!(A)!Light!microscopy!images!show!
increasing! cell! density.! D0! signifies! a! switch! from! GM! (20%! serum)! to! DM! (2%! serum).!
Magnification! x20,! scale!bar!25!µm.! (B)! Expression!of!differentiation!markers! assessed!by!




curve! DNA! methylation! drop! equal! to! 53%! occurred! on! D5! towards! the! end! of! the!
differentiation!process!(Fig.!4.9A).!!Therefore,!although!the!total!methylation!levels!and!the!






found! that! expression! of! this! repetitive! element! was! indeed! raised! at! the! time! of! DNA!
!137!
!
demethylation! although! the! increase! in! its! expression! occured! already! on! D4! (Fig.! 4.9C).!!
Collectively,! although! we! found! a! lot! of! similarities! in! the! expression! of! differentiation!




















































































Fig.+ 4.9+ Global+ DNA+ methylation+ changes+ in+ the+ second+ series+ of+ G8+ myoblast+
differentiation+ and+ corresponding+ expression+ of+ Dnmt1+ and+ Line1.! (A)! Global! DNA!
methylation!was! assessed! by! LCMMS.! ! DNA!methylation! decreased! by! 1.7%! (46.4%! of! the!




In!order! to! find!out!whether! the!cells!were!dividing!during! the!DNA!demethylation!event,!
myoblasts! were! seeded! in! parallel! and! differentiated! on! the! Lab! Tek! slides! at! a! density!
corresponding!to!the!density!in!the!10!cm!dishes!and!fixed!during!the!consecutive!collection!
days.! ! Fixed! myoblasts! wwre! subsequently! stained! against! a! mitotic! marker,!




D0!of!differentiation!but!a! small!percentage! (~2%)!of! cells! continued! to!divide! thereafter.!!
However,! 2%! division! rate! was! not! likely! to! account! for! the! large! decrease! in! DNA!
































Fig.+ 4.10+ Quantification+ of+ immunofluorescence+ staining+ against+ histone+ 3+ serine+ 10+
phosphorylation+ in+ the+ second+ series+ of+ G8+ myoblast+ differentiation.+ (A)+ Example! of!
H3S10P! (red! channel),! DAPI! (blue! channel)! staining! and! merged! image! form! D1! of! the!
myoblast! differentiation.! Scale! bar! 30! µm! (B)! Plot! representing! percentage! of! myoblasts!




of! C2C12!myoblast! differentiation! (Fuso,! Ferraguti! et! al.! 2010).! !We!performed!bisulphite!
sequencing!analysis!of! the!myogenin!promoter!using!primers! flanking! the! same!promoter!
region!to!see!whether!we!could!also!observe!this!in!G8!differentiation.!!We!found!that!in!G8!



















differentiation.+ (A)+Methylation! status! of!myogenin! promoter! does! not! follow! the! global!
changes! in! DNA! methylation.+ Filled! and! open! circles! represent! methylated! and!












high! expression! that! increased! in! a! progressive! way! with! the! course! of! differentiation.!!
Apobec1!expression!transiently!increased!during!the!differentiation,!whilst!the!expression!of!
Aid!(Aicda)!was!extremely!low.!!The!expression!of!Apobec2!very!closely!followed!the!pattern!
of! myogenic! differentiation! markers! (Fig.! 4.8),! as! previously! described! (1999).! ! The!




Tet1.! ! All! of! the! members! of! Gadd45! family! were! the! highly! expressed! throughout! the!
differentiation,! but! only!Gadd45α! was! expressed! in! a! progressive!manner! with!myoblast!
differentiation.!!Finally,!the!expression!Mbd4!and!Tdg!glycosylases!was!comparable!or!lower!
than! that! of! Tet1,! with! Tdg! levels! being! slightly! raised! towards! the! final! stage! of!
differentiation!when!DNA!demethylation!occurred.!
!












































































































































































































































































































































G8+ myoblast+ differentiation+ series+ (second).+ Expression! of! different! factors! previously!
described! to! participate! in! the! DNA! demethylation! process! was! assessed! in! the! second!
differentiation! series! by! RTMqPCR.! Gadd45! family! of! enzymes,! Tet3! and! Apobec2! are!














4.13B).! ! The! total! signal! increase! in! 5hmdC! was! quantified! as! 94.4%! (%D4/D5)! but! only!
corresponded!to!a!difference!of!0.08%!(%D5M%D4),!a!fraction!of!the!difference!observed!in!













































G8+ myoblast+ differentiation.+ (A)! Global! DNA! hydroxymethylation! has! increased!
correspondingly! to! the!drop! in!DNA!methylation!by!0.008%! (94.4%!of! the! total! value)! (B)!




Global! DNA! demethylation! events,! which! occur! in! reprogramming! zygotes! and! PGCs! are!
associated!with!significant!remodelling!of!chromatin.!!The!DNA!in!the!paternal!pronucleus!is!
initially! packaged! by! protamines,! which! are! replaced!with! histone! H3.3! independently! of!
DNA!replication,!leading!to!chromatin!decondensation!(van!der!Heijden,!Dieker!et!al.!2005).!!
Migrating! PGCs! also! undergo! chromatin! remodelling.! ! During! their!migration! through! the!





to! assess! whether! DNA! demethylation! observed! in! myoblast! differentiation! series! was!





control! (Fig.! 4.14B).! !Most! of! the! histone!modifications!we! probed! for!were! present! at! a!
constant!level.!!However,!there!was!a!marked!decrease!in!H3K9!acetylation!on!D5!and!D6,!
which!coincided!with!DNA!demethylation.! !We!also!observed!a!gradual! loss!of!H2A.X!and!
gain! in! H2A.Z! histone!marks.! ! Staining! against! H2A.Xγ! western! blot! did! not! produce! any!
signal,!indicating!that!H2A.X!presence!was!not!directly!involved!in!DNA!repair.!!Loss!of!global!
histone! acetylation,! including! a! loss! of! H3K9ac! has! been! previously! described! to! coincide!
with! C2C12! myoblast! differentiation! (Asp,! Blum! et! al.! 2011).! ! H2A.Z! histone! mark! is!
associated!with!a!higher!nucleotide!turnover!and!has!been!previously!found!to!be!mutually!


































second+ series+ of+ G8+ myoblast+ differentiation.+ (A)! Western! blotting! analysis! of! acid!
extracted! histones! was! performed! with! a! range! of! active! and! passive! chromatin! histone!






and! DNA! demethylation! we! decided! to! perform! and! characterise! additional! series! of! G8!
differentiation.! ! Fig.! 4.15! outlines! the! morphological! changes! and! expression! pattern! of!


































































































Fig.+ 4.15+ Morphological+ characteristics+ and+ expression+ of+ differentiation+ markers+ in+
another+course+of+differentiation+of+G8+myoblasts.!(A)!Light!microscopy!images!of!myoblast!
differentiation.!D0!signifies!a!switch!from!GM!(20%!serum)!to!DM!(2%!serum).!Magnification!








was!stable! throughout! the!course!of!differentiation! (Fig.!4.16A).! ! Similarly! to! the!previous!
curves,!Dnmt1!expression!was!downregulated!with!the!course!of!differentiation!(Fig.!4.16B),!
showing!that!DNA!demethylation!and!Dnmt1!expression!levels!seen!in!the!previous!curves!
were! not! directly! related.! ! Finally,! we! found! that! Line1! expression! was! relatively! low!





















































































Fig.+ 4.16+ Global+ DNA+ methylation+ changes+ in+ the+ third+ series+ of+ G8+ myoblast+
differentiation+ and+ corresponding+ expression+ of+ Dnmt1+ and+ Line1.+ (A)! Global! DNA!
methylation! was! assessed! by! LCMMS.! ! DNA! methylation! remains! at! the! same! low! level!
throughout!the!myoblast!differentiation.!(B)!Decrease!in!Dnmt1!expression!was!assessed!by!
RTMqPCR.! The! initial! expression! of! Dnmt1! was! higher! in! this! course! of! myoblast!
differentiation!than!in!the!second!series!where!DNA!demethylation!occured.!(C)!Low!levels!





of! DNA! demethylating! factors.! ! In! principle,! if! a! given! factor! was! involved! in! DNA!
demethylation!during!myoblast!differentiation,!it!would!be!expected!not!to!be!expressed!in!
this!differentiation!curve.!!The!expression!profile!of!DNA!demethylation!factors!is!shown!in!






































































































































































































































































































































the+ third+ (nonXdemethylating)+ G8+ myoblast+ series.+ Expression! of! different! factors!





demethylating! curve,! Apobec2,! Tet3! and! Gadd45α! were! most! prominent.! ! Out! of! these!







increase! in! expression! in! the!demethylating! differentiation,!were!Mbd4! and!Tet3.! !Mbd4,!
Tet2,$Gadd45β!and!Apobec1!also!showed!an!increase!in!expression!of!between!10!and!27%.!!
!
Therefore,! DNA! demethylation! seems! to! correlate! with! downregulation! of! Dnmt1,!
expression!of!Line1!and!raised!expression!of!several!factors!involved!in!DNA!demethylation,!
with!Gadd45α!being!the!most!prominently!expressed!and!showing!most!difference!between!
the! demethylating! and! nonMdemethylating! differentiation! curves.! ! The! expression! of! the!
differentiation!markers! was! less! pronounced! in! the! demethylating! differentiation! than! in!





foetal! G8! myoblast! cell! line! would! also! be! a! feature! of! a! much! more! ubiquitously! used!
model! of! muscle! differentiation,! the! C2C12! cell! line.! ! The! C2C12! cell! line! was! originally!









































































































adult+ myoblast+ differentiation.! (A)! Light! microscopy! images! show! a! clear! myotube!
formation!in!the!course!of!C2C12!myoblast!differentiation.!Magnification!x10,!scale!bar!50!
µm.!(B)!C2C12!myoblasts!show!a!strong!expression!of!differentiation!markers!(assessed!by!





DNA! demethylation! event,! similar! to! one! observed! in! some! of! the! foetal! myoblast!
differentiation! series.! ! We! did,! however,! observe! a! very! slight! drop! of! DNA!methylation!
levels!equal!to!12%!of!the!total!signal!between!D3!and!D4.!!As!in!the!previous!cases!of!DNA!






We! also! compared! the! pattern! and! levels! of! Dnmt1! expression.! ! Although! its! initial!
expression! levels! were! high,! the! expression! decreased! towards! the! later! stages! of!
differentiation!(Fig.!4.19C).!!A!residual!expression!could,!hower,!still!be!seen!after!the!drop!
from! D2! onwards.! !We! also! investigated! expression! levels! of! Line1,! which! remained! low!
throughout!the!whole!differentiation!(Fig.!4.19D).!
!



























































































































standard! deviation! based! on! three! technical! replicates.+ (B)+ DNA+ hydroxymethylation!
remains! at! a! low! level! throughout! the! C2C12! differentiation.! ! (C)! Decrease! in! Dnmt1!





Next,! we! set! out! to! compare! the! similarities! and! differences! in! expression! of! DNA!







and! C2C12! curves! and! presented! the! data! as! a!%! difference! between! the!G8! and! C2C12!
curves!(Fig.!S22).!!!
!
The! adult! C2C12! myoblasts! showed! a! much! higher! expression! of! all! the! differentiation!
markers.! !Apobec2!was!also!very!strongly!expressed!in!C2C12!differentiation,!and!similarly!
to! what! we! saw! in! G8! differentiation,! it! strongly! resembled! the! timing! and! kinetics! of!
myogenin! expression.! ! However,! beyond! Apobec2,! all! the! other! potential! DNA!
demethylating! factors!were!more! strongly! expressed! in! the! demethylating! G8!myoblasts,!
indicating! that! their! function,! if! any,! is! confined! to! the! early! stages! of! myoblast!
differentiation.! ! Line1! was! also! more! strongly! expressed! in! the! demethylating! foetal! G8!
myoblasts,! adding! further! to! the! association! of! Line1! expression! and! global! DNA!
demethylation!which!only!occurred!in!two!of!the!G8!differentiation!curves.!!!
!
Taking! into! account! both! of! the! expression! comparisons! M! demethylating! vs.! nonM
demethylating! G8! differentiation! curves,! and! demethylating! G8! vs.! C2C12! differentiation!
curves,!DNA!demethylation!in!G8!myoblasts!seems!to!be!associated!with!lower!expression!
of! the! differentiation! markers! and! Apobec2.! ! Demethylating! G8! curve! shows! higher!
expression!in!Line1!and!Dnmt1!than!both!nonMdemethylating!G8!and!C2C12!differentiation!
series.!!Finally,!factors!implicated!in!DNA!demethylation,!which!are!consistently!more!highly!
expressed! in! demethylating! G8! myoblasts,! are! Gadd45α,!Mbd4,! Tdg,! and! Tet! enzymes.!!




























































































































































































































































































































Fig.+ 4.20+Expression+of+potential+DNA+demethylating+ factors+during+ the+ course+of+C2C12+
myoblast+differentiation.+Expression!of!different!factors!previously!described!to!participate!
in!the!DNA!demethylation!process!was!assessed!by!RTMqPCR.!Hydroxylases!and!glycosylase!
expression! is! lower! that! in! G8! differentiation,!whilst!Gadd45! family! and!Apobec2! show! a!









was! unclear! because! of! the! inconsistency! in! the! methylation! status! in! myoblast!
differentiation.! ! The! two! differentiation! curves! in! which! we! identified! global! DNA!
demethylation! exhibited! the! DNA! demethylation! at! different! times! and! a! further! curve!
showed!no!DNA!demethylation!at!all.!We!thus!went!to!check!whether!the!differences!in!the!
presence! and! timing! of! DNA! demethylation! were! not! associated! with! the! cells! changing!
their!differentiation!potential!because!of!the!increasing!number!of!passages.!!We!purchased!
another! batch! of! foetal! G8! myoblasts,! differentiated! the! low! passage! and! performed!
another! DNA!methylation! analysis.! !We! found! that! although! no! DNA! demethylation! was!
seen!in!the!new!differentiation!curve,!the!overall!DNA!methylation!levels!were!raised!to!the!
levels! seen!before!DNA!demethylation! (Fig.! 4.21).! !However,! several! other! differentiation!






















Fig.+ 4.21+ Global+ DNA+methylation+ analysis+ in+ newly+ sourced+ early+ passage+G8+myoblast+
differentiation.+Global!DNA!methylation!was!assessed!by!LCMMS!and!represented!as!a!%!of!
total!dG!signal.!!DNA!methylation!in!a!newly!aquired!low!passage!G8!myoblasts!remains!at!





related! to! the! level! of! homogeneity! of! the!G8!myoblast! population.! ! The!process! of!DNA!
demethylation!may!be!masked!by!the!heterogenous!response!of!cells!to!the!differentiation!
signals.! ! Indeed,! a! closer! magnification! of! the! new! batch! of! the! cultured! G8! myoblasts!
!156!
!
revealed! that! the! G8! myoblast! cells! vary! significantly! in! the! shape,! size! and! number! of!
nuclei.! ! Fig.! 4.22! reveals! many! cells! (red! arrows)! with! enlarged! cytoplasm! and! multiple!





Fig.+ 4.22+Cell+diversity+ in+G8+myoblast+differentiation.! Light!microscopy! image! shows! cell!




We! therefore! devised! a! couple! of! strategies! to! increase! homogeneity! of! the! myoblast!
population!and!the!onset!of!differentiation.!!Firstly,!we!collected!the!cells!and!FACSMsorted!
them! to! gain! a!homogenous!population!of! individual,! dividing! cells! as! can!be! seen! in! Fig.!
4.23.!!This!population!was!then!propagated!and!used!for!the!further!analysis.!!!
!




induce! a! block! in! the! SMphase! and! then! relased! from! it! for! 4! hrs.! ! The! cells! were! then!
incubated!with!nocodazole!for!another!12!hrs,!which!blocked!the!cells! in!the!G2/M!phase.!!








here! are! single! cells! undergoing! cell! division.! ! The! G8! cells! were! sorted! to! produce! a!
synchronised,! undifferentiated! population! of! cells! that! have! not! started! the! process! of!
myogenic!differentiation.!!
!
Before!we! proceded!with! the! double! thymidine! block!we! compared! the! efficiency! of! cell!
synchronisation!with!nocodazole!alone!against!the!thymidine!and!nocodazole!double!block.!!
FACS!profiles!of!cells!arrested!with!the!two!synchronisations!and!untreated!control!cells!are!































and+double+ thymidineXnocodazole+block.+ (A)+Schematic!diagram! indicating!different!steps!
of!the!thymidineMnocodazole!mitotic!block.!(B)+FACS!profiles!of!unsynchronised!control!cells,!
cells!synchronised!with!nocodazole!only!and!cells!synchronised!with!thymidineMnocodazole!





cells! (0h)!becomes! rounded!after!exposure! to!nocodazole.! !However,!only!8!hrs! after! the!
release! into!differentiation!medium!was! sufficient! to! restore! the!normal! cell!morphology.!!
From!the!FACS!profies!(Fig.!4.25B)!it!can!be!noted!that!after!nocodazole!block!71%!of!cells!




























may! induce! any! fluctuations! in! DNA! methylation.! ! As! can! be! seen! from! Fig.! 4.25D,! no!








































































Fig.+ 4.25+ Profile+ and+ characterisation+ of+ G8+ myoblast+ differentiation+ undergoing+
synchronisation+and+40Xhour+release+from+the+mitotic+block.!(A)!Morphology!of!the!G8!cells!
synchronised!with!mitotic!double!block!using!conditions!outlined!in!Fig.!4.24A.!Arrested!cells!
(0h)! are! round!and!have!enlarged! cytoplasm!with!extending!protrusions! characteristic! for!
nocodazole!block.!Following!the!release!into!GM!cell!morphology!is!restored.!Magnification!
x10,! scale! bar! 50! µm.! (B)! FACS! profiles! of! G8! synchronisation! and! release.! Cells! were!
collected!every!4!hours!following!the!release.!A!shift! from!G1!to!G2/M!phase!can!be!seen!
between!unsynchronised! (Ctrl)! and! synchronised! (0h)! cells.!Most! cell! entered! the!SMphase!
16Mhours! after! the!mitotic! block.! (C)!Quantification! of! the! FACS! profiles! shown! in! (B).! (D)!
Global! DNA! methylation! levels! of! G8! cells! before! and! after! the! mitotic! arrest! remain!
unchanged.!Error!bars!represent!standard!deviation!based!on!three!technical!replicates.!
+
Having! confirmed! the! ability! and! timing! of! myoblast! release! from! the! double! block! we!




into! the! G1! and! S! phases.! ! However,! the! LCMMS! analysis! of! myoblast! DNA! revealed! no!
changes! in!the!global! levels!of!DNA!methylation!during!the!differentiation.! !Moreover,!RTM
qPCR!analysis!of!expression!of!differentiation!markers!showed!that!the!arrested!cells!were!
not! able! to! undergo! an! efficient! onset! of! differentiation,! as! all! the! three! differentiation!
markers!analysed!were!present!at!very!low!levels!(Fig.26E).!!!
!
There! are! two! possible! explanations! for! the! lack! of! differentiation! in! this! experiment.!!
Double! thymidineMnocodazole! block!may! slow!down! the!myoblast! differentiation! process.!!








exit! from!cell! cycle! (see! Fig.4.10).! ! In! the!differentiation! curve! synchronised!by! thymidine!
and!nocodazole!we! found! that! a! high! number! of!myoblasts!were! still! proliferating! on!D8!
(about!50%).!!This!may!be!the!reason!for!a!poor!induction!of!differentiaton!program!shown!
by! lack! of! expression! of! the! differentiation!markers! and!morphological! changes! normally!
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Fig.+ 4.26+ Profile+ and+ characterisation+ of+ differentiation+ protocol+ with+ synchronised+ G8+
myoblasts.!(A)!Light!microscopy!images!of!the!synchronised!G8!cell!differentiation!collected!
every!24h!after!release!from!mitotic!block.!Swap!from!GM!to!DM!was!performed!on!D1!of!
differentiation.! Ctrl! M! unsynchronised! population.! (B)! FACS! profiles! of! G8! synchronisation!
and! release.! Magnification! x10,! scale! bar! 50! µm.! (C)+Quantification! of! the! FACS! profiles!
shown! in! (B).! (D)! Global! DNA!methylation! levels! of! G8! cells! before! and! after! the!mitotic!
arrest! remain! unchanged! throughout! the! course! of! myoblast! differentiation.! Error! bars!
represent! standard! deviation! based! on! three! technical! replicates.+ (E)! Expression! of!
differentiation!markers!in!the!differentiation!of!synchronised!myoblasts!was!assessed!by!RTM
qPCR.!The!expression!of!all! the!differentiation!markers! is!very! low!when!compared!to! the!
previous! differentiation! series,! indicating! that! mitotic! arrest! inhibits! or! slows! down! the!








by! 5MazaM2’Mdeoxycytidine! (5AzadC)! would! have! an! effect! on! myoblast! differentiation.!!
Therefore,! in! the! next! set! of! experiments! we! investigated! changes! associated! with! the!
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direction! of! gene! expression! in! treated! G8! myoblasts! resembles! that! of! control!




mM! 3AB! (concentrations! used! in! the! studies! described! above).! ! The! scheme! showing!
experimental!set!up! is!shown! in!Fig.!4.27A.! !Drugs!were! introduced!one!day!after!seeding!
the! cells! and! the! GM!was! changed! to! DM! on! D0.! ! As! we! wanted! to! show! the! effect! of!
5AzadC!on!myoblast!differentiation!in! isolation!from!the!effect!of!mitogen!withdrawal,!we!
did!not! introduce! the! low! serum!DM! to! the! cells! treated!with!5AzadC.! ! The!medium!was!
changed!every!day!to!make!sure!that!the!drugs!are!present!in!the!culture!at!all!times.!
!
RTMqPCR! analysis! of! expression! of! three! differentiation! markers! (Fig.! 4.27C)! shows! that!
5AzadC! induced! a! more! pronounced! differentiation! response! than! the! control!
differentiation.!!To!the!contrary,!3AB,!inhibited!the!differentiation!of!myoblasts!despite!the!
induction! of! differentiation! by!mitogen!withdrawal.! ! The!morphology! of! 3AB! and! 5AzadC!
was! different! from!morphology! of! the! untreated! control!myoblasts! (Fig.! 4.27B).! ! Despite!








of! Dnmt1! were! unaffected! by! the! presence! of! drugs.! ! As! observed! in! the! previous! G8!
differentiation!series,!Dnmt1!protein!decreased!with! the!progression!of!differentiation.! !A!
comparable! decrease! in! Dnmt1! was! also! seen! in! the! myoblast! differentiation! curves!
exposed! to! 5AzadC! and! 3AB.! ! Parp1! protein! was! present! at! high! levels! throughout! the!
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Fig.+ 4.27+ Modulation+ of+ myoblast+ differentiation+ with+ 3AB+ and+ 5AzadC.! (A)! Schematic!
diagram!showing!the!experimental!design.!5!µM!5AzadC!and!5!mM!for!3AB!were!introduced!
on! D1! of! differentiation! and! GM! was! changed! to! DM! on! D2.! ! Serum! switch! was! not!
performed! in! 5AzadC! treated! cells! to! show! that! the! differentiation! is! only! a! product! of!
5AzadC! treatment.! (B)! Light! microscopy! images! show! differences! in! morphology! of!
differentiated! myoblasts! on! D7.! 5AzadC! treatment! increases! the! rate! of! differentiation! M!
prominent!myotube!formation!can!be!observed.! !Cells! treated!with!3AB!are!very!compact!
but!no! cell! fusion! can!be!observed.!Magnification! x10,! scale!bar!50!µm.! (C)! Expression!of!
differentiation!markers!in!control,!5AzadC!or!3ABMtreated!G8!myoblasts!was!assessed!by!RTM
qPCR.! Expression! of! differentiation!markers! in! 3ABMtreated! cells! is! lower! than! in! control.!!
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Fig.+ 4.28+ Protein+ and+ expression+ of+ Parp1+ and+ Dnmt1+ in+ 5AzadC+ and+ 3ABXtreated+ G8+
differentiation+curves+and+control.+(A)+Western!blotting!with+Parp1,!PAR!and!Dnmt1!in!the!
course! of! drugMtreated! or! control! differentiation! curves.! βMactin! was! used! as! a! loading!
control.! ADPMribosylation! activity! in! 3ABMtreated! myoblasts! is! greatly! reduced! from! D3!
onwards.!!Dnmt1!protein!decreases!in!the!course!of!differentiation.!(B)!RTMqPCR!was!used!to!
assess! expression! levels! of! Dnmt1! and! Parp1! in! drugMtreated! and! control! differentiation!
curves.! Parp1! levels! remain! the! same! independently! of! the! drug! treatment.! Error! bars!
represent!standard!deviation!based!on!three!technical!replicates.+
!
Expression! analysis! of! Dnmt1! and! Parp1! in! all! three! conditions! (Fig.! 4.28B)! shows! that!
although! the! activity! of! Parp1! was! affected! by! 3AB! and! 5AzadC,! the! levels! of! Parp1!













































mitotic!marker.! !The!mitotic! index!calculated! for!each!experimental!condition!by!counting!
the! percentage! of! cells! positive! for! H3S10P! (Fig.! 2.30A)! is! presented! in! Fig.! 4.30B.!!















































Fig.+ 4.30+ Cell+ cycle+ profile+ in+ 3AB+ and+ 5AzadCXtreated+ and+ control+ G8+ myoblast+
differentiation.! (A)! Example! of! H3S10P! (red! channel),! DAPI! (blue! channel)! staining! and!
merged! image! form! D2! of! the! control! differentiation! staining.! Scale! bar! 30! µm! (B)!
Quantification! of! histone! 3! serine! 10! phosphorylation! imunofluorescence! in! the! three!
differentiation!conditions.!The!plot!represents!the!percentage!of!myoblasts!stained!with!this!




potent! inhibitor!of!Parp1!activity,!ABT888,!would!also!be!able! to!produce!an! inhibition!of!
myoblast!differentiation.!!One!day!after!seeding!G8!myoblasts!we!introduced!5!µM!ABT888!
and!collected!the!treated!or!untreated!control!cells!for!three!days.!!Although!at!three!days!
of! differentiation,! the! expression! levels! of! all! the! differentiation! markers! in! control! cells!
were! still! relatively! low,! the! ABT888! treatment! clearly! caused! a! suppression! of! their!
expression! (Fig.! 4.31A).! ! The!drugs! had!no! clear! effect! on! the! levels! of!Dnmt1! and!Parp1!
expression!(Fig.!4.31B).!!Western!blot!analysis!of!ABT888!treated!cells!and!controls!indicated!











































































































































































































Fig.+ 4.31+ Effect+ of+ ABT888+ treatment+ on+ G8+ myoblast+ differentiation.+ (A)! Expression! of!
differentiation! markers! by! RTMqPCR! shows! that! ABT888! inhibits! onset! of! myoblast!
differentiation.! Error! bars! represent! standard! deviation! derived! from! three! technical!
replicates.+ (B)! Dnmt1! and! Parp1! expression! are! stable! in! both! conditions.! (C)! ABT888!
treatment! completely! abolishes! presence! of! polyMADPMribosylation,! product! of! activated!
Parp!enzyme.+
!
In! order! to! investigate! the! effect! of! the! 3AB! and! 5AzadC! treatment! on! DNA!methylation!
levels,!we!performed!DNA!extraction,!digestion!and!LCMMS!analysis!of!5mdC.!!The!results!of!
this!analysis!are!presented! in!Fig.!4.32.! !We!noticed!that!whilst!DNA!methylation! levels! in!
the!control!differentiation!curve!were!relatively!steady!(no!global!DNA!demethylation!was!
detected),!DNA!methylation!levels!were!raised!in!3ABMtreated!myoblasts!by!20%!in!respect!
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DNA!methylation! levels! between! DM2! and! D2! was! equal! to! 64%! of! the! total! levels.! ! The!
























































Fig.+ 4.32+ Global+ DNA+ methylation+ analysis+ in+ 5AzadC+ and+ 3ABXtreated+ and+ control+ G8+
differentiation+curves.+Global!DNA!methylation!was!assessed!by!LCMMS!and!represented!as!
a! %! of! total! dG.! DNA! methylation! decreased! by! 64%! in! 5AzadCMtreated! myoblast!
differentiation! (64%!of! total! DNA!methylation! value! between!D0! and!D4).! 3ABMtreatment!
caused!DNA!methylation! increase!above! the!control! levels! (21%!of! total!DNA!methylation!













although! to!a! lesser!extent.! !No!particular!expression!pattern!was!observed! for! the!other!
members!of! these! families!such!as!Apobec1,!Tet2,!Gadd45β!or!Gadd45γ! (Fig.!S23).! !As!no!
large!scale!active!DNA!demethylation!was!observed!in!all!of!the!three!differentiation!curves,!











































































































































55!kDa.! ! The!band!was!visible! in!all! staining!performed,! incuding!modification!of!histones!
H3,!H4!and!H2A.! !Representative!western!blots!showing!the!additional!band!are!shown! in!
Fig.!4.34.! !As!can!be!noticed!from!the!western!blot! images,!apart!from!this!one!additional!





for! this! band! in! C2C12! histone! protein! stainings,! we! noticed! that! the! band! progressively!
disappeared! in! the! course! of! C2C12! muscle! differentiation! (Fig.! 4.34).! Apart! from! the!
modifications!shown!in!Fig.!4.34,!the!high!molecular!weight!band!was!also!seen!on!histone!
western! blots! probed! when! using! antibodies! against! H3K4me2,! H3K9me2,! H3K9me3,!
H3K27me3!and!H2A.Z!(data!not!shown).!!!!
!
As! already! shown! in! the! previous! section,! one! of! the! very! prominent! modifications! in!





To!our!surprise,! the!western!blots! indeed!confirmed!that! the!additional!band!detected!by!
the!H3K4me3!staining!is!also!detected!with!the!αMPAR!antibody!(Fig.!4.35).! !Moreover,!the!
αMPAR! staining! corresponded! strictly! to! only! this! high!molecular! band,! as! the! lower! band!
corresponding!to!H3K4me3!modification!was!not!visible.!
!
In! order! to! check!whether! the! additional! band!would! also! be! recognised! in! an! unspecific!




If! the! band! did! indeed! correspond! to! ADPMribosylation,! we! would! expect! it! to! disappear!
following!the!treatment!with!Parp!inhibitor,!3AB.!!However,!as!can!be!seen!from!Fig.!4.37,!










Fig.+ 4.34+ Western+ blotting+ using+ histone+ protein+ extracts+ isolated+ from+ G8+ and+ C2C12+
myoblast+differentiation.!An!addtional!band!of!55!kDa!is!prominent!when!using!antibodies!
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Fig.+ 4.35+ Histone+western+ blotting+ of+ C2C12+ differentiation+ stained+with+ αXH3K4me+ and+
PAR+ antibodies.+ The! stainings! show! that! PAR! antibody! recognises! a! band! of! identical!
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Fig.+ 4.37+ Histone+ western+ blotting+ with+ antibody+ against+ H3K4me3+ in+ 3ABXtreated+ G8++
myoblast+ differentiation.+ (A)! H3K4me3! antibody! staining! shows! that! the! extra! band! is!
visible!despite!the!fact!that!Parp1!enzymatic!activity!is!inhibited.!(B)!αMPAR!western!blotting!
of!the!whole!protein!extract!from!the!same!3ABMtreated!G8!myoblast!differentiation!and!a!





histone!western!blot! (Fig.!4.37),! indeed,! shows! that! some!residual!ADPMribosylation! is! still!
present!on!D0!and!D1.!!To!exclude!this!possibility!we!also!performed!αMPAR!western!blotting!




High! variability! of! results! when! using! different! αMPAR! antibodies! has! been! previously!
observed.!!In!order!to!exclude!that!the!detection!of!the!additional!band!is!a!feature!of!the!
particular! polyclonal! αMPAR! antibody! that! we! used,! we! performed! analysis! of! ABT888!
histone! and! control! extracts! with! a! different,!monoclonal! αMPAR! antibody.! ! Although! the!
quality! of! staining!was! not! as! high! as! for! the! polyclonal! antibody,! from! the!western! blot!
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!
presented! in! Fig.! 4.39! it! was! clear! that! the! second! αMPAR! antibody! also! was! able! to!
specifically!detect!the!same!additional!band.!
!
A! recent! study! provided! a! comprehensive! assessement! of! relative! selectivities! of! various!
Parp!inhibitors!by!quantification!of!their!binding!strength!to!17!members!of!the!Parp!family!







band.! ! RTMqPCR! analysis! confirmed! their! expression! in! the! course! of! G8! myoblast!




































band! is! visible! despite! the! fact! that! Parp1! enzymatic! activity! is! inhibited! with! ABT888,! a!
more!potent!Parp!inhibitor!than!3AB.!(B)!Whole!protein!extract!from!the!same!3ABMtreated!
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protein!present! in! this!band!and!perform!proteomic! analysis.! ! The!C2C12Mderived!histone!
protein!was!resolved!using!a!4M20%!gradient!gel.!!The!band!was!identified!using!a!brilliant!G!
staining,! which! was! cross! compared! with! a! simultaneously! run! αMPAR! western! blot,! and!
excised! as! outlined! in! Fig.! 4.41A.! ! As! the! band! disappeared! during! the! course! of! C2C12!
myoblast! differentiation,! two! samples! were! extracted! for! analysis.! ! The! ‘sample’! extract!





ADPMribosylation! in! our! sample.! ! In! alignment! with! this,! a! screening! for! monoMADPM
ribosylation!also!came!as!negative.!!Because!polyMADPMribosylation!is!a!fragile!modification,!











can! be! seen! from! Fig.! 4.41,! histone! peptides,! which! were! identified! only! in! the! sample!
containing!the!additional!band!were!H3.1!and!H3.2.! !These!two!histone!peptides!also!had!
























































































The! main! goal! of! this! chapter! was! to! investigate! the! DNA! methylation! dynamics! in! the!
course! of!myoblast! differentiation.! !We! described! two! genomeMwide! DNA! demethylation!
events!in!a!couple!of!myoblast!differentiation!series,!but!did!not!observe!it!consistently!in!all!
of! the! differentiation! curves! analysed.! ! Next,! we! tried! to! synchronise! the! population! of!
differentiating! myoblasts! but! found! that! the! methods! used! to! achieve! myoblast!
synchronisation! slowed! down! or! inhibited! their! differentiation! potential.! !We! also! found!
that! G8! differentiation! is! associated! with! pronounced! ADPMribosylation! activity! and! that!
inhibition!of!this!activity!leads!to!differentiation!arrest!and!an!increase!in!DNA!methylation.!!
Finally,! we! found! that! two! different! αMPAR! antibodies! specifically! bind! to! a! 55! kDa! band!




We! began! by! optimising! the! differentiation! protocol! and! showed! that! efficient!
differentiation,!as!judged!by!the!expression!levels!of!myogenic!differentiation!markers,!was!




Global! DNA! methylation! was! assessed! by! LCMMS! in! four! different! G8! and! one! C2C12!














usually!determined!by! the! level!of!expression!of! these!differentiation!markers.! !However,!









The! fact! that! the! myoblast! differentiation! curve,! which! underwent! a! global! DNA!
demethylation,! showed! a! low! proliferation! level,!making! it! likely! to! be! an! active! process.!!
Unlike! Dnmt3a! and! Dnmt3b,! Dnmt1! protein! and! transcript! are! present! in! differentiating!
myoblasts.! ! Although! expression! of! Dnmt1! rapidly! falls! in! the! course! of! myoblast!
differentiation,!the!protein!levels!only!decrease!towards!the!end!of!myoblast!differentiaton.!!





In! the! second! differentiation! series! we! observed! that! the! decrease! in! DNA! methylation!
levels!coincided!with!an! increase! in!5hmdC.! !5hmdC!was!under!the!detection! limits! in!the!
first! differentiation! curve! due! to! the! samples! being! too! diluted,! as! these! measurements!
were! performed! before! we! assessed! the! different! detection! ranges! for! individual!
nucleosides!(see!section!3.2.4!and!Table!3.4).!!Myoblast!differentiation!where!we!were!able!
to! measure! both! 5hmdC! and! 5mdC! showed! an! increase! in! 5hmdC! levels! of! 0.008%! and!
5mdC! loss! equal! to! 1.76%.! ! Because! there! is! such! a! high! disparity! between! these! values,!
unless!the!kinetics!of!these!two!dC!derivatives!is!very!unequal!with!5hmdC!being!far!more!
unstable! than!5mdC,!a! simple!conversion!of!5mdC!to!5hmdC! is!not!a! likely!mechanism!of!
DNA!demethylation.! !However,! the!timing!of! the!5hmdC! increase!tightly!corresponding!to!
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the! timing! of! 5mdC! decrease! sugests! that! 5hmdC! is! likely! to! have! a! role! in! DNA!
demethylation!or!a!process!related!to!events!associated!with!DNA!demethylation!(eg.!gene!
expression!or!control!of!retrotransposon!expression),!which!may!be!different!from!5hmdC!
being!a!demethylation! intermediate.! !Alternatively,! the!disparity!between!the!5hmdC!gain!
and!5mdC!drop!could!represent!5hmdC!being!an!intermediate!in!demethylation!if!5hmdC!is!
removed!by!an!active,!rather!than!a!passive,!process!as!depicted!in!Fig!1.1.!!Of!note,!further!
oxidation! product,! 5fC,! was! undetected! in! our! measurements,! despite! the! instrument’s!
sensitivity!(LOQ)!of!100!amol!for!this!nucleoside.!!!!!!!
!
Interestingly,! bisulphite! sequencing! analysis! of! myogenin! promoter! showed! that! DNA!
demethylation!associated!with!G8!myoblast!differentiation!did!not!encompass!CpG!sites!on!
myogenin! promoter.! ! This! was! a! surprising! finding,! as! the! cytosines! on! the! myogenin!
promoter! sequence! that! we! analysed! have! been! previously! shown! to! be! demethylated!
during! C2C12! myoblast! differentiation! by! about! 40%! (Fuso,! Ferraguti! et! al.! 2010).! ! This!
finding! not! only! gives! an! indication! that! DNA! demethylation! process! we! observed! in! G8!
myoblasts! does! not! necessarily! act! on! the! genes! connected! to! myogenic! differentiation!
program,! but! also! highlights! differences! between!G8! and! C2C12!myoblast! differentiation.!!





only! observed! in! some! of! the! differentiation! curves! and! not! others,! a! trend! in! DNA!
methylation! levels! was! observed.! ! Both! of! the! differentiation! curves! for! which! DNA!
demethylation!was!recorded!presented! initial!DNA!methylation! levels!equal!to!3.5M4%!and!
DNA! methylation! drop! resulted! in! DNA! methylation! staying! below! 2%.! ! However,! DNA!
methylation! levels! in! the! third! differentiation! series! and! control! differentiation! curve! for!
5AzadC! and! 3ABMtreatment!where! no!DNA! demethylation!was! observed!were! between! 2!
and!2.5%,! indicating!that!DNA!methylation! levels!were!already!decreased.! !3AB!treatment!
also!resulted! in!an! increase!of!global!DNA!methylation! levels! from!2!to!over!3%,!restoring!
the!DNA!methylation! levels! to! the! values! obtained! for! the! untreated! control! experiment.!!




myoblasts! had! high! DNA! methylation! levels! of! 3.5%,! a! level! closer! to! the! initial! two!
differentiations!where!we!observed!DNA!demethylation.!!Therefore!the!newly!sourced!cells!
were! likely! to! yet!have! to! go! through! the!DNA!demethylation!event.! ! It! can!be! therefore!
proposed! that! a! wave! of! DNA! demethylation! occurs! at! an! early! point! of! myoblast!
differentiation,! which! is! guided! by! an! event! that! is! yet! to! be! identified.! ! Once! DNA!
demethylation! occurs,! DNA! methylation! levels! remain! low! around! 2%.! ! This! DNA!





The! inconsistencies! in! DNA! demethylation! were! also! noted! in! two! studies! that! originally!
described! the!global!DNA!demethylation!phenomenon! in!G8!differentiation! (Jost! and! Jost!
1994,!!Oakeley,!Schmitt!et!al.!1999).! !Beacuse!these!two!studies!used!different!techniques!
and! quantification! methods! to! assess! the! global! DNA!methylation! (see! section! 4.1),! it! is!
difficult! to! precisely! compare! the! two! results! with! one! another! and! with! the! results!
obtained! from!our! LCMMS!measurements.! !Overall,! our! results! confirmed! that! global!DNA!
demethylation!indeed!takes!place!in!this!myoblast!cell!line!to!a!similar!extent!(about!50%!of!
total! DNA! methylation).! ! Both! our! and! previously! described! differentiation! curves! were!
associated! with! a! considerable! lowering! of! myoblast! proliferation! rate,! and! DNA!

















Interestingly,! the! G8! myoblasts! used! for! the! SssI! methyl! acceptance! assay! were! derived!
from! a! single! clone! selected! on! the! basis! of! high! basal! 5mdC! levels,! indicating! that!
population!heterogeneity!was!also!an!issue!in!the!initial!experiments!of!this!study!(Oakeley,!
Schmitt!et!al.!1999).!!One!of!the!clear!differences!between!the!results!described!above!and!
our! measurements! of! DNA! methylation! is! the! reMmethylation! event! that! followed! DNA!
demethylation! (Jost! and! Jost! 1994,! ! Oakeley,! Schmitt! et! al.! 1999).! ! Our! measurements!
performed! by! LCMMS! indicate! that! once! DNA! demethylation! occurs,! it! stays! at! the! newly!
established! level.! ! Beyond! the! differences! in! techniques! used! to! quantify! 5mdC! and! the!
original! stock!of!G8!myoblasts,!we! are!unsure! about! the! reasons! for! this! discrepancy.! ! In!
order!to!further!characterise!the!process!of!DNA!demethylation!in!differentiating!myoblasts!




The! lack! of! reproducibility! of! DNA! methylation! changes! made! us! consider! the! level! of!
heterogeneity!of!the!G8!myoblast!population.!!Previous!reports!have!indicated!that,!at!least!
the! C2C12!myoblast! population,! can! be! rather! heterogenous! in! respect! to! the! cell! cycle!
duration!and!variability!(Gross!and!Rotwein!2013).! ! Indeed,!we!were!able!to!spot!multiple!
cells! with! enlarged! cytoplasm,! which! were! also! polyploid.! ! FACSMsorting! of! myoblast!
population!also!showed!a!prominent!population!of! larger!cells.! !Large!multinucleated!cells!
referred!to!as!giant!cells!were!previously! identified!and!described! in!differentiating!C2C12!
myoblasts! (Burattini,!Ferri!et!al.!2004).! !They!were!positive! for!actin!and!myosin,! showing!
that! they! clearly! belonged! to! differentiating! myoblast! lineage.! ! Further! research! also!
showed!that!during!the!late!stages!of!myoblast!differentiation!nonMfused!C2C12!myoblasts!
made!up!to!50%!of!total!myoblast!population!(Yoshida,!Yoshida!et!al.!1998).!!The!myoblasts!
left! in! undifferentiated! state!were!named! reserve!myoblasts.! ! They!did! not! proliferate! or!
express! myogenin! or! contractile! proteins! but! were! able! to! do! this! when! isolated! and!
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induced! to! differentiate! by! serum! withdrawal.! ! Such! heterogeneity! could! be! a! factor!
contributing! to! the!uneven!DNA!demethylation! response!observed! in!ours! and!previously!
published!research.!
!
In!order! to! try! to!homogenise! the!population!of!myoblasts!at! the!onset!of!differentiation!
and! synchronise! the! differentiation! response! we! FACSMsorted! G8! cells! to! arrive! at! a!
population!of!single!small!dividing!myoblasts.!!We!also!synchronised!the!cells!in!G2/M!phase!
of! cell! cycle! by! blocking!myoblasts!with! thymidine! and!nocodazole.! !We! found,! however,!
that! the! myoblasts! arrested! in! the! G2/M! phase! were! either! not! able! to! differentiate! or!
slowed! down! in! their! differentiation! reponse,! judging! from! the! low! expression! levels! of!
differentiation!markers.! !Nocodazole! treatment! blocks! the!microtubule! assembly.! ! During!
myoblasts! fusion,!microtubules! need! to!be! reshaped! from! the! structures! surrounding! the!
centrosome!to!linear!arrays,!which!do!not!interact!with!centrosome!present!in!myotubes.!!A!
short! treatment! of! 2! hours! has! been! shown! to! be! easily! reversible! in! differentiating!
myoblasts!(Musa,!Orton!et!al.!2003).!!However,!a!12Mhour!treatment!needed!for!a!successful!
arrest!of!myoblasts!in!G2/M!phase!has!been!found!by!others!to!reduce!myogenin!expression!







The! screening! of! the! expression! of! potential! DNA! demethylating! factors! allowed! us! to!
determine!which!factors!are!selectively!expressed!in!demethylating!myoblasts.! !Combining!
results! obtained! from! comparison! of! the! demethylating! (series! 1)! vs.! nonMdemethylating!
(series!3)!G8!myoblasts,!demethylating!G8!vs!C2C12!myoblasts!and!control!vs.!5AzadC!and!
3ABMtreated! G8!myoblasts,! expression! of! the! four! factors!was! selectively! associated!with!
DNA!demethylation!–!Apobec1,!Gadd45α,!Tet1!and!Tet3.!!These!factors,!however,!fall!within!
different!DNA!demethylation!models! (see! Fig.! 1.1),!making! it! difficult! to! propose! a! single!
DNA!demethylation!model!to!myoblast!differentiation.!!Tet!enzymes!were!likely!to!mediate!
the! 5mdC! to! 5hmdC! transition,! which! could! be! either! responsible! for! the! global! DNA!
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demethylation! as! a! demethylation! intermediate,! or! fulfil! another! role! related! to! the!
fluctuation! of! 5mdC! and! 5hmdC,+ such! as! gene! expression! or! suppression! of! transposon!
expression.!!Expression!of!these!four!factors!also!seemed!to!follow!myoblast!differentiation.!
They! were! considerably! upregulated! in! 5AzadCMtreated! myoblasts! and! downregulated! in!
3ABMtreated!myoblasts.! !DNA!methylation!pattern!was,!however,!not!strictly!connected!to!
the! myoblast! differentiation! kinetics! as! the! induction! of! myogenic! program! occured!
irrespectively! of! detectable! genomeMwide! 5mdC! loss.! ! Finally,! the! expression! of!Apobec1,!
Gadd45α,! Tet1! and! Tet3! was! highly! upregulated! in! 5AzadCMtreated! myoblasts,! which!
undergo!DNA!demethylation!through!a!passive!process.!!Thus!upregulation!of!these!factors!
is!unlikely!to!have!a!function!in!active!DNA!demethylation!in!this!context.!!In!order!to!clarify!




In! the!context!of!DNA!methylation,!5AzadC!and!Parp! inhibitors!3AB!and!ABT888!have! the!








growth! and! terminal! differentiation,! presumably! due! to! its! DNA! demethylating! effect!
(Pulukuri! and! Rao! 2005,! ! Guo,! Engelhardt! et! al.! 2006).! ! An! initial! increase! in! rate! of! cell!
proliferation!has,!however,!not!been!reported!yet!as!a!result!of!5AzadC!treatment!prior!to!
the! onset! of! differentiation.! ! The! requirement! for! myoblast! proliferation! prior! to! the! final!
differentiation!was!shown!in!our!initial!experiments,!indicating!that!fast!mitogen!withdrawal!leads!to!






3A3AB!and!ABT888! treatment! leading! to! an! inhibition!of! Parp! activity! led! to! inhibition!of!
myoblast!differentiation!program,!despite!mitogen!withdrawal.!!Moreover,!H3S10P!staining!
showed! that! 3ABMinduced! inhibition! of!myoblast! differentiation! occurred! despite! the! exit!
from! cell! cycle.! ! We! also! showed! that! 3AB! treatment! increased! global! DNA!methylation!
levels,!suggesting!that!Parp!activity!may!have!an!impact!on!DNA!methylation.!!An!increase!in!
DNA!methylation! following!3AB! treatment!has!been!described! to!also!occur! in! fibroblasts!
(Zardo,!Reale!et!al.!2003).!!Furthermore,!inibition!of!Dnmt1!and!a!consequent!loss!of!global!
DNA!methylation! have! been! proposed! to! stem! from! a! nonMcovalent! interaction! between!
Dnmt1!and!autoMADPMribosylated!Parp1!(Caiafa,!Guastafierro!et!al.!2009).!!This!Dnmt1MParp1!




A! summary! of! DNA!methylation! changes! and!myoblast! differentiation! in! control,! 5AzadC!
and! 3ABMtreated! cells! can! be! viewed! in! Fig.! 4.42.! ! Although! many! questions! about! the!
precise! mechanism! of! these! changes! remain! unanswered,! the! modulation! of! both! DNA!







Fig.+ 4.42+ A+ schematic+ representiation+ of+ DNA+ methylation+ levels+ and+ myoblast+
differentiation+ program.+ + Two! events! affecting! DNA! methylation! were! observed! in!
differentiating!G8!myoblasts.! !A!cell!cycleMindependent!DNA!demethylation!occurs!early! in!
myoblast! differentiation.! ! This!DNA!demethylation! is! not!dependent!on! the!expression!of!
myogenic! markers! assessed! here,! or! mitogen! withdrawal.! ! 5AzadC! or! 3AB! treatment! of!
proliferating!G8!myoblasts! can! then! result! in! lowering!and! increasing!of!DNA!methylation!




G8! myoblasts! that! underwent! global! DNA! demethylation! showed! global! remodelling! of!
chromatin.! ! Decrease! in! global! levels! of! H3K9ac! and! H2A.X,! and! an! increase! in! H2A.Z!
simultaneously! occurred! in! the! process! of! myoblast! differentiation,! whilst! we! saw! no!
changes! in!other!histone!H3!associated!active!and! inactive!histone!marks.! !There!was!also!
no! change! in! global! levels! of! the! linker! histone! H1.! ! Decreased! H3K9ac! along!with! other!
histone! acetylation! marks! has! been! previously! described! to! be! associated! with!




with! an! increase! in! H2A.Z.! ! Both! of! these! marks! have! been! previously! described! to! be!
mutually!exclusive!and!H2A.Z!marks!active!chromatin!(Zilberman,!ColemanMDerr!et!al.!2008).!!
Finally,! myoblast! differentiation! was! also! associated! with! a! decrease! in! H2A.X! histone!
variant.!!Decrease!in!H2A.X!led!by!miRNAM24!has!been!previously!observed!in!differentiation!
of! heamotopoietic! cells! (Lal,! Pan! et! al.! 2009).! This! decrease! in! H2A.X! was! linked! with!
diminished! capacity! of! fully! differentiated! cells! to! repair! double! strand! DNA! breaks.! ! All!
these! chromatin! changes! suggest! that! DNA! demethylation! in! differentiating! myoblasts!
occurs!in!the!context!of!specific!chromatin!remodelling!events,!which!are!different!from!the!





Appearance! of! an! additional! histone! signal! in! histone!western! blot! analysis! using! various!
histone! modification! and! PAR! antibodies! made! us! question! whether! myoblast!
differentiation! could!be!associated!with!histone!ADPMribosylation.! !Whilst! the!presence!of!
this! sgnal! was! stable! in! G8! myoblast! differentiation,! the! signal! seemed! to! disappear! in!
C2C12! differentiation,! suggesting! that! disappearance! of! this! signal! might! be! a! only!
characteristic! of! late! myoblast! differentiation.! ! We! saw! from! our! αMPAR! blottings! of! the!
whole! cell! lysates! that,! indeed,! a! large! amount! of! polyMADPMribosylation! is! present! in!
differentiating!G8!myoblasts.! !We!also!showed!that! inhibition!of!ADPMribosylation!blocked!







Several! differentiation! systems! have! been! previously! described! to! be! associated! with! an!
increased! ADPMribosylation! activity.! ! Similarly! to! our! observations,! inhibition! of! ADPM
ribosylation! activity! in! adipocyte! development! inhibited! expression! of! adipogenic!
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differentiation! markers! and! the! ability! of! differentiating! adipocytes! to! store! fatty! acids!
(Erener,!Hesse!et!al.!2012).!!This!ADPMribosylation!was!subsequently!shown!to!be!triggered!
by! topoisomerase! IIMinduced! single! strand! breaks.! ! It!will! be! interesting! to! see!whether! a!
similar!dependency!on!topoisomerase!II!can!be!also!found!in!myoblast!differentiation.!!ADPM
ribosylation!has! been!previously! described! to! cause! chromatin! decondensation! and! to! be!
deposited!on!histone! (Huletsky,!de!Murcia!et!al.!1989,! !D'Amours,!Desnoyers!et!al.!1999).!!
Another! study! using! a! sophisticated! mass! spectrometry! protocol! also! showed! that! ADPM
ribosylation!can!be!established!on!lysines!present!on!the!NMterminal!of!H2A,!H2B,!H3!and!H4!
histone! tails! (Messner,!Altmeyer!et!al.!2010).!The!same!study!also! reported! that!H3K16ac!
inhibits! ADPMribosylation! activity.! ! Because! of! limited! technical! approaches! avaliable! for!
measuring!histone!ADPMribosylation,!this!modification!has!not!been!widely!explored!outside!
of! in$ vitro! ADPMribosylation! assays.! ! The! initial! mapping! of! histone! ADPMribosylation! on!
histone! tails! shows! a! potential! for! a! discovery! of! even!more!ADPMribosylation! sites! and! a!
cross! talk! between! different! histone! modifications.! ! Confirmation! of! histone! ADPM





the! events! triggering! this! process?! !What! are! the! factors! responsible! for! it?! !Which!DNA!
sequences! are! demethylated?! ! Is! DNA! demethylation! a! preMrequisite! for! a! successful!
terminal! myogenic! differentiation?! ! Also,! although! some! evidence! points! towards! DNA!
demethylation! in! myoblasts! being! an! active! process,! the! very! different! timing! of! DNA!
demethylation! that! we! observed! makes! it! difficult! to! be! as! certain.! ! Strong! evidence! in!
support! of! active! DNA! demethylation! mechanism! would! come! from! the! observation! of!
active!DNA!demethylation!in!the!presence!of!the!replication!inhibitor,!aphidicolin.!!In!order!














combination!of! thymidine!and!nocodazole!seemed!to!negatively! impact!on! the!process!of!
myoblast! differentiation.! ! It! would! be! worth! while,! however,! to! test! other! ways! of!
synchronising! myoblasts! and! selecting! a! more! uniform! population! such! as! removal! of! LM
methionine! from! the! growth!medium! (Kitzmann!and! Fernandez! 2001),! synchronisation!of!
cells! in! SMphase!with!mimosine! (Davidovic,! Durand! et! al.! 2013)! or! FACSMsorting! based! on!
GFPMlabelled! early! myoblast! differentiation! marker,! such! as! MyoD.! ! It! would! be! also!
interesting!to!try!to!isolate!various!population!of!the!differentiating!myoblasts!based!on!the!
size! and! proliferation! to! understand! how! they! compare! with! one! another! in! terms! of!
differentiation!status!and!DNA!methylation! levels.! !Finally,!a!population!with!high!starting!
DNA! methylation! levels! could! be! identified! and! propagated! through+ passaging! with!




of! DNA! methylation! status! suggests! that! they! may! play! another! role! in! myoblast!
differentiation.! !This!could!be!confirmed!by!single!or!knockMdowns!of!these!proteins! in!G8!




The! function! of! ADPMribosylation! in! myoblast! differentiation! could! be! addressed! by!
identifying!the!proteins!that!are!modified!by!Parp.!!This!could!be!done!by!ADPMribosylation!
pullMdown!experiment!using!the!Afl521!macrodomain,!which!shows!a!high!affinity!for!ADPM





narrow! down! this! possible! histone! activity! to! Parp1M4.! ! Individual! knockMdowns! of! these!
proteins! will! help! to! find! out! which! particular! Parp! protein! is! required! for! myoblast!




Controlled! inhibition! of! ADPMribosylation! activity!will! also! allow!us! to! investigate!whether!
there!is!indeed!a!dependency!between!ADPMribosylation,!Parp!activity,!DNA!methylation!and!
myoblast! differentiation.! ! Previous! coMimmunoprecipitation! experiments! in! mouse!
fibroblasts! showed! that! Dnmt1! and! autoMADPMribosylated! Parp1! interact! with! each! other!









such! as! which! Parp! enzyme! is! responsible! for! this! modification,! what! is! the! role! of! this!
modification!in!myoblast!terminal!differentiation!and!whether!it!can!be!observed!in!a!wider!
context!of!cellular!differentiation.!!Inhibitors!specific!for!Parp5a!and!Parp5b!isoforms,!which!
are! not! inhibited! by! ABT888! and! are! able! to! introduce! polyMADPMribosylation,! will! be!











DNA!demethylation! in$vivo!are!mouse!PGCs!and!early!zygotes.! !The!difficulty! in!extracting!
these!cells!puts!limits!on!the!quantities!of!material!available!for!detection,!and!thus!analysis!
of! this! process.! ! For! this! reason,! it! is! very! important! to! expand! the! number! of! available!
methods!to!analyse!DNA!methylation,!as!well!as! improving!the!precision!and!sensitivity!of!
detection! of! DNA! methylation! levels.! ! For! the! same! reasons! it! would! be! beneficial! to!
develop!an!in$vitro!model!of!active!global!DNA!demethylation.!!!!!!!
!
Work! presented! in! this! thesis! focused! on! both! of! these! issues.! ! We! attempted! to!
characterise! the! process! of! DNA! demethylation! occurring! in! the! course! of! foetal! G8!
myoblast!differentiation.! !As!a!whole,!myogenic!differentiation!will!be!a!very!useful!model!









The! first! part! of!my! PhD! project! focused! on! the! optimisation! of! a! highly! sensitive! LCMMS!












timing! or! the! process! triggering! this! event.! ! The! two! occurrences! of! DNA! demethylation,!
which!we!observed!had!a!very!different!timing,!and!in!other!cases!DNA!methylation!levels!
were!already!low,!indicating!that!DNA!demethylation!process!has!already!occurred!in!these!
cells.! ! We! thus! propose! that! global! DNA! demethylation! is! an! early! event,! which! occurs!
during! early! stages! of! myoblast! differentiation.! ! It! precedes! the! expression! of! myogenic!
markers!analysed!here,!or! induction!of!differentiation! through!mitogen!withdrawal,!but! is!
likely!to!be!connected!to!the!process!of!differentiation!as!a!whole.!!The!connection!between!
global! DNA! methylation! levels! and! myoblast! differentiation! was! further! underscored! by!
modulation! of!myoblast! differentiation! through! Dnmt1! and! Parp1! activity.! ! Induced! DNA!
demethylation! led! to! an! increase! in! differentiation! response! and! inhibition! of! myoblast!
differentiation! through! inhibition! of! Parp1! was! connected! with! an! increase! in! DNA!
methylation!levels.!!
!
Screening! of! different! factors,! which! have! been! previously! proposed! to! mediate! DNA!
demethylation,!did!not!reveal!a!clear!candidate!gene!whose!expression!would!be!associated!
with! active! DNA! demethylation.! ! A! differentiation! system! with! a! more! defined! DNA!





erythropoiesis!was! proposed! to! accelerate! the! global! removal! of!DNA!methylation! at! the!
regions,!which!are!very!highly!induced!in!this!process!(Shearstone,!Pop!et!al.!2011).!!This!is!
supported!by!our!observation!that!global!DNA!demethylation!which!occurred!as!a!result!of!









very! quickly! removed! or! converted! into! 5fC,! and/or! 5CaC! the! levels! of! its! increase! in!
comparison!to!the!decrease!in!5mdC!leave!a!possibility!that!it!is!not!an!intermediate!in!DNA!
demethylation!process.!!Furthermore,!unpublished!data!from!our!laboratory!(Amouroux,!R.,!
et! al.,! unpublished)! show! that! inhibition! of! activity! of! Tet! proteins,! and! the! resulting!
inhibition! of! 5hmdC! formation,! in! paternal! pronuclei! of! preimplantation! zygote! does! not!
block! DNA! demethylation.! ! This! indicates! that! the! two! processes! are! not!mechanistically!
linked!and!that,! insteariod,!5hmdC!may!play!a!different!role!at!that!stage!of!development,!











this!process!were!not! identified! in! these! studies!due! to! inadequate! separation,!or! lack!of!
sensitivity.! ! The! sensitivity! of! Agilent! 6490! QQQ! MS! may! allow! us! to! screen! samples!
undergoing!DNA! demethylation! for! such! new! intermediates.! ! Such! profiling! of! the!whole!
DNA!digests!could!be!performed!in!a!full!scan!mode!available!in!Agilent!6490!QQQ!MS.!!The!
only!downside!of!such!screen!in!the!full!scan!mode!is!that,!because!it!does!not!focus!on!only!











of! cancer! postulates! that! epigenetic! processes! play! important! roles! in! both! initiation! and!








or! rearranged! in! myelodysplastic! disorders! and! tumour! formation! after! loss! of! wildMtype!
Tet2!allele!suggests!that!this!enzyme!may!have!a!tumour!suppressor!role!(Dahl,!Gronbaek!et!
al.!2011).! !Analysis!of!5hmdC!levels!in!pancreatic!cancer!by!LCMMS!and!HpaII!tiny!fragment!
enrichment! by! ligation! mediated! PCR! with! βMglucosyl! transferase! (HELPMGT! assay,! HELP!
assay! is! discussed! in! section! 1.8.1)! revealed! a! large! redistribution! of! 5hmdC! sites,!with! a!
particular!increase!in!5hmdC!levels!in!promoters!and!exons!(Bhattacharyya,!Yu!et!al.!2013).!!
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ZICMHILIC! stationary! phase! contains! acidic! sulphonyl! groups! and! basic! ammonium! groups!
separated!by!a! short!alkyl! chain!embedded! in! silica.! ! The!polymers!with! sulphonyl!groups!












































Supplementary+ Fig.8! Example+ of+ an+ 11Xpoint+ standard+ curve+ and+ 5fmol+ peak+ for+ dG+
[M+Na]+
+













Supplementary+ Fig.9! Example+ of+ an+ 11Xpoint+ standard+ curve+ and+ 100+ amol+ peak+ for+ fC+
























chromatogram!of! dG! standard! (1! fmol)! and! standard! curve!plotted!with! 7! serial! dilutions!



































standard! curve! plotted! with! 7! serial! dilutions! between! 50! amol! and! 50! fmol.! (B)! MRM!
chromatogram!of! dG! standard! (2! fmol)! and! standard! curve!plotted!with! 7! serial! dilutions!





















































































































































































Supplementary+ Fig.16! Quantification+ of+ adduct+ ratio+ in+ total+ DNA+ digests+ from+ serial+
dilutions+of+E15+embryonic+stem+cells+run+with+buffers+with+2.5m!+ammonium+formate+or+
0.1%+formic+acid.+Each!response!for!individual!adduct!species:![M+H]+,![M+Na]+!and![M+K]+!
of! 5mdC! and! dG! nucleosides! was! calculated! as! a! percentage! of! total! adduct! response!




















Supplementary+ Fig.17+ Comparison+ of+ expression+ of+ factors+ implicated+ in+ DNA+
demethylation+ in+ demethylating+ and+ nonXdemethylating+ G8+ myoblast+ differentiation+





























































Supplementary+ Fig.19+ Comparison+ of+ average+ expression+ levels+ of+ genes+ involved+ in+
differentiation+ or+ DNA+ methylation+ changes+ between+ nonXdemethylating+ and+
demethylation+ differentiation+ curve.+ + Figure! shows! percentage! difference! between! the!
average!gene!expression! in!nonMdemethylating! to!demethylating!differentiation!curve.! !All!
the! positive! values! represent! the! %! increase! in! the! average! expression! of! genes! in!
demethylating! curve,! whilst! the! negative! values! represent! the! higher! expression! in! nonM


















Supplementary+ Fig.20+ Comparison+ of+ expression+ of+ factors+ implicated+ in+ DNA+












Supplementary+ Fig.21+Comparison+of+αSA+ expression+ in+ in+ demethylating+G8+ and+C2C12+




















Supplementary+ Fig.22+ Comparison+ of+ average+ expression+ levels+ of+ genes+ involved+ in+
differentiation+ or+ DNA+ methylation+ changes+ between+ demethylating+ G8+ and+ C2C12+
myoblast+differentiation+curves.++Figure!shows!percentage!difference!between!the!average!
gene!expression!in!demethylating!G8!to!C2C12!differentiation!curve.!!All!the!positive!values!
represent! the!%! increase! in! the! average! expression! of! genes! in! demethylating! G8! curve,!
whilst! the! negative! values! represent! the! higher! expression! in! C2C12! differentiation.!!
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Supplementary+Fig.23+Comparison+of+expression+levels+of+genes+involved+in+differentiation+
or+DNA+methylation+between+3AB,+5AzadC+or+control+differentiation+curves.+++
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